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Linking disability research outcomes with the people who can use them is a complex
task underany circumstance (KDDR, 1997). The task is further complicated 'by, on the one
hand,.the enormous diversity in terms of broad demographic'characteristics among people
with disabilities anditheir families; and on the other hand, the 'relative homogeneity among
rehabilitation researchers and service proliderS (Smart & Smart,-1997; ,Bradsher,' 1995).,
Circumstance, race; Culture, language, experience, and belief can influence,peciple's access
information and :services; their, roles in and treatment. by agencies and by other individuals;,
their goals for rehabilitation and independent hiring; and the kin& and sources of information
they find to be credible and useful.

. .

Communicating effectivelyincluding both giving and receiving information, so that
researchers and service providers clearly understand the needSand circumstances of those they
seek to help, and, so that consumers nnderstand the uses, requirerrients, Iiinitations, and benefits
of research outcomes and rehabilitation servicesis one of the Most difficult elements in this
equation. As the writer Hannah Arendt (1958, .cited in Greene, 1993, p:13).once observed;
each person "sees or. hears from a different position," and sometimes-What individuals see and
hear can diverge strongly., . ,

Another way of considering this concern is. to think of information as "culture `specific."
Aecording to. Cochrane and Atherton (1980, cited in, Metoyer-PUrari, 1991; p, 320) "the,proper
unit of analysis. for considering information Services-in a culturally pluralistic society should be

-the 'cultural community,' which is composed of potential users who may have distinct values,
-.

beliefs, and attitudes -towards external information services:" Metoyer -Duran also,quotes
Men'on's (1983)observation that, because information is culture specific it is, consequently, .

continued on page
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A WORD FROM THE DIRECTOR

D & U that Meets the
Needs of Diverse
Audiences
After years of effort and the substantial literature regarding..
dissemination and utilization, why do gaps remain between
research and its use? The most frequently cited, reason is
the lack of communication and cooperation between
researchers and their intended audiences (Leung; 1992)..
Researchers who do not know. their audieriCes well may
not understand their need and use for research results.

. The ranks of under-represented groups in disability
research include people with disabilities` who are also
members of racial, ethnic,.or cultural minority groups.
Frequently, disseinination strategies do not take into
consideration the special faCtOrs that would enhance
the utility of disability research to minority group target
audience members.. An understanding of the information
and research needs of multicultural groups should be
a basic, rather than peripheral, tenet of research and
dissemination design. _

. Research results 'should be stated' in user-friendly
language, and provided in formats and modes' of- ,

informatibn that are accessible by targeted audiences.
The NCDDRhas,received requests from a number of
NIDRR grantees for help in identifying strategies to
ensure that knowledge generated from NIDRRzfunded-
research can be utilized more fully to improve the lives
of all people with disabilities and their families.

The review of the literature presented in this and the
following issue of The Research Exchange was.prepared
to help.researchers better understand the of
disability, diversity and dissemination. The first part
provides a theOretical framework examining the concepts of
race, ethnicity, and culture, and their influences within the
rehabilitation system. The second part (to. be presented in
Volume 4, Number 2) will describe the characteristics - of
effective 'culturally competent' systems, and the impact of
attending to diversity in conducting research as well as in
dissemination and utilization. A number of organizational,
research, and D & U recommendations are suggested..

John D. WestbrOok, Ph.D.
Director NCDDR

Leung', P. (1992). Translation of knowledge into practice.
In Walcott & Associates, NIDRR National CRP Panel Final Report.
Washington, DC: Walcott & Associates.

Introduction: Seeing and hearing
, "from a different position"

continued from page 1
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"largely incommunicable unless it has been !acculturated-
(p. 320). A major element in the dissemination and utilization
process, then, is to find ways of "acculturating' information
about rehabilitation research outcomes, a "task that includes
listening as well as speaking.

Such a task, in some ways at least, may sound deceptively
simple: Gather information about a specific culture and tailor
the resulting materials and Media accordingly. However, there
are a number of.complicating factors, discrissions ofwhich
will form the bulk Of this literattire review.: .

ConceptS of race; eihniaty, and culture are often,
intertwined and misapplied, and often in ways that result
in stereotyped beliefs about groups and individuals.

It is problematic to asSurne that minority" groups share
a common culriire:or. other characteristics: Rather,- it is
impOrtant to look at-subpopulations, seeking to identify
commonalties 'and differenceS. As BartOlome and
Macedo (1997) conclude, "We need to avoid the lumping
of multiple identities-into a .monolithic entiey'such as
race or ethnicity" (p. 224).

The ,Research Exchange, a: newsletter to promote the effective
dissemination and- utilization of disability .research outcomes, is
published quarterly by. the. National Center for the Dissemination of
Disability' Research (NCDDR) which Is Operated by the Southwest
Educational Development Laboratory (SEDL). Neither SEDL nor the
NCDDR discriminate on the basis of age, sex, race, color, 'creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation,, marital or veteran status,
or the 'presence of a disability. SEDL is an . Equal Employment
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and is committed to affording
equal employment opportunities for all individuals in all employment
matters. The contents of this newsletter were developed under a grant
(#H13.8D50016) of $608,100 from the National:Institute on Disability
and Rehabilitation Researcfr(NIDRR), U.S. Department of Education
(ED).. However, these contents do not, necessarily represent the
policy of SEDL, NIDRR, or the ED; do not assume'endorsement by
the Federal Government. .

Copyright 1999 by the Southwest Educational
. Development Laboratory
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The concept of culture refers not only to groups
of people who can be distinguished by a common
geography, bloodline, language, and/or set of customs.
OheCan also speak of what Mason (1994). describes
as "non-ethnic cultural grot.ips;" including, or example,
"lesbians and gays, elders, women, people with
disabilitieS, religious minorities,, and others" (p. 1).

' As Sonia-Nieto observes, "culture:is-often thought
of as a characteristic rather than a process" (Kenyatta
& Tai, 1997b, p. 176)..HoWever, it is in reality fluid,
constantly evolving.

It is often difficult to Soli Out factors that are related to
culture rather than to socio-economie:status or other
life circumstances. .

The issue of powerof institutionalized patterns of
inequity that lead some groups to be subordinated to a

-. dominant, "mainstream" groupis one of the greatest:.
. :barriers t6 the development. of a-rehabilitation research,

and service system -that is responsiVe to the needs 'of all
people with disabilities. The volatility of this issue makes
it extraordinarily difficult to examine-and address.

Many reports addressing the topic of diversity consist pri-
:marily oflists and deScriptions of characteristics that differen-.
hate "minority" cultures from that of mainstream U.S. culture,
and discussions of ways that researchers and rehabilitation.
professionals can become more sensitive to those differences_ . ,

This review will address some of those 'descriptions..But a
broader conceptual orientation is necessary in order to get to
the most persiStent barriers and misunderstandings..

As noted 'above, diversitY is a broad concept. However,
the rehabilitation-related literature on this topic' is limited,
particularlY literature that is grounded in empirical research.
Material that does exist. focuses almost. entirely on ,racial and
-ethnic groups rather than on "non-ethhic" cultural groups.
The scope of this literature review, therefore, is largely
restricted to discussions related to racial and-ethnic diversity.,
Another limitation is the lack of systematic information about

the characteristics and processes of rehabilitation research,
environments. Where the rehabilitation literature does address
diversity issues, the focus is almost exclusively on service.
delivery, primarily via rehabilitation counseling. There is a

,small but growing body of material regarding the iMplications
of cultUral diversity for research and knoWledge utilization
in more general contexts, but little or none of thiS.Work
specifically addresses the rehabilitation field., . .

Given the restricted research base, it is difficult to.draw
firm conclusions about many aspects of disability, diversity,
and the dissemination process. Where possible, hoWever; thi's
docuinent atterripts to incorporate relevant information from
other disciplines, particularly the literathre on minorities and ,

. public health services, and educational' and sociological
inquiries into relations between minority and majority groups.
It also attempts to apply the available information to the
process of linking rehabilitatiOn research outcomes with
potential users, suggeSting impliCations for the activities of
identifying research needs:designing and conduCting research,

disseminating research outcomes, and promoting the utilization
of those outcomes among targeted users..

The scope of concern
Incidence of disability among minority

'populations. Race and ethnicity are among the factors
that have the Strongest.asociation with disability" (Smart &'
Smart, 1997; p. 43): Bradsher. (1995) notes that whether-one-is
considering the overall disability-rate in the United States, rates.
for people ages 15-64 (i:e., what is often considered "working
age"),-or rates of severe disability, African AMeriCans and
American Indians consistently have the highest rates of
disability. Drawing on data from 1991L1992, B_ radsher reports
the following.statistics:'

Percent of Americans with a disability/severe disability
1991-1992, by racial/ethnic group

African

American

American

Indian White

Hispanic

Origin

Asian/Pacific

Islanders

Percent with a disability 20.0 21.9 19.7 15.3 9.9

Percent with a disability, ages 15-64 20.8 26.9 17.7 16.9 9.6

Percent with a severe disability 12.2 9.8 9.4 8.4 4.9

Percent with a severe disability, ages 15-64 12.7 11.7 7.4 9.1 4.5

Source: Bradsher, J.E. (1995). Disability among racial and ethnic groups.' Disability Statistics Abstract, 10,1- .

3
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Incidence of disability among Minority populations.
continued

Bradsher also reports that women in each of these
racial/ethnic groups, except for American Indians, have a
higher rate of disability than Men. HOwever, when considering
persons of working age, -"there are no significant, differences .
observed between disability rates for men and women-aged
15-64, overall or within any racial/ethnic group" (p. 2).

Walker'and Brown (1996), analyiing data from. the
National, Center for Health Statistics, found African AmeriCans
and Hispanic. Americans to be over-represented in all- disability

' categories, including chronic health conditions,' phySical;
sensory, and language iinpairments; and nervous and mental
disorders: Similarly Walker et al. (1996), using data 'from the
1990 Federal census, report that.although. African Americans
represent only 12.1 percent of the total U.S. population, they
represent 14 percent of all persons with disabilities in this
country. Among African Americans who have a disability, 718-
percent have a severe disability, as opposed to only 52 percent
of white Americans with a disability. In addition, 78.2 percent
of African Americans with disabilities, are unemployed of not
working, and 41 percent are -at or belowpoverty-level,income.
Among Hispanic Americans with a diability, 67.8 percent
have a severe disability, and 27 percent live at or below
poverty-level income. '

Smart and Smart (1997) bbserve_that "most Asians and
Pacific Islanders do not fit the disability or socioeconomic pro-
file of other minorities"'(p. 10). However, recent immigrants, _

including Hmongs, LaOtians,.Vietnamee, and Cambodians, are
exceptions; many of these are refugees and tend to:be both
poorer and-less well educated than other Asians in the U.S,
According'to Leung (1996), "Asian Pacific Americans are-the
fastest groWing population' in the United States today, with the
primary growth of the last decade due to-immigration" (p. 2).-

An examination of data on pUblic health reveals
disparities 'in risk rates between white and minority pbpula-.
tions: For example, in announcing a new health initiative last

'year, the White ',House released the following statistics:

Infant mortality rates are, twice as high for African
Americans as for white Americans: African AmeriCan
men suffer from heart disease at, nearly twice the
rate of whites. AfriCan Aniericans are more likely. to
die from breast cancer and prostate cancer. Overall,
cancer fatalities are disproportionately high among
both Latinosand Blacks.-And Hispanic rates'for
diabetes are twice the national average; Native
American rates are three times the national -aver-
age... Asian Americans .Suffer from Hepatitis B in
greater numbers than other Vietnamese
women are five times as likely to have cervical
cancer,-Chinese Americans four to five times as'
likely to have liver cancer. (Brooks, 1998, p. 11)

It is likely that or ethnicity is not the root cause .

for the higher incidence' of disabilities and chronic or

life-threatening health problems among:minority groups, but
ratheris fundamentally a measure of eXposure to health risks"
(LaVeist, 1996, p. 24). As Ficke,(1992, quoted,in Smart &
Smart, 1997, p. 13): warns, "It is important to note that the
is-sue of causality betWeen..-. demographic factors and
disability often, cannot be deterMined at all:from the data."

LaVeist (1996) concludes that "at the core of, race
associated differences in health status are 'Social: and political
!actors" (p. 23). McNeil (1993, cited in Smart & Smart, 1997)
-found that, among adults aged 25 to 64, the incidence of
severe disability was 22.8 percent among persons who did not
complete high school, but among college graduates, she rate
was only 3.2 percent. Smart and Smart report that "African
Americans, Hispanics, and Native -Arriericans are consistently
found to lag behind the general U.S. =population in the
number of years of school completed... This is also true of
some subgroups of Asians and Pacific Islanders" (p, 12).:
'Similar statistics can be cited regarding income levels among
Minority populations. Education,- income, and discrimination'
(which often results in disparities in emPlOyment, education,

'and income) may be more primary influences on disability
Shan race.or ethnicity, per se.

Inequitable treatment of minority
, populations: As the National Council on Disability noted

in its report to the President and Congress(Wright &,Leung,
:1993), "Many minority persons with disabilities face discrimina-
tion on the basis of both minority status and disability (p. 2).
Considerable evidence exists that people. with disabilities, who
are African.American, Hispanic, Arnerican Indian, or Asian
Pacific American do not have the same opportunities for
assistance, -employment, or income as_theiryvhitecounterparts.
Findings'from Section 21 of the 1992 Arnendments to'the 1973
Rehabilitation Act (quoted in FlOwerS, Edwards, & Pusch,
1996), conclude tht:

Patterns,of inequitable- treatment of- minorities
have been documented in all major junctures of
the vocational process, As. compared to White-
Americans, a larger percentage of African-American
applicants to the vocational rehabilitation system are
denied acceptance. Of the applicants accepted for ",

service, a larger -percentage of'African-American
cases are closed withobt being rehabilitated.
Minorities are provided less training than their white
counterparts. Consistently, less money spent on
minorities than on their, white counterparts,: (p. 22)

These findings are supported by a-series of studies
conducted by the HoWard-University Research and Training
Center for Access to Rehabilitation and EConomic Opportunity
(Walker & Brown, 1996;;Walker, etal., 1996). One study found
that "white clients tended to have more money spent on' their
program services than did any other group" (Walker & Brown,
p. 31). Santiago, Villarruel, and Leahy (1996) conclude that
"rehabilitation in the United States can be a very selective
process wherebwnly individuals identified as being most

4=
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likely to succeed are referred to; and participate in, services" ,

..(p: 11). Standards 'regarding who is most likely to Succeed"
tend to be based on white, middle-class perspectiYes. For
example, Locust and Lang (1996) describe an incident in
which an Indian.man, dignified and proud, of. hiS long braids,,
was told that vocational rehabilitation services for him would
not begin until he cut his hat? (p: 6). Smart and Smart (1992)
describe a siaterehabilitation.program in'which '"Ang.lo clients
are often asked-it they would be willing toreloCate in order
to facilitate job -placement, but Hispanic clients are routinely,
assumed-to be. unwilling to do so and,' therefore, are not
asked about the possibility of relocation7 (p. 30).

LaVeist (1996)_ describes discriminatory treatment in
medical-care, noting that "several studies haye,demonstrated
race differences in clinical diagnosis as well as race differences.
in the intensity of medical serviceS proyided for a sitnilar.
diagnosis" (p. 26)..Research oft:utilization of mental health
services among minority populations reflects'similar patterns
of inequity: Ridley (1989,, qiioted in LeOng, Wagner, & Tata,-
1995; see also Mohr, 1998; and Yainashiro'& MatsuOka
1997) concludes:

Compared to White clients, ethnic minority clients
are more likely to receive inaccurate diagnoses; be
assigned, to junior.professionals, paraprofessionals,
or nonprofessionals rather than senior professionals;-
receive,:low-cost, less. preferred treatment consisting
Of minimal contact, medication, or custodial care:-
rather than-individual psychotherapy; be dispropor
tionately,represented in mental health facilities;.
show a much higher rate of premature termination
and have more unfavorable:impressions regarding
'treatment. (pp. 417-418),

Leong, Wagner, and*Tata (1995) further note that "African
Arnericans are disproPortionately hOspitalized:' even though
"Studies have tound no racial differenees in the prevalence'
of psychological disorders among African Americans." They
conclude that "the misuse of hospitalization-for African
Americans is prObably clue:,tO cliniCian bias and/Or problems
in misdiagnosis, (e.g:, African Americans are more likely to
be-misdiagnosed as' experiencing schizophrenia)" (p. 418).

Minority populationsj-particularly,African ArneriCans
, and Atherican Indians=also are underserved by the national
network of independent living centers (ILCS)-(Richards &
Smith, 1992). In a'survey of 32 independent living centers in
six midwestern states (including Illinois- and Michigan, states
with substantial proportions of African Americans and other
minority populatiOns), Flowers, Edwards, and Pusch (1996):
found that 58 percent reported having no plans or programs
"focusing on outreach to culturally diverse consumers." Of
those who did; only three' ILCs stated that they "felt that their.
plans were effective" (p. 26)..The centers reported serving
more than 8,000 people in the preceding year Of the approxi-
mately.4,600 for whom racial/ethnic demographic inforMatiOn
was reported, 89 percent were, listed as "Caucasian.'-' African
Americans, at seven percent, 'were the largest minority .
"group served.'

.

The ILC survey. alSO found that feWer than 20 percent of
the centers' administrative staff (which include clericatstaff and
office managers as well as executive and finance directors and
-other professionals) were identified as members Of culturally,
diverse groups. Twenty -two percent of direct services staff
were from "diverse ailtural, backgrounds, " as were 12
percent of members of the centers'. boards- of direetors.

In terms Olemployment, Leung (1993) .reports:

The statistical data for Blacks `with disabilities
indicate§ that while they constitute 19% of-all per-
sons of wbrking-age with disabilities; they 'constitute,
just 8.6%.of,Veaf-round full -time worker's WithdiS-

-abilities. Similarly, Bowe (1992) indicates that adultS
Witlydisabilities of Hispanic 'origin constitute 7.5% Of,
all persons of-working age who-have disabilities, yet
they are just 5% of Year, round full-tirrie workers with

Jarnes et al: (1993), utilizing data from
the National Spinal Cord,Injury Statistical Center, ,

found that Black persons with SCI were less likely to,"---
be employed than their White counterparts. (p. 94)

Walker and BrOwn (1990- found that in three of four
major categories of disability; "African Americans had the
highest proportion of persons who-were not in the labor force.
H4anics were also hard hit by unemployment' (p.,30). The
authors als6 found a ,"consistent tendency for minority persons
across disability categories to be at the bottom of the etonomic
ladder and for whites to be atthe'top" (p, 29); Seelman and
Sweeney (1995), in discussing the fact that people with disabil-
ities tend to have lowei incomes than nondisabled people

rve'
; .

obse'that ".White persons with disabilities are generally
in the low income ranks $18,000), but not as destitute as
Iiispanicg ($12,"000) or AfriCan Americans ($8,000), WhOse
family income levels fall below the poverty index reported

:in the latest census ($12,091)" (p. 3).
Some studies indicateihat collateral factors such 'as

education and income. may contribute to differential ti-eatmeni.
Santiago, Villarruel, and Leahy (1996) Conducted a "pilot`
survey" of -124 disabled working-age Latino adults in 1990 -91
and foUnd that "respondents..-who were high school graduates"
had 4 times higher odds of receiving MRS (Michigan
Rehabilitation Services) than respondents with less than high
schodl degrees" (p 15). Similarly, a study by the Howard .

University 'Research and Training Center found that-"Chents
with higher education level's and more economic indepen-
dence at program entry had higher weekly earnings at closure
and had more 'services provided to them during the programw:
(Walker;& Brown, 1996, p. 31). As noted-earlier; itis important
to keep in mind that minority 'populations, whether disabled. Or
nondisabled, continue to face-discrimination in both education
and employment.'

.Although most of, the data regarding the .treatment _of
specific populations Within the rehabilitation systein focus on -

racial or ethnic minorities; there-is some evidence that women
suffer ineqUitable treatment as well: Westbrook, Legge, and
Pennay (1995) conclude that::

continued
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Inequitable treatment of minority populations.
continued

Compared to men with disabilities women are more iikely
to be stigmatized, have poor self concepts,' be unmarried,
condemned for having children, left by their partners following
disablement and denied access to education, employment,
and financial assistance.... Discrimination against women with
'disabilities is also apparent in health care. Research... has
indicated that such women are.less likely than men to receive
rehabilitation. (p. 26)

The socially' constructed
nature. Of-race, culture,
and- disability
'Concepts of race, ethnicity, and culture,
At the core of this 'literature review is a consideration-not only
of the differences among people; but of the ideas humans
construct about those differences, .the ways in which those
who fit nriost-easily into the dominant culture of-U.S. society
tend to value and devalue certain'differences, and the impact
of the,dominant Cultural ,perspective on minorities with
disabilities. Such a consideration must begin with an under-
standing that the very .definitions, terms like culture, race,
and disability are grounded in a particular time place, ,and
perspective: Rather than mirrors that: piecisely reflect reality,
definitions Of these terms and ideas about them are imperfect'
human constructs (Keriyatta & Tai, 1997a,b; Scheurich, 1993).

Defining culture. The term culture has been defined as,
"a learned system of meaning and behavior. that is passed from
One generation to .the next" (Carter & Qureshi, 1995, p. 241),
and as "all the customs, values; arid traditions that are learned
from one's environthent" (Sue & Sue, 1990, cited in Sodowsky,
Kwari, & Pannu, 1995, p.. 132). According to Sodowsky et al.
(1991, cited in Sodowsky, Kvyan, & Pannti, 1995) in every.
culture.there is. a "set of people who have common and
shared values; customs, habits; and rituals; systems of labeling,
explanations; and evaluations; social rules of behavior;
perceptions regarding human nature, natural phenomena,
interpersonal relationship's, time,and'activity; symbols, art,
and artifacts; and historical deVelopments" .(p. 132). Culture,.
then, acts as "a unifying influence. It combines the different
aspects of life into a logical whole" (p. 132).

Cultures are constantly evolving in response to changes
in the environment; as Venkatesh (1995, p. 30) notes; "no
culture stands still.- Moreover, because culture, is a learned
phenomenon, "individuals and groups can and do change,
their ethnic or cultural id6ntities and interests through such
processes as migration, conversion, and assimilation or through
exposure to modifying influences"-(Smedley, 1993,, quoted in
Carter & Qureshi, 1995, p. 241). In bicultural or

multiCultural contexts, such as are prevalent in the United :

States, the, interaction between Cultures often acts as-a
modifying factor. Life events, psychological characteristics,
and other factors also can mediate cultural influences-.

Harry (1992) argues that the'most important thihg to
underStand aboOt culture is that "standards of social behavior
are culturally' derived. She also observes that "the Clbser one -
is to one's Original culture, the harder it is to recognize the
culturally specific; rather than universaL, base of accepted
norms for behavior' (p. 57).

Defining "race" and "ethnicity." The concepts of race,
ethnicity, and culture are sometimes used to describe
the same things. Wright et al. (1983, .quoted in Harry,.R5)
attempt to distinguish among these terms: "Ethnic groups will
be so defined if they share a common sociohistOry have a,
sense of identity of themselves as a grOup, and have Common
geographical, religibus,.racial, and cultural roots. The central
core of each ethnic group, welding it together with the thread
of belief, styles'of being, and adaPting, is'eulture...kace is, at
this point, a.dubious biological designation" (p. 13). Tatum
(1997),. in supporting this laSt point, notes that "race is a social
construction. Despite myths to the Contrary, biologists tell
us that the only meaningful racial categorization is that of
human" (p. 16).

A number of scholars in the fields of sociology and edtica-
tion disCUss the'partieular function of the concept of race in
the -Uhited States. Takaki (1993) pOints out that, in The U.S.,
race ihas been a social construction That has historically set
apaft racial minorities from European immigrant groups"

. (quoted in,Kenyatta & Tai, 1997a, p. vu). -Harry (1992) observe
that, in this country, `the use of the term minority esserifially
represents an attempt to categorize by race,not by .culture.
Yet the specifics of race are only important on one *dimension:
whether one is White or not (p. 3) Analyzing the racial
categories used by the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) and other
institutions, she notes that:

the U.S. interpretation of White [is] as a pure,
unmixed racial group, so that to be,.for example;
one-quarter Black is to be Black, while, a' person
who is one-quarter White would alsb be Black.
While Latin American arid. West Indian societies,
-which also.share the history of slavery, have Wilt
into their view of race the fact of racial mixture, the
U.S. 'interpretation reflects the enduring legacy of a
much more oppressive form of the institution of
slavery. (p. 47)

Harry analyzes 'the aspects of racial classification"
(p. 5), observing that the OCR classifications mix geographic
and racial features in ways that seem logically inconsistent
but that support the conception of white as both racial and
geographic (i.e., European):
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The corollary "regardless of race7,attached.te the
definition` of Hispanic reflects the anomalous
character of this group.-,The, category Asian or Pacific

,Islander, forexample;sclearly includes a mixtures.
of racial groups, yet the classificationsysterhdbes
not specify "regardless of race" for this groUp,
presumably because Whites are not likely to
be among Mein-. . Iris not required, then; tb-
_distinguish:betweenthe dramatically different racial
characteriStics.of peOple from: ndia and China::: Nor.
doeSthe category Blackr(nOt of Hispanic origin)",
reflect any more logic,sfnce many. Hispanics from
Caribbean and Central American tetritories have--
origins in the Black raciaf'grorips,of Africa..(p.: 6) .

The U.S. Office of Management Budget (OMB),-
respondingtd concerns ab6ut racial Classification,- recently'
revised its standards for classifying federal data on race and

, .
ethnicity The new standards set five categories for data on
race; including (1) American Indian or Alaska Native,' (2)
Asian,'(3) Black or African American, '(4) Native-Hawaiian or
other PaCific-Islandet, and (5) White.,AseParate designatiOn
for data oh ethriicity includes two categories: (1) Hispanic or
Latino, and (2) not Hispanie or Latino. ACcording to these

: standards, respondents are be encouraged to seleet
multiple racial categories where appropriate. In Mod'
the: standards; OMB (1997)noteS that:,

The.racial and ethnic categories set forth inthe stan
.dards should not be interpreted as being,primarily
biological Or genetic in reference. Race-and ethnicity
may be thoUght of,in terms Of_socialand cultural
characteristics as well as ancestry. (p. 58782)

-

Several scholars note- the increasing tendency, to substitute
ethnicity. fOr Kenyatta &-Tai (1997a) cOncluder "Riffle
researcherS and educators use ethriicity interchangeably with
race becauSe, we believe, they are still uncomfortable: with .

`race, raeisrir, and its role in education"-(p. Vii). Margaret
Andersen,:a panelist in a forum on, education and ethnicity;
alSO queStions this exchange of: terms:

The caution I: would put forth....is that in abandon-.
ing the concept of race, therei is a serious' teridency
to .abandon diSchssionS, of power, domination, and
group conflict...I cannot help but 'notice in works
on ethnicity how quickly the discussion-there turns
to matters of culture and, identity' not at all to qiies-;
tions of economic exploitation, political power; and
powerleSsness. (Kenyatta & Tai, 1997b, p. j77)2_

The term "race: provides a_ good example of .the difficulties',
in detetmining appropriate terminology to apply in describing
particular grou0s: Some authorsnote that the Word-lacks::
meaning in terms Of:the physical or_ biological. differences
implied in its common usage, while others argfie for the term's
political-and sociological importance. Perhaps the critical poirit

is the necessity-to recognize and make explicit the purposes
and assumptions that are bundled Into .useor aVoidanCe
of. such Word's:.

P9s4bility esa.ecicialy constructed concept.
Disability, like race," etlotticity, and culture, is a term whose:
.definitions are culturally derived, even though its meaning in
the U.S` been giVen what Harry (1992,' p..113) calls "On-
Scendent status:" Luft (1995) observes that "disability categories
are ,princlarily defined according to middle -class develeptnental
norms" (p. 3). The significance of such norms, she mites, is

in theirjmpact on ,the procedures.used by social institutions
iii proViding servicesprocedures that tend _to be'predicated.
on the 'clients or -reCipients behaying according. to cultural.;
expectations and standards" (p: 9),,Harry concurs, in
disCussing the concept of disabilityinhetent in the Education
for All kandicapriedsChildren and other federal law;

Professional's interpret the model [of diSability]
inherent in the law: as actually transcending cultifiel
They come to-believe that the definitions of disability
deriving frdin the technological CultUre of-the United:
States in fact represent universal truths: "(p. ,237)'

'Harry concludes that one reason for the assumed
universality of ideas about disability contained ,fn law;
policy,- and procedures is its base in the highly. esteemed
science of medicine:'' This same esteem leads to the
assumption that experts "hold the keys to truths- regarding the
conditionsand needs" of children with disabilities (p.: 113)-=
an assumption Ala often devalues the pereeptiOris'and",under
standings of the indiVidual, family, and community_.,

Harry, Luft, and: other scholars are.not attempting to argue
that disabilities do not exist,' Or even that respOnsibility fbr:.
individual limitations rests with the external" environment.:

, However, they do observe that the conditions included in the
term disability vary in different-conteXts;_ and that diagnesiS of
sPeCific conditions often subjective and culturally, derived,
as are judgMenrs aboUt the severity; impact; and appropriate
response tO_those'conditiOns. As Smart and Smart (1997)
conclude, "Disability is' not caused by disease, and injury
alone, but also related to the way in which institutions
define and:diagnose disability" (p: 12). The following
exarnples illustrate 'their point:

Smart and Smart (1997) note uthat 'there is no uniform
'definition of disability.Since government age_ ncies.define
disability differently :._. Further clouding the picture,.
some health demographers" do not define disability as
Completely as do rehabilitation demographers,"-excluding

,fdr example, conditions such as alcohol abuse and
learning disabilities (p.,I0). The authors also cite a 1993
study which found that "in Alaska: only 3% of all special
education students were classified as retarded, yet, in:
Alabama, 23% were considered retarded",(p: 12).:

"The arbitrary nature of term Mental letardatiorc:was
dramatically demonstrated by the American AssociatiOn on

9 :.continued
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Disability as a socially constructed concept.
continued

Mental Deficiency (AAlviD), in its radical. revision -of the.
definition from an IQ cutoff point of 85 to a mere 70:
Overnight, the pOpulation of 'mentally retarded persons-
Was cut by 13 percent"' (Harry, 1992, p. 144).

"!Between the years 1978 to 1990 the category of Learning
Disabilities grew dramatically, Emotional' Disturbance
increased slightly, and numbers of children with Speech
and Language Impairments, Hearing Impairments; and
Mental Retardation gradually decreased" (LUft, '1995, p. 11).

Shacht (1997), reporting case history information collected
by the American Indian. Rehabilitation Research and
Training Center regarding American Indian consumers
frorri five states; could not accOUnt.fOr the'folloWing
differences: The distribution of Reported Disabilities
varied:in unexpected WayS [among the. 121 cases]: arthritis
and rheumatism; and Alzheimer's disease Were, reported
mainly frOm South 'Dakota; learning disabilities and
emotionaVmental disorders were reported, mainly froni
California; various orthopedic 'disorders and diabetes
mellitus [were] reported mainly fibril Texas; and' paraplegia.
was reported mainly in Arizona" (p-. 10).

The ways in which individuals, families and cultures
perceive and accommodate disabilities also Vary Significantly. ..
For eXample,- in their" study of young Latino men withdisabili-
ties, Santiago, :Villarruel, and Leahy (1996) report that "only 37
percent of the124 respondents in this investigation viewed
themselves as having'a severe diSabling cOndition. Yet, when
the information from the MRS screerier was reviewed, 56

. percent of .these personS were considered to have a severe
.disabling condition" (p. 16). SChenSUl (1992), in a study of
Alzheimer's, disease among elderly_Puerto Ricans in the as.,
notes that "elderly Puerto Ricans are aware of the symptoms
of cognitive loss and behavioral change [associated with
Alzheimer's disease] but' ten_ d to view them as normal" (II 26).
And LOcust (1988, cited in Harry,1992,.P. 81) "points Out, that
the prevalenCe Of a' congenital hip deformity observed among
the Navajo is not considered disabling, while surgery to-correct
it may create' a. disabilitY because it tends to 'make nding'a
horSe uncomfortable."

Cultural power and the=
perpetuation of irsOquity
Systems of advantage and disadvantage. The
common assumptions' in U.S. society regarding race, culture,
and disability take on greater importance when the issue of ,

power is added to the equation. The idea:that one group is
dominant while others are subordinate, that "systematic adyan-
tage and disadvantage" (Tatum, 1997, p.-9). are prevalent-in the

, .

United States, is not only abhorrent' to most Arnericans; to
many 'individuals, it may seem unbelievable. Based on individ-
ual experierices, some people may believe that disparities are
real across one dimension, such as disability, but not across
others, such as raceor s'oCiaVeconomic class. However, it is a

,basic,sociological principle that societies stratify their members
in terms of "power, resources, .and. status" (Pifisuk., McAllister,
& Rothman, 1996, p. 16). An increasing number of scholars
and, researchersincluding sociOlogists employing "network-
analytic" research methods (Stanton-Salazar, "1997)L-have
begun to examine the ways in'which such dominance
permeates institutions and relationships in thi s',country,
While remaining "invisible" to many members'.of the dominant
group (Scheurich & Young, 1997, p.' 12; see also Duarte ' &'
Rice, 1992; McIntosh, 1990; and McLaren, 1995).

Delpit (1995) asserts that inherent in issues Of. race,
Culture and class are issues of power. "Those With pOWer are
frequently least aware ofor least willing to acknowledgeits
existence," while meinberS of subordinate groups are acutely,
conscious of' the disparities (p. '26). Scheurich (1993; see -also.
Maher & Tetreault, 1997) observes that the longer onegrouP is
dominant, the more effectively "the styles of thinking, acting,
speaking, and behaving of the:dominant group...become
the socially correct or privileged ways of tfiinking,acting,
speaking, and behaving" (p. 7):

The ways of the dominant grotip become universal-
ized as measures of merit, hiring criteria, grading
standards, predictors of success, correct grammar,
appropriate behavior, and So forth,- all of which are
said to be 'distributed as -differenCes- in individual
effort, ability, or intelligence.-Membership in a social
group "and group - related, ineqUitable distribution of
resources and power thus disappear under the guise
of individualism. (p: 7)

The pervasiveness of the mainstream Arnerican belief in
individualism acts as an extremely powerful filter. As Scheurich_
(1993) describes it:

Among Whites; the idea that each person is largely
the source or origin of herself or himSelf; that is

.- individualism, is_considered a natural facet of life.
'Within the frame-of this belief, individualisni is seen
as a naturally occurring, trans-historiCal, transcultural
condition .to' whiCh all -humans naturally aspire. (p. '6),

Stanton- Salazar. (1997; see also McIntosh, 1990;
Scheurich, 1993; and Tatum, 1997) characterizes this belief
"not only as mythical and extremely simplistic, but also
ideologically geared to preserve the status quo" (pp. 6-7). .

Rather, he observes, children "are raised embedded in. social
networks" that can either "systematically engineer their,
advantage" or "undermine the support flowing from family.
and community sources" (p. 31). Emphasizing the importance
of "institutional agents" such 'as teachers, mentors, and
advantaged peers, he concludes:

JO
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The ideological Cloak of individualism serves to
Obscure how the formation of supportive ties to
institutional agents. . . rests on knowledge of,,
facility with and deference tothe cultufal riles;

-.communicative conventions;, and..netwOrk orienta-
tions that together are rooted. in the social character
and ethos of the dorhinant group. (p. 31)

, .

. .

Racism and "the 'Cloak of individualism. ".
As McLaren,-(1995) concludes,. "Power relations may not always
' have a conscious design, but they have unintended cohk-

quences WhiCh define deep; structural aspects of oppression
'(p. 53) Moreover, some authors-note the conVenience of the
mainstrearribelierin individual Merft.Delpit (1995) observes,
"To act as if power does not exist is to ensure that-the power,

,

status- quo remains the same' (P.:39): Thok who reap the,:
tangible benefits of privilege have little apparent reason to
question what has always beenaSsuMed to be true (Tatum;
1997).' And, as constructivist learning theory posits, In order to
take on a new viewpoint, one.must.deCide to let go of an old
one There must be areason to decide to make a Shift2.iri
thinking" (Shapiro, 1994, p: ' -

seuSch
. ,

rich and Young (1997), among Others, discuss the
ways in which the individualist perspeCtiVe, within U.S. culture,
works to obscure racism, and to "keep the thinking-,about
equality or equity incomplete (McIntosh, 1990; p. 30):
The fact, that "racism in the U.S. is. overwhelmingly seen as
an Individual phenomenori". (p.,5), they Conclude; helps to
explain why many mainstream Arriericans so: strongly believe
that racism is a limited problem, and react with confUsiori and
hutt When 'others describe them as part of the problem.'Most
people do not consider themselves racist; they may in fact,
.speak and ad. against-racism. However, Scheurich and Young '
point' out that:

While... individualized, conscious, moral'or.ethical
commitment to antiracism is a _significant and Mean-

. . ingful ,individUal and historical accOmplishment, the .

fact that it restricts our UnderStanding of raciSm"to an:
individualized-ethical arena is .a barrier to.abroader,
More comprehensive understanding,of racism-4Or
society and for researchers,' (p. 5)

Scheurich and Young have identified five categories of .
racism: The first.two, "overt racism "' and "covert, racism," can-

. , .

he defined as operating at the:individual level." "Institutional
racism", and "societal racism"-are'Organizational and social
categories' that "create the social context" fOr-indiVidnal ,

racism: The fifth category, "Civilizational racism;" is one which
"creates or ConstiMtes-the possibility for all Of the, prior four.
categorie". (p: 4). At institutional and societal levels, racism
tends to operate almdst invisibly, like smog: in the ,air (Tatum,
1997). Differential treatment results not (necessarilY) from,
the conscious intentions of.specifie individuals, but frbm the-:
unexamined agreement that."the practices: of the dominant'
group" represent the norms and.standards to which all others
Must strive?' (Aronowitz, 1997,-p. 192)..

Many scholars and social commentators point out that,
spite of-the changes in law and mores in the 'past fOtir

decades; racism persists`in all its forms (Dabiano; 1998;West;
.1993): 'Although many mainstream white Americans tend to'
view violence (such as the 1998, murder, of jarries ,Byrd in
Jasper, Texas) as aberrations,*such events are rather; fostered
by the less extreme;.More covert forms of racism that
permeate U.S. society (Schehrich & YOung, '1997):

Inequities and the rehabilitation system,
Much of the dischssion, about institutionalized patterns of
dominance and Subordination.is couched,In broad social
terms: ,Given the statistics regarding the incidence of disability
and imbalances ln'assistariCe to consumers, there no reason
to belleVe that rehabilitatiOn is exempt, from-Such systematiZed,.
inecihities. MOreoVer, any' efforts to improve. outreach-to
minority populations Must consider the cultural and:Other
contexts in which those effOrts' are einbedded.

feW authors have focused specifically on the systeins
and institutions intended to assist people WitridiSabilities:-..
Duarte and Rice (1992) fOr'example;COnclude that "dorninaht
cultural values related to individualism; self-reliance arid work
are evident in rehabilitation legislation, pOlicieS, and proce
lures" (p. 12). Srinilarly; Harry (1992). notes that "the. Education`

*.,for All Handicapped Children Act Couches its mandate in-
concepts that are uniquely.Western, hoth in terms of a Medical

:model; of disability and of a:frameWork of services deriyed
frOm a technological culture" (pp: 23-24).

:Schaller; Parker, and Garcia (1998), in diScusSirig rehabiliti-
tion counseling services, observe that the meaning of disability
may be constructed differently within different cultureS. Yet,
"despite .a growing reCognition of a, more comprehensive,
environmental,cOnceptualization of disability,'rehabilitation
counseling continues to use, definitions, of disability based On.
pathological and,statiStical,Models" -41): They further note that

, .

. Statistical-identification of disability lends an air
of ;objectivity in conaUsioriS iDdsed on RaraMeters
of normalcy defined by a given group.. Both the
pathological and' statistical MOdels of disability, by..
definition, limit perceptions and interpretations of

(p._ 41)

Alston and Bell (1990; see also Mohr, 1998) caution that.
one attitude that African Americans with disabilitieS may bring

to the rehabilitatiori proceSs is cultural mistrust" (P. 17)..They
note that such mistrust is-frequently based bri.negative experi:
ences that African Americans consumers have endurecriri Seek-
ing assistance frbm the-rehabilitation or other, service systems
-Harry (1992) cites several researchers who have observed "that:
among-low-income BlaCk:families,e the experierice of frequerit
Intrusions-- by social service wOrkers also contributes to mistrust
and'unWillingness to coOperate with service providers" (p. 51).'
She further notes that with regard to more ambiguons or miler
[disabilitieS], it has been observed that.nriany African Americans
have enduring and.ell-founded concerns .about being 1

misdiagnosed and treated inappropriately by mental heafth
services" (P. 53).

11
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Cultural and other
considerations that can
influence effectiveness
within the rehabilitation
system

The complexities of identifying cultural
characteristics. Discussions of whatare commonly

. .

labeled as "cultural differences" between specific groups are
inevitably problematic. Most authors_ focus on What Mason
(1994) terms "ethn IC cultural groups." "Minority' populations
tend to be grouped, into the broad-categories that, in the
U.S., generally are used as racial designations tYpically,
,African AmeriCan, Hispanic, American Indian, and Asian
pacific Americandespite the fact that the-categories jurrible
geographic, racial, ethnic, and cultural characteristics.
These groups are contrasted with ''mainstfeam U.S. cultUre,"
which is (often implicitly) considered to be white,-affluent,
and ative-born. Race, culture, language, economic and
social status, and religious beliefs often are intermingled'
without, explicit consideration of ,their distinctions or
relative irriportance.. -

Authors who describe cultural differences generally, note,
that within each broad category, groups and. individuals do
vary in` terms of nationality, language, religion, and other
characteristics. Leung (1996), for-example, identifies'47
different cultural groups within the broad category .of "Asian
Pacific Americans. Many alSO point out that culture is only
"one of several significant variables" that influence human'.
interactions (Duarte & Rice, 1992, p: 42). Some reports
address other considerations as as the folloWing
sections describe..

AccultUratiOn. Most authors emphasize that "traditional
patterns in all groups may be affected significantly by.
acculturation". (Harry, 1992; p. 55). Leung (1988, cited in
Harry) identifies six factors that appear to most strongly
influence acculturation, including time in the host culture;
prbximity to the traditional culture,- which... deters the accul-
turation process; age; birthplace; gender, with. females being
more open to acculturation than males; and intermarriage "'
(Harry; 1992, p. 14). TO this list Harry 'adds "the variables
of social Class and educational level" (p. 14).

Several studies describe frameworks for leVels o_ f
acculturation; though these vary somewhat, they all outline
a continuum moving from immersion in one's traditional,
culturethrough a bicultural or "dualistic" orientation to
immersion in or acc6mmodation to the host culture, with the
last stage variously described as "atraditional" (Ramirez &
Castaileda, 1974, cited in Harry,,1992, p. 14) or "oyeraccul-
turation".(Leung, 1988, cited in Harry,-p. 14). Sorian6 (1995)
distingliishes between acculturatiOn and assimilation,

.

characterizing acCulturation as biculturalism, or the capacity
to function in haththe traditiOnal and the host or mainstream
culture, and assimilation as absorption into the mainstream.

Immigrant vs. indigenous groups Harry observes that "the
concept of stages of acculturation is more difficult to, apply'

''to African Americans, "whose native cultureWas forcibly
undo-Mined by slayery, with no allowance for a period of
continuing traditional belief and practice" (Pp. 14-15). Similar
problems applyin considering American Jridians andtheir .

relationships to mainstream U.S:culture,and some. Hispanics
Mas well; 'since any Mexican Americans have deepef roots in

U.S, soil than most white Americans.
Ogbu (1992), among others, has conducted research

exploring differences among immigrant and indigenous
minority cultures.in--the U.S. He distinguishes "among'
"autonomous" (for example, some Mormon and JeWish
immigrants), "immigrant," and "caste-like" minorities,
characterizing the first two groups as 'voluntary" and the
third gro6p as "involuntary" minorities: Ogbu theorizes
.that.voluntary minorities, believing in the possibilitY of
impioving their lives in the United States, are More likely

'to-succeed in school and society than are' caste minorities
who experiencing persistent discrimination, !lend to try' to
preserve linguistic and cultural differenceS as symbolic of
their ethnic identity and their Separation from the oppressive
mainstream. Culture" (cited in Minami & Ovando, 1995, p: 438).

A recent study of immigrant children includes findings`
that reinforCe Ogbu's work. The study takes note of
students' .`rising awareness of the ethnic and racial
categories in which they were persistently classified by Main-
stream sdciety"(cited in Dugger, 1998,p. All). ResearChers
foundthat study_ participarits who began to identify them,.
selves by ethnic categories such as Chicand or Latino: had
loWer grades and higher dropout, rates than other partici-
pants. This finding "lends support to arialysts-who.have,stig-
gested that children of immigrants who come to identify with
American minorities may' take 'on 'oppositional' identitieS"
(Dugger, p. All).

Some researchers, however, argue, that Ogbu's categories
are painted with too broad' a`brush stroke" (Zentella, 1997,

p. 272). Valdes (1997), in discussing children of Mexican
origin, notes that both VoluntarY and involuntary minorities
"exist within this single population" (p. 406). Zentella makes
a similar observation regarding students she studied in a
PUerto Rican neighborhood in New York City, noting further .

that any model that polarizes accOmm6dation and resistance
cannot' capture the ways both coexist in the daily lives" of
the students.sheobserved (p. 273). Trueba (1989,' quoted in
Hafiy; '1992) also criticizes Ogbu's framework for "its inability ,

to account for the success of many so- called-caste -like
Minorities" (p. 20).

Racial identity development. Considerations of assimilation
and of immigrant and indigenous minorities also mUsttake.
race into account. Harry' cites work by Spener (1988), Who
points out

10 .
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that the.. facial background of immigrants is ;.

because;because, after the "outward ethriolinguistfc
markers" are no longer evident, racial differences'
are conseqUeritly Childrerisol-immigrant racial
Minorities remain minorities, while the children'
Of White immigrants become pan' of the Majority.
(Harry, p. 17)

Some researchers,,particularly those. foCiising On African
Arnericans,, emphasize 'racial rather than cultural identity;- with
cultural ;considerations being subsumed within those Of
Alston, Bell; and,Feist-Price (1996) describe racial identity.

,

"terms: of four dimensions:

;,
Racial identity development. may be defined as the,
process, through:which anlindividual-exainines the

_ psychological (serige of belOrigingness-and dornini(,
.rnent), cultural (awareness; knowledge,. and acCeP-,-
tanee of 'cUltural and social traditions), physical

'(acceptance.'Of physical- features of the racial group)::
and sotibpolitical (attitudes toward social and
economic issues of-the raCialgrOup).'aspettS;of:
being a membefororieS facial group along.with
the Yalue. and .emotional significance assOciated
with that -Membership.

A- psYchological theory of-African Arrierican racial identity
deyelopment described.by.CrbsS (1995)' is frequently used
as a framework for discussion of racial identity. This :theory
degcribes the psychology of beconaing Black" (1 94), a
Multi-staged process through which individuals move in the

:transformation of.....`a non-Afrocentrie ideritity into one that is
:Afrotentric" (p.' 97). ThiSthebry has been adapted'and applied.-
not only to other minority populations; but alSO to corisidera2
tions-of racial identity-': development among_ whites (CtosS,,

.1995; see also. Tatum, 1997): ;

pistinguishin' g cultural factors front' socioeconomic
status: Many scholars discuss the danger of corig'nfuSi_

,culture with'socioecoriomic level;" observing that "much of
what ig thought:to be:culturally derived iS,actually a result
of economic conditioris':"(Smart & Smart, 1992, p. 31). As an
example, Harry (1992) points out that""the stereotype of the
absent Black father is tied to economics and class father than
being. characteristic of African Americans as a whole" (p.'49)..
Some reports'On cultural:differences that influence the
effectiveneSs: of rehabilitationservices' discuSS, the need for
programs that are :easily accessible `(meaning 'in this instariee,

.located Within-the client community), that offer flexible
.

service or that .offer assistance with child care (see, for
example, Duarte &..kice, -1992;' Flaskerud, 1986). While these
are important considerations in improving 'access to services,
they area function of,socioeConomics.rather than of culture
Smart and, Smart conclude; -

Poverty may lie at _the root of many behaviors s.;
which:could be misdiagnosed as having an interT
nal locus ...Upon:closer inspection . .beCorries
apparent that -"free': Services are 'costly when:the
client must leave work, Pay'for child-care; pay'
transportation:costs, e._arid provid an interpreter, all
problems With an economic basis rahlier than a,,
.culttiral or psychogenic basis: '(p.'312)

Some-writers have suggested that.the condiriOn of
poyerty itself has giVen rise, to a: distinctive Cultural group.
As Luft (1995) d_ estribes it, poverty "frequently is.viewed
;as a distinctive SubCniture OfAMerican life; and one that-
carrieS' with it an intergeneratibnal Cycle" (0; 13): However,
McLemore (1994) repOrts that "most of the 'research '
conducted to determine whether poor people do, as
Claimed; 'possess a: specific, di4inctive culture, has not,
Stipidorted..thiidea:" He further notes, "Many critics see the.
Culture of 'poye4 . as an elabofate way_ to shift the
responsibilitYfor social change' away from the majority and
orito the shoulders of minority," a process characterized
as "braining the :victim" (p. 342):

,_

-Facing the dilemma. Given the complexities described
above,_ most authors acknOWledge the-severe of
cultural characterizations but then proceed -td'Make them.
The dilemma lieS in the question' .posed by Tatum (1997):.;
"HOw can Intake the experiences of my Latino; Asian"; and
Native sthderits'yiSible without tokenizing them?"2(p:
She concludes, as do most. scholars ptriSUing this.topic,
that "a sincere, tiiough, imperfect, attempt interrupt =the
Oppression of others is usually better.thah no attempt at

`(0p. 132-133).

Descriptions, of mainstream- culture. in, the
United; States.3As noteCrearlier.the:norms and beliefs '-
of mairistreani,,U,S culture,shape the organizational .goals;
-policies, .riOrrns; procedUreS; and interactive styles .of most
organizations -and institutions in this country. Very few
reports, however, attempt to profile these characteristicS;

,except as they contrast with Characteristics identified, for`
Other, cultures. As is,-trUe With other brOad culturl categories,
"Mainstream 0:S. culture"' is an enCompasing term that
belies the:diversiry of thoselt includes. Descriptions of what
it Means to be "in the mainstream " generally refe to white!,
middle-class' 2k.mericans.,Other significant 'characteristics are
often mentioned as well as the following sections ;discuss.

"WhiteneSs.". Though a persbn does not necessarily need
to:be "white" to participate in mainstream U82Culture,
charaCteristics_Of those in the'mainstream are inextricably
tied to that dUbi but. powerful designation.ous
and Tetreault '(1997) citing Thompson et al.; attempt to
make sense of this apparent, paradox by :
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Descriptions of mainstream ,culture in the United States:
continued

distinguishing among. `Whiteness as ,Clescription,"
referring' to the assignment of racial categories
to physical feature's, "Whiteness as experience,"
referring to the daily benefits of being White in
our society, 'and finally, "Whiteness as ideology,-
referring to. . . beliefs, policies", and practices.
(p. 324)

.IndivichOlim. The literature describes individualism as one
of the most dominant values operating in mainstream U.S,.
culture. Rehabilitation counSeling and the work of indepen-
dent living centers, for example, focus on the individual with
'a disability; services, procedures, and rules -are 'geared to that
person. However, Leung (1993) notes that "one of the'corri--
mcin elements in the value/belief systems of all four major
minority groups is the emphasis on the group, rather than
the individual" (p. 96): With a "collectivise' ratherthan an
individualist orientation (Gudykunst & Ting-Toomey; 1988,
p. 46), decisions may be based on the needs of the family

. group rather than on those of one particular member. Hong
(1995); in discussing Asian Pacific cultures, describes this
orientation as familism:

AS OppoSed to individualiSm in Western cultures,
Asian cultures arefocused,on the farnily...'I'he
'idea of familism prescribes that the family is more
important' than the individual. The welfare of the
family takes precedence over the welfare of the
individual. (p. 60)

The focus on the individual functions not only as a
goal but also as an explanation for differences in status 'and.-
achievement. As discussed earlier, individualism helps to
mask social ineqUities by attributing "success" and "failure' to
the behavior and ,characteristicsof each person rather,than to
patterns of access and 'opportunity (Harfy; 1992; Scheurich & .

Young, 1997). The pervasiveness of this belief is illustrated in
the results of a study by COnner (1988), who examined the
approaches used in health prOmotion and'disease prevention
programs in a number of Western and eastern countries:
Conner found that:

The U.S. programs emphasize changes that the
individual is supposed to make in his or her

. behavior; success or failure is very much depen-
dent on individual effort. IikeWise, attributions for
success -or failure are foCused' on the individual.
(good personal will- power, in One case; lack of .

convicticin or self-control in the other), as are the
outcomes of success or failure (an improved or
diminished self--confidence, for instance). (p. 182)

This orientation contrasts strongly with.approaches used
,in other countries. For example,, Conner observes, In Western
EtiroPean countries, the medical model is mixed with and
sometimes superseded by a public health model with
more foals on groups and communities and much less on
individuals" (Conner, 1988, p. 182). In eastern countiies,'there
is "a strongly individualist focUs, in that different balances

. are appropriate for different individuals." However, this
perspectiVe is

mixed -with a'strong community focus, in that-
Complex belief systems surround activities of-daily. .

life... The respect for' individuals which is a .part of i

these systems' is, very different from therespect for
individuals that characterizes the western approach
particularly the stronglylindividualistiC U.S: approaCh:..
Individuals in the. Eastern view have limited power
to change their current situation; individuals in the
Western view are seerias nearly all-perWerful in
changing their current situation. (p. 183)

_ High vs. low context. Duarte and Rice (1992) noie that
the literature of, intercultural communication .emphasizeS "ail-
tural differences related to context," which-they 'characterize as
"the,inforrnation that surrOundsevents" (p. 17). Harry (1992),
among others, cites Hall (1977), who "used the 'concept- of
'high- and low-context' cultures to describe, the potential of
the law in various societies to' address human issues in a more
or less personalistic manner." Mainstream U.S.-culture "is,- in
comparison 'to that of many other countries, markedly `low-
context' in its reliance on positivistic criteria for truth and in its
tendency to exclude and treat, as irrelevant the complexities of
human perception and personal interaction" (pp. 111412).

In this country laws, policies; procedures, application
criteria,' and other requirements are designed to be "low
context," independent of circumstance and equally. applicable
to the full spectruin of the populations addressed. The: intent
of such an approach is often fairness, for example; stating job
requirements as concretely., as possible so that all applicants
are judged according to the same criteria and none receives
preferential treatment. 'But since mainstream cultural standards

. are embedded in these' requirements,. as well as in the
expectations and perceptions of the gatekeepers who
apply them, the rules become skewed toward those in
the mainstream (Scheurich YOung, -1997; Tatum, 1997).-

The concept' of low versus high context also applies to
. communicative styles, particUlarly in'organizational.of service
',settings. Harry explains that,-

-12

In high-context communication there is a tremen-
dous reliance on personal delivery, which may
include affective as well as factual inforination, thus
making meaning dependent on personal interaction.
By contrast, low-context communication relies,
according to Hall, on the actual language code
isolated from the interpersonal aspects of communi-
cation. The goal of this form of communication- is a

14
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high leVel of objeCtivityon the assumption that
such objectivity reflects greater ptecision in. Meaning.
The latter will only be true, however if both:parties ..

in the communicative act hold shared meanings of
the langUage being used (p 172)

Harry further notes that members of the mainstream
culture:who work in service settings tend to combine a ,casuaLT
,informal style' of- greeting and speech with a- low-contekt,
impersonal approach to the content of the conversation.' For
members of most non-mainstream ailiwes,"an underlying
commonality is a frequent discomfort with the informal and
egalitarian approach typical of most. White Americans.".,
She recommends that those in professional settings, at least

:initially, should "approach culturally different families in a
'polite and more formal manner. . . . while striving to create
communication' that is personal rather than impersonal"
(0.:57).

'Valuing reason, science, and teClutolOgy2,Haymes (1995)
and others note the emphasis in .,mainstream U.S: culture on
rationality, the, positivistic pursuit of scientific "truths,' and
technological advancements: These' beliefs exert a particularly
strong :irifluenceon approaches to rehabilitation and education
'(Schaller, -Parker, & Garcia, 1998; Scheurich, 1993 ;; Duarte &
Rice, 1992).--

Attitudes regarding disability. A'S suggested,aboize,.attitudes
.about the causes and appropriate :responses, to disability within
Mainstream U.S: Cultbre are-:strongly influenced by-beliefs in ..

individualism,-..rationality, and science. The Medical model,
which is structured to identify "disease" and treat it largely in'
isolation from otheraspeas of a -patients life, permeates- Main-
stream perspectives regarding: disability (Conner, 1988; Duarte .

''& Rice,- 1992; ljarry, 1992).

Oescrigitions ff 'thnic ctollttiaes hi the
q:Biliteel States.
Afiican Americans. consideratioris of culture within the
broad-CategOry of African American are extremely complex..
Most African AmeriCans have a long ancestry in the U.S.
-(Takaki, 1995) For many, howeVer, their position in U.S.
society is marginal tothat of the mainstream: At the same

. time, links to their cultures of origin have been attenuated
(McLernore, 1994). In addition, African Americans are diverse
in terms of education,- economic status, religious belief, degree
of urbanization,: and other characteriStics.(Taturn,.1997).
Lubiano (1992)Observes that:

In our attention to the history of_raO*1 in. the United
States, African Americaris.have-learned to keep in
Our memory the:unrelenting attacks on our existence.
as a,group... But blackness is simply too - large
and unelaborated a category to carry. the 'weight'
of analysis. (p: 346)

While it is inaccurate to speak of "Black culture"in Mond:-
lithic terms, African Americans tend to remain in touch with
what Lubiano (1992) describes, as "a conscious awareness, of
being part of a grouP... with a particular place in history and
'a political relationship to _other grouriS within the.. United
States" (p. 330). in addition, sorhe'Africari Arhericans share
affiliatibns and wiorldvieWS'that are grounded in. elements of
'traditional African cultures, Protestantim,_ and adaptatioris to
-the experiences of indenturehoOd, slavery, and subordination

U.S.- society '(Takaki, 1995; Harry,1992). Cross (1995), in
discusSing racial identity development'ObserveS that not all

'African Americans develop a Black- identity: For-those whO
do, however,

HaVing a Black ideritity means 'that the reference
group functions of one's identity are grounded in
one's Blackness.. '. ,. One's values, cultural prefer-

,

ences, artistic tastes, leisure activities, cooking styles
and food choices, secular and religiouS musical
tastes, church affiliation, Organizational memberships,
and. social network or intimate friends are all
influenced by One's perceived connection,to.Black
people. In brief, sortie or a, great deal of the meaning
and hope one has for living a purposeful life is
linked to one's perception of. oneself as an African-
American:. Whether it is Mingledwith,other
identities or singular, being Black plays- an important
reference group function in the daily life of the
person.' (p: ,119)

Jackson and Sears (1992, cited in Leung, 1993) describe an
"Africentric" world view as characteriZed by a "group orientaz:
tion, collective responsibility,-coOpetatiOn, and interdepen:
dence" (Leung,'p. 96). Similarly, Harry notes that PrOtetantism
within Black culture "emphasizes group solidarity-and collec
tivity"(p.'48). McLemore (1994) cites al number of sources that
emphasize the importance of extended 'families, noting that
"accuMulating evidence supp6rts that the extended family,
rather than the nuclear family; is the Propeunit of analysis"
for studies of African American families, (p :: 328). He reports
that "regardleSs of income level, African Americans are
significantly More likely than white AMericans to have
extended family members liVing in the household" (13. 330).

In terms of attitudes regarding disability, studies suggest
manyariy African Americans attribute "signifiCantly more

importance to spirituality in causing: and treating"'developmen-
tal and other- disabilities. Instead of dr.in addition to seeking
'help through medical or rehabilitation systems, many African
Americans rely heavily on community supports, particularl the
chutch <Leong, Wagner, & Tara, 1995, p. 423). Harry, Allen,
and McLaughlin (1995, cited. in Schaller, Parker, &,Garcia;,

..:1998) also point out that African American parents ."may hold-
breaderperceptions of normalcy and have a wider range
of expectations for deVelopmental milestOnes; of children's
behavior" than do many educational professionals (p. 41).,
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Descriptions of "ethnic cultures" in the United States.
continued

Traditional Hispanic: cultures. Soriano (1995), discussing
culturally*appropriate. rehabilitation counseling for Latino
populations, observes that "Latinos are highly diverse in ..

terms of culture, ethnicity, and geographic origin, as well as in
terms of education and economic levels" (p. 67). HoweVer,
within this diversity, many scholars find a number of common-
alties in customs, beliefs, and world views. Harry (1992), for
example, lists characteristics common to traditional Hispanic
world views. Shecharacterizes'traditional Hispanic'Culture. as
-"based. on Catholic' ideology, with an: inextricable interweaving
of the ideologies of native Central and South American, views
of the universe" (p.'20. In Caribbean territories, however, ."it'
is mainly African religious beliefs thathaYe been, added to a

:Catholic base" (p. 26). other characteristics cited by Harry
and others include:

- - .

"the centrality.of the concept of 'familia,'" with "`a clearly
defined hierarchy of_aiithoritY- within the family structure
(p. 29, quoting. Ramirez. & Castarieda, 1974)

"respeto," also described as "dignidad," "personalismo,7 Or.
"confianza" (p.'29),,all terms referring to "a personalized
yet ritualistic. respect" that is based on selfhood rather than
on achieyeinent; and which ."makes it diffietilt for an
individual, from traditional Hispanic culture to be comfort=
able with- lOrthAinerican-stYle `professionalism,' which
assumes due respect on the baSis of:one's possession of
specific skills" (p. ,30), and

'devaluation of darker-skinned peoples and placement of
a. high valuation on "social status (p. 30).

_

As is described for. other non-mainstreamgroups,
perspectives on disability among members of traditional
HiSpanic cultures are influenced by,beliefs in the intersection
ofthe physical and the spiritual (Smart & Smart-, 1992).
Families, which act aS a powei-ful support system (Leong,
Wagner, & Tata, 1995) consider some conditions as Merely a
reflection, of individual differences rather than disability,'and
adapt family and work roles to accommodate those differ-
erices. However, severe disability, especially developmental
disability, is a stigma for the traditional _Hispanic family
(Harry, 1992). .

Many. traditional Hispanic fail-lilies, though they may seek
assistance from mainstream*, health systems, also may seek .

help from folk healers and members' of the clergy. Leong, -
Wagner, and Tata (1995), in discussing mental health services;
Cite findings that 'utilization* of_ folk healers is not common,
particularly among urbanized; acculturated Hispanics" (p. 427)
However, they also cite a Study.by -Martinez and Martin (1966),
which found "that approximately 97% of the 75 Mexican
American housewives they surveyed were familiar with folk
remedies and more than 50% had been treated by a folk
healer" (p. 427). Trevino (1991) concludes that:

To many Mexican Americans*both traditional health
services and folk healing are important, each
addressing different needs in different ways. .

Rehabilitation Counselors who serve many Mexican
AMericans should seriously consider building rela
tions with folk healers. After all, they may be viewed,
as simply another allied health, professional offering,
rehabilitation services from a different cultural
perspective. (p. 24)

Traditional Asian Pacific cultures. Leung (1993) notes that
"no ethnic group in'the U.S.'is as difficult to describe as Mian
Americans" (p. 95): Harry (1992). also describeS.'`yast racial
differences" among groups in this category, as well as
differences in religion, language;- and culture, but identifies
"certain commonalties" (p: 35). She observes that "the essence

. of Eastern cultures is collectivism and harmony' (p.-35).
Quoting Chan (1986), she summarizes the common features,
in Eastern cultures as

harmony, social order, rules of propriety, filial piety;
benevolence, loyalty, cooperation, reciprocity, and
Obligation, all of which, exist within a system of
"prescribed roles and.relatioriships which emphasize
subordination and interdependence"... A belief in .

the supremacy of the:universal:order*Over oneself is
fUrther manifested iri reverence for the past." (p. 35)_

In discussing Americans of Chinese descent, Chan, Lam,
Wong, Leung, and Fung (1988) contrast the individualistic ori-
entation of U.S. mainstream culture with, "the. Chinese preoccu-
pation with social order (collectivist orientation). ThiS concern ,

of the Chinese people for harmony - within hierarchy is strongly
influenced by Confucian philosophy and often continues to be
an influence orvAmericans of Chinese descent" (p. 21). They
obServe that the emphasis in traditional Chinese society on
"functioning within well-defined and structured social relation-,
ships" may lead some Chinese Americans to "expect the same
well-defined structure and role in a [rehabilitation] couriseling:
relatioriship. The client:centered approach used by many reha-.
bilitation counselors in the United States may be viewed as too
ambiguous and Vishy-Washy' by ChineSe-Americari clients"(p. 22).

In a similar vein; McFarlane, Farley, Guerrero, and Galea'i
(1996), discussing PaCific Cultures in areas served by the
Rehabilitation Research and Training Center 'of the Pacific,
describe how these differences 'influence concepts related to'
independent living: "The concept of independent living when
described by such terms as empowerrherit, advocacy, personal:
choice, and living independently; goes againSt Pacific Island
cultural practices of respect; being humble,... family choice
and involvement, and:living and being with the family" (p. 24)..

As do other authors (see for example, Harry, .1992; Hong,
1995), McFarlane et al. *stress the importance in traditional
Mian Pacific cultures of family life and the preservation' of
family honor. They explain that, 'in traditional Samoan culture,
for example, "a person has an identity only so far as that
person can demonstrate his/her connections to, the aiga
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(eXtended family). Personal needs, goals; and eccentricities
must be downplayed for the good of the family group" (p. 25).
They further observe that, "in Sainba and throughout most of
the Pacific, there remain strong inhibitions against-airing family
problems to outsiders (p.725).,"

Yamashiro and Matsuoka (1997), diScusSing the under
utilization of mental health services among Asian and Pacific
Arnericans,-nOte the concept of "face,!' which isreinforced by
Confucian philosophy. They conclude that traditionally-orient,- 1_
ed Asian and Pacific Americans s!`may perceive that losing face
because of Mental illness,In the family would subject the
individual'or family to a religious or spiritual crisis" (p. 184

In terms, of 'attitudes 'about disabilities, Leung (1996) cites
Paris (1993), who "found that Asians generally had the least-
positive attitudes [toward people with diSabilities]; even wheri
healthcare professionals are, the subjects of research' (p. 5).
As Hong (1995) explains,.

There-are many [Asian Anneric-ans] who-believe in
superriatural'br',meMphySical forces" which could play
a role in health and'disease,:and in and. .-
misfortune. Such beliefs have strong implications
in the perception of the causes of disability, in the,'
treatment of disability, and in the feelings of guilt,
'responsibility or shame associated with having a
person with a disability in the family. (p.61)

Traditional Asian Pad& Americans often seek help
:through sources other than or in addition to the western
medical or rehabilitation System. Hong observes that "a family
will often want to pursue traditional Asian cures, such as
herbal medicine, or take certain actions to restore the balance
of nature", (p. 61). Liu (1995) notes thats"Asian Americansrely:
More heavily on informal social network_ s" than do most other
minority grOUps (p.

American Indian cultures. Quoting Trimble (1990), Leung
(1993) explains that 'the term American Indian can be viewed
as an imposed social and political ethnic category with little
relevant meaning,' andrepresents !a range of cultural orienta-
tions- (P. 95). Leung notes" the existence of more than 500
tribal groups:that have been recogniied by the U.S. govern-,
ment. Harty. (1992)= points out the dangers of igrioring the
diversity inherent within theSe groups as well as other factors.'
She conclUdes:

To the extent that there can be said to exist a Native
American culture in the United States, it must be:
seen as the prodnet of three centuries -of contact
With US. mainstream'culture and the imposition of
alien fort-ins-of government, philosophy, and social
organization on yaryirig traditional cultures of Native _
American peoples. : -.Contemporary Native American'''
groups hold certainfeatureS in common, which may
be, to varying extents, a- combination of traditional
features, adaptive strategies, and varying levels of
acculturation-to the dominant culture. These features

include an enduring sense OfPride' in Cultural
heritage, a belief in the interrelatedness of body
and spirit, culturally distinctive corrimunication styles,
and a reliance on extended community and kinship
networks. (p.'40)

Hany, notes among Native, AMeriCan groups "a style of

cominunicMion that is consistently.deScriberl in the literature. as
less verbal-and direct than.that of mainstreain.U.S. culture"
(p. 44). This indirect style, along with standard:s-of courtesy..

and appropriate interaction, lead Libuist and Lang.(1996) to
Conclude that,'"it' a [rehabilitation) counselor wished to observe
COurieous behayiors with an [Ainerican) Indian, client, the tinie

spent with that one client _would double or triple what-might
be necessary for:other cfients" (p. 5).

Regarding concepts Of diSability'among American Indians,
Locust (1988, cited' in Harry, 1992) observes "that rriost
traditional. Indian languages do 'not haVe,wOrds for retarded,:
disabled, or handicapped and, rather-than using such.cate-
gOries, may assign names of indiViduals that are deseriptiVe
of the disability, such aS One-Arm, Or bne,\VhO,Walks-Witti-a

(p. 46), The beiief ihe-interrelatedneSs.of bOdY' and
Spirit described by Harry:. and others'contrasts with the beliefs
inherent in the mainstream medical' model. As is true, in other
traditional cultures,-,American IndianS With strong roots in
traditional tribal culture may seek help from ',folk healers" as
well as the mainstream medical and rehabilitation systems.

A Look Ahead to Part 2:

Applying the Concepts to
Research and D U
This ends Part 1, which offers a discussion of the theoretical
framework describing the relationship of constructs such as
race, ethnicity, culture, disability, and power. Influences within
the rehabilitation system were presented, as well as descrip-
tions of "mainstream" and "ethnic" cultures in the United States.

Volume 4, Number 2 will focus on the characterisitics
of effective systems and how to build relationships within
"culturally competent" organizations. The concepts about cul-
ture and diversity that were presented in Part 1 will be related
to issues in conducting research and issues in dissemination
and utilization. The conclusion will offer organizational,
research, and D & U recommendations.
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Wednesday, January 13, 1999

President Clinton and Vice President Gore:
Economic Opportunities for All Americans

Increased access to health care; more assistance at home and in the workplace;
remarkable new technologies: that is how we will make sure that all AmeriCans, no
Matter what their abilities, can: take their place in'the workplace.

On January 13, 1999, President Clinton unveiled a historic new initiative that 'will remove significant barriers to work ft:it
' People with disabilities: This three -part budget initiative, which invests $2 billion over five years;fill help proVide better
health care options for people with:disabilities who drork, a $1;000 ,tax credit for wotk-related'e2,cpenses, and invest in
technology that can enhance their ability to participate in, the workplacel... .

Removing Th e Barriers That Stop People With Disa6ilities From Going To Work. Since the 1,resident
7 and Vice yresident took office, the Anierican economy has added 17.7 millionnew jobs,, and unemplOyment is at'a 29-

year low;' however, the:unernplOyment rate among working -age adults with .disabilities'is ,negrly 75 percent. People:with:
diSabiliti6-often-becoine ineligible for Medicaid or Medicare if they work, putting thep.in'the difficult position of
choosing between health care'coverage and work.. In addition,, advances in technology'and communications are often .

not accessible to people with disabilities.- . -. .

40

A Historic Plan To.Irriprove_EConemic Opportunity For Americans With Disabilities. The President's
budget proposal will include a three -part, initiative to bring greater opportunity to Amei-icans with disabilities:

Funding the Work Incentives Impivvement Act. Health care, particularly prescription drugs and personal assistance,
is essential for people with disabilities who work. The President's budget fully furids the Work Incentives

e.
. .

Improvement Aet,'that would improve access to health care by

Expanding states' ability to provide a Medicaid buy4ri to people with disabilities who return to work;

qt6 Extend Medieare coverage, for the first time for people, with disabilities who return to work; ...

Create a new Medicaid buy-in demonstration to help people with a specific phyical or: mental impairment that is
not severe enough to qualify for health assistance; but is likely to lead to a seyere disability in the absenee of
medical treatment;

.

Modernize the employment services system by creating a "ticker thatwill enable SSI or SSDI beneficiaries to use
, a.' range of public '9r priyate providers for vocational. rehabilitation. If the peison goes back to work and aehieyes

substantial earnings, providers would be paid a pbrtion of the benefits saved; and

Create a Work Incentive Grant pr6gram to provide benefits' planning and assistance, facilitate access to informa-
tion about work incentives, and better integrate services to people with disabilities working or returning to work. '

Providing a i:1,000.Tax Credit For Work-Related Expenses For People With Disabilities. Under the President's propos,
al, workers with significant disabilities -would receive an annual;$1,000 tax credit to help cover the Costs assoeiated
with employment, special transpoitation and technology;

. Improving Accesslo Assistive Technology. This new initiative will accelerate the deVelopment and adoption of infor-
mation and communications technologies that can impiove the quality of life for people with:disabilities and
enhance their ability to.participatein'the workplace.

Source:, The White House at Work Archives: <http://www.whitehouse.goV/WH/Work/611399.html>
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,Judith Harkins, Ph.D., (Gallaudet Univeisity) Co-Principal Investigator of the Rehabilitation Engineering and

Research Center on Universal Telecommbnications Access, shows President Clintonithe accessibility features on a

telephone handset. Looking on are Vice President Al Gore; Katherine Seelman, Ph.D., Director, National Institute on

Disability and Rehabilitation Research ( NIDRR); and Gregg Vanclerheiden, Ph.D., (Trace R&D Center) Co-Principal

Investigator of the RERC on Universal Telecommunications Access

President's Initiative to improve economic
opportunities for people with disabilities
On January -13,, 1999, ,Dr.:Katherine D. Seeirnan;Di'reCtOr of

` the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research,
`( NIDRR), in the White Houk' announcement of
a major new multi= faceted -initiative to improve economic
opportunities for people with,disabilities._As a part of
the event selected NIDRR grantees set up displays in the
Grand Foyer of the White House highlighting examples of
assistive/adaptive technologie's and'Univeisal deign for peo-
ple with disabilities. The announcement, included a technol&
0-,initiative for people with disabilities that was presented by
the Preident to the Congress in the FY 2000 Bhdget.

NIDRR hai a long history-of work to suppor(assistive`--
- technology and universal design for people with disabilitieS
through its Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center (RERC)

Program.-In additiOn,NIDRR manages the State Technology
AssistariCe.Progiam funded through the'Assistive Technology
Act or 1998 and. NIDRR has funded special projeCt. to, height=
en awareness of assistive/adaptive technologies through'dis,
semination projects Such as ABLEDATA. Despite these efforts,s
new technologies often remain- difficult to access by some
people with disabilities. A:part pf the President's Initiative-iS
designed to increase access to needed 'technologies.' The
President's Initiative accelerates the development.and adoption
of neWinformationand 'communications techriologieS that can
,improve the quality of, life for people:with disabilities and
enhance theft ability to participate in the workplace..

Source: <http://www.ncddr.org/news/1_13news.html>
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NIDRR Graritees
Receive Recognition
The NCDDR congratulates each of the following NIDRR
grantees. All-grantees are encouraged to contact the,
NCDDR with information to. share in' ftittire- issues of
The Research Exchange:

'ti
Dr. Catherine A. Marshall, CRC, and Ms. Mikel JOhnSon,,,
CRC, received the Outstanding Researcher of the Year' Award
from the National COuncilon Rehabilitation. These researchers
frorii the American Indian RRTC (AIRRTC) at Northern
Arizona University, were recognized. in March, 1997, for their
re-search on counseling NatiVe Americans. Dr. Marshall is the
Director of Research .for AIRRTC and Ms. Johnson, a faculty
member at Emporia State University, served as a contract

', researcher. For further informatidn, Contact the AIRRTC Project,
Directer, Dr. Priscilla Sanderson, at 520-523-4701 or by
e-mail: priscilla.sanderson(pnau.edu

Dr. Judith E 'Harkins; Principal InvestigatOr of the RERC
Universal Telecommunications AcCess, was honored by
TelecOrnmunication for the Deaf,-Inc. (TDI) as one' of 30
.individuals who have proddced the greatest impact on
teleCommunications accessibility for America's deaf and hard,-
of hearing citizens from:TbPs inception in' 1968 until the
present. -The award Was 'presented in December, 1998-..at a_
gala-Celebrating TDI's-30th anniversary. ;Dr.- Harkins was also
recognized in the 30th'anniVersar)i commemorative issue of
TDI's GA-SK NeWsletter:

In Jthie, 1997, she was hOnOred by Self -Help, for Hard of
Hearirig'People (SHHH) at.,its annual-convention, with the
Special Friend of People lap are Hard of Hearing Award. This
national award cited Dr. Harkins, in her roles as researcher,
and educator,. as a "`constant force in.expanding'coMmunication
'access and therefore the qUapty of life fof people who are hard
of hearing." For more int'ormation, Contact Dr. Harkins at
(202).'65115257 or by email: judy.harkins@gallaudeted.0

9011.

Dr. John H. Mason, Training DirectOr,, RRTC on Blindness
and Low Vision, received the Outstanding Service Award from
the.Mississippi Association for Education and Rehabilitation
of the Blind and Visually ImPaired (MAER). This award for
``overall: excellence in the!field'of blindness and low vision"
was presented at the MAER annual conferenCe on August 21,
1998. Dr. J. Elton Moore is the Principal Investigator fof the

'RRTC; located at. Mississippi State University: For further
information coritact..Dr.- Mason 'or Kelley Schaefer,
Dissernination Specialist ;. at- (601) .325-2001 or by 'e -mail:
jhrn51@ra.mistate.edu-or schaefer@ra.msstate.edu

How To Contact
The National Center

For The Dissemination
Of Disability Research
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1-800-266-1832 or 512-476-6861 WIT
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The review of the
literature presented here
and in the previous issue
(Volume 4, Number 1 of .

The Research Exchange)
was prepared to help
researchers better
understand the interaction
of disability, diversity
and dissemination. Part 1:
Theoretical Framework
presented a discussion
of the relationship of
constructs such as race,
ethnicity, culture, disability,
and power. Influences
within the rehabilitation
system were presented,
as well as descriptions
of "mainstream" and
"ethnic" cultures in the
United States.

Part 2 focuses on the
characteristics of effective
systems and how to
build relationships within
"culturally competent"
organizations. The concepts
about culture and diversity
that were discussed in
Part 1 are related to issues
in conducting research as
well as issues in dissemina- .

tion and utilization (D&U).
Organizational, ,research,
and D&U recommendations
are also presented.

Disability, Diversity and

of the Literature on Topics
Related to Increasing.the
Utililapipn of Rehabilitation
ROSeatch., Outcomes among
:Diverse, Consumer Groups

. , .I I i :
I

Characteristics of
effective systems
and relationships
How. is 'all of the information .presented in Part 1:
Theoretical Framework linked to the process of increasing
the utilization of rehabilitation research outcomes? Addressing
diversity in the knowledge utilization proCeSs is not merely
a matter of translating materials into Spanish or broadening
disseminationchannels CO include, for example, churches-,in
predbmifiantly African American communities. For most
research and developMent Organizations, .anorfor the service
agencies that often serve as dissemination channels for thorn,
addressing .diversity requires fundamental changes in perspec:
tive in order to become knowledgeable about,. responsive to
and credible to a diverse set of potential users. There are

3
.coutinued on. age 2,
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A WORD FROM THE DIRECTOR

Effective Outreach
to Diverse Groups
Americans represent a rich diversity of characteristics and
conditions. It seems that more is known about Americans
today than ever before. For example, information is available
today that suggests how many of us live in rural versus urban
settings, how many of us are financially richer and how many
are poorer, and so on.

Debates continue concerning how many of us are
disabled, however. Depending on the criteria used, estimates
vary from a low of about 36.1. million (LaPlante, 1992) to
about 54 million (NCO; 1997): No matter how you identify
and count Americans with disabilities, however, this segment
of the population is also rich- in its diversity of characteristics._
While this diversity is obvious, it can present some
interesting challenges to those conducting research
addressing diSability issues.

Common sense tells .us that -"onesize,does not fit
all When it comes to research outcomes. Many times,
dissemination practices tend to, suggest that the outcomes
of &ability researchers can be equally utilized, and'are
equally beneficial regardless of one's ethnic,-cultural, 'social,
economic, demographic, linguistic, or other charaCteristics.
Just as research designs must be Carefully constructed and
implemented, reports of research outcomes must alsb be
carefully expressed in order to clarify hoW .the research
results might most appropriately be used.

,Dissemination strategies should also be carefully
considered and targetedto facilitate utilization by designated
audiences. These strategies should not promote Over, -_

generalization of research finding& The diversity of Americans
with disabilities should influence not only how research
aCtivities are conducted but also how We plan and implement
effective dissemination and utilization strategies in.an
increasingly diverse world. Our challenge is magnified by .

understanding that in the real world Ameritans with disabilities
do not make up a homogendus population:

.

This issue of the NCDDR's Research Exchange
continues a review of the literature selevant to dissemination,
disability, and ,diversity, Clearly, no simple formula.eirists to
dictate dissemination strategies that will be_successful with all
audiences. NIDRR grantees. should be aware of many factors
and options that affect our effectiveness in achieving utilization
across diYerse groups of Americans.

John D. WestbroOk, Ph.D.
DireCto7; INICDDR:

LaPlante, M. (1992, December). How many Americans have a
disability? Disability Statistics Abstracts, No. 5. San Francisco: Disability
Statistics RRTC. Retrieved June 24, 1999 from the World Wide Web:
<http://dsc.ucsf. edu/abs/ab5.htm>

National Council on Disability (NCD). (1997, September). NCD
Bulletin. Washington, DC: Author. Retrieved June 24, 1999 from th.e.
World Wide Web: < http:// www.ncd.gov/bulletins/b0997.html>

Characteristics of effective systems and relationships

continued from page 1

implications for organizational policy, structures, procedures,
and staffing; for what research is 'conducted, for what purpos-
es, and according to what methodologies; and for strategies
for "packaging" and disseminating research outcomes. These
implications. are discuSsed in the following sections.

Building "culturally competent"
organizations. Most of the literatUre addressing .
'organizational issues related to diversity focuses on, service
agencies rather than on research agenCies and, organizations.
HoWever,:many of the princiPles and characteristics described
for service agencie&also appear relevant to a variety of
institutional contexts; This literature includes' recommendations
for organizational approaches that are variously described as
"culture-compatible" (Flaskerud, 1986) or "multicultural"
(Duarte & Rice; 1992; Bhiobuche, 1995): A number .of authors
:use. the, term "cultural competence," a concept'derived from
the work of Cross et al. (cited in.Benjamin,. 1992; see
also- Schaller, Parker, & Garcia, 1998; Soriano,' 1995; and
Mason, 1994).

The Research Exchange, a newsletter to promote the' effective
disSernination and utilization, of disability -research outcomes, is
published quarterly by the National Center for the Dissemination of
Disability Research (NODDR). which is operated by the .Southwest
Educational Development Laboratory (SEDL). Neither SEDL nor the
NCDDR disariminate on the basis of. age, sex, race, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, marital or veteran status,
or the presence of a disability.- SEDL' is an Equal Employment
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and is committed to affording
equal employment opportunities for all individuals in all employment
matters. The contents of this newsletter were developed under a grant
(#H138950016) of $608,100 from the National Institute on Disability
and Rehabilitation Research ,(NIDRR), U.S: Department of Education
(ED). However, these; contents do not necessarily rePresent the
policy of SEDL, NIDRR,.or the-ED; do-not assume endorsement by
the Federal Government.

0 Copyright 1999 by'the Southwest Educational'
Development 'Laboratory
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Building "eidturall)i conapetent" organizations.
continued _

services-for non-English speakers, recommend that agencies
that are "serious about improving. services to non- English-
speaking clients must begin with an organized' outreach

onThey stress that "the plan should not be placed solely on Me
Shoulders Of:one personfor example, the bilingual staff
meinbeibut'Should be a. cohesive teamwork effort to which
all-staff members are committed (p. 8): Duarte and Rice alSo
address the importanee of aligning policy,and practice:

.

The VIZ. agencV should be an organization which
Values diversity andemphasizes.that value in'its mis-
sion, policy, principles; procedures, and practices. It
is Critical-that organizational leaders demonstrate a
commitment to this value In'theory and practices
'which 'guide agency activity. The integration of this'
valite into the organization is not a ."quick
process achieved by brief training.programs, (p. 43)

Diversifyhig staff.- Perhaps more than any other.single
characteristic, the literature stresses the need for, the staff of
culturally cOmpetentOrganizatiOns to reflect the racial, ethnic,
and.culturaldiversity of intended consumers. For exarnple,
Atkinson and Lowe (1995); who reviewed research studies on
Mental health counseling; found "strong evidence" that pairing
clients with "ethnically similar "-counseling professiOnals, is
"associated with more ,positive counseling process and
outcome" than if the client and professional are "ethnically

(p. 405). Flaskerud (1986) identified "nine major
components of a culture-compatible approach recommended
by reseaichers to the :mental health care of Asian, Hispanic,
and Black American clients" : and then conducted a study -to,
assess the influence of each component on the. dropout rate
among. minority clients within mental health service organiza-
tions: The study fbund that "of the:individUal components,
language match of therapist and client, ethnic/racial match of
theraPist'and client, and agency location in the ethnid/racial
community were the best predictors of dropOut status" (p. 136).

:.McParlane, Parley, Guerrero, and Galea'i (1996) also
emphasize the importance of hayingstaff members who can .

= speak the native. language of intended clients or Consumers.'
They quote Vash (1994):

Language is a critical factor in understanding culture.
When You try to.understand and analyze beliefs,
ethical values, and convictions, there are deep
concepts that are, very much tied to language.
When you rely on.translatOrs, you lose'd.great
deal. Individuals Who can speak-two languageS
are almoSt essential. (McFarlane et:al., p.. 23)

One strategy that has been used .successfully in several
contexts is training and employing paraprofessionals drawn
from the- client community (McFarlane "& Fehir, 1994)-
D'Alonzo, Giordano, and Oyenqiie (1996) report on a
rehabilitatiOn services 'project in New Mexico which used

paraprOfessionals drawn from lOcal,AmericanIndiantribes to
work.With American Indian clients. Over a one-year period:
the employment rate of American Indian rehabilitation clients
more than doubled,, from14 percent to )1 'per-Cent, and the

'unsuccessful termination rate dropped by more than 20
percent. Locust and Lang (1996) report on a similar outreach
effort. with potential American Indian clients in Florida,- a
"Native Anierican Technician" progrant in which-"tribal people-
are "employed via. a subcontraCt with a tribe or tribal entity:to
provide outreach 'to American Indian people with disabilities"
(p. 11): Via,this program, the number -of American Indian
clientS. in. Florida increased from only one ito 260 over a four
year period. yltinaately, however, as Schaller, Parker, and
Garcia (1998) point out, using Paraprofessionals is an iricom
plete answer to the need for greater numbers of rehabilitation
professionals from ,culturally, ,diVerse backgrounds.

Diversifying inarkethig and service strategies., Backer
-(1994) discuSses "social Marketing," a strategy drawn from
corporate marketing coneepts; he notes that marketing :
provideS a management framework for systerriatic efforts to
understand :a target audience''fOr change (p. 17): He deScribes
key-elements as follow:

'Audience segmentation, a key concept of social
marketing; involVes subdividihg the targets (e.g.,
teachers in a large school district) into both
"demographic ": and th"psyographic" groups, based
on an understanding - of What persdnal or group
CharaCteristics haye a bearing on ;their behavior with
respeCt to [adopting an innovation] Learning what
the individual differences are requires, audience
analysis, freqUently using Marketing techniques such _

as "fOcus" groups."' (p., 17)

Similarly, Yamashiro. and Matsuoka (1997) desCribe'the
need for, "culturally sensitive marketing strategies" for mental
health'-ServIce'pioyiders: Elements of such strategies, as they
describe them; include:

-"removing impediments to services" by assuring
procedures that address cultural needs, for example,-
confidentiality measures that families perceive` will
protect them from losing "face" (p. 183),

adopting culturally- inclusive ,perspectives on disability
and dysfunction, and ,

conducting research and needs assessments to "determine
who the prospeetive clients are and where they reside,
so that 'outreach efforts can be tailored to the .concerns
and needs of specific audiences (p..184).

- Schaller, Parker, and Garcia- (1998), among others,
describe changeS'in practice that contribute to cultural.
Competence-. These include showing respect for cultural
values and Mores, addressing families as well as individual
Clients, locating services within the client corm-flunky, assuring
language accessibility via both print materials and interpreters,
and using culturally sensitive assessment tobls.
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Soriano defines cultural competence as "a set of
congruent behaviors, attitudes; beliefs, and values that . .

enable [people] to work effectively in a cross-cultural
situation" (p. 67). Benjaminndtes that developing "culturally
competent systems of care" requires "congrUence" among
policymakers, administrators, practitioners, and consumers;
he listS' five "essential elementS" that characterize culturally
corripetent organizations. With .slight variations, this list is
echoed by Soriano:

- valuing diversity "for its own sake" (Soriano, p. 68);

having "the capacity for cultural self- assessnient"
within the organization (Benjamin p.-39);

institutionalizing knowledge about various
cultural groups;

fostering consciousness among all staff as to the
:dynamics inherent'when cultures interact ". (Benjamin,
.p, 39); and

having the "willingness and ability to adapt to a diverse
and continuously changing cultural mosaic in society"
(Soriano, p. 68).

Benjamin and his colleagues conducted a nationwide
study to_assesS organizational 'characteristics that help to olier-
atibnalize,these elements of cultural competence. They found:

. Some of the dominant characteristics of program's
.that exemplified culturally' competent principles/
values were: . . . clearly defined philosophy and
policies (the more clearly articulated the program
philosophy and policies based on cultural dynamics
and inclusion, the more culturally competent the

-programs-tended to be); . . . strong emphasis on
. the importance of familyas defined by the culture;

staffing patterns that reflect the. ethnic makeup of the
population served; [and] an emphasis on training;
educati6n, and curriculum development to address
cultural issues. (p. 39)

Empowerment vs. assistance. The Most critical element of
cultural competence, according .to some authors, isl"empow-
erment," an orientation toward partnership with clients Or
consumers rather than assistance that is "bestowed" upon a
passive recipient. As..Kalyanpur and Rao (1991) explain,

EmpOwerment signifies changing the role of a:
service provider frOm that of an expert to that of
an ally or;friend who enables families to articulate
what they need . . It involves caring, which builds
supportive relationships;' 'respect, which' builds
reciprocity; and theacceptance of differences,
which builds trust: 31) 1

Wolff (1995), citing ;the work of thavis and Florin,
summarizes major differences between traditional approach-
es,, in which research, services, or inforthation are provided
by outside "experts" to an essentially passive recipient
audience or clientele, and an empowerment approach,
in which providers and clients work as partners. Wolff

FIGURE.. 1
Differences between traditional and
empowerment approaches

Traditional/ Empowerment/
Community based Community development

Problems defined Problems defined
"by agencies, government by the community
and outside institutions"

Primary vehicles for
change are "information,
education, and . . . capacity"

Professionals "are the key
and central decisionmakers"

Primary decisionmakers are
"agency and government
representatives and other
appointed leaders"

Primary vehicles for change
are "building community
control and increasing
community services"

Professionals "are a resource
to the community's problem
solving"

Primary decisionmakers are
"the indigenous, informal and-
elected leaders from the
community" (p., 2-17)

uses the term "community based" to describe traditional
approaches and "community-'development" to describe
empowerment strategies:

Some- authors also discuss the need for:service agencies to.
shift their orientation from that of solely addressing the' heeds.
of individuals to including a focus on underlying social, institu-
tionalized inequities. For- example, Ehiobuche (1995), describes
a "multicultural rehabilitation modality" as requiring "an equally
balanced focus on the environment and on the individual
because 'disability may stem as much from' environmental
barriers (cultural racism, poverty, and disadvantaged status) as,

, from the individual's funCtional limitation" (p. 53). Similarly,.
Atkins (1988); in discussing mental health services for African
American, clients, quotes Raphael (1972), whO'notes that "the
Counselor is caught between efforts to ameliorate:the immedi
ate problems of a particular client and an awareness that only

, deeper social reform can eliminate the general Conditions cre-
ating the problems" (Atkins, p. 45). And'Brodwin, Orange, and
Brodwin (1995), pointing out that people with 'disabilities are
stigmatized in U.S. society, argue that "it is_the responsibility of
the rehabilitation counselor to tactfully and artfully' stimulate
various aspects of our society to address the anti-discrimination-
regulations of the ADA" as well as other provisions designed
to preVent-discrimination against particular groups (p. '87).

Addressing organizational policy as well as practice.,
Mason (1994) notes that "the policy element is ari often
overlookedyet very importantarea" of cultural competence
within organizations: "C,ulturally corhpetent staff attitudes and
program, practices need to be upheld by policy lest they ebb
and. flow on the trends .of the times" (p. 6)., Similarly, O'Brien
and Rhoades (1996), in discussing outreach and rehabilitatiOn

continued
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Ossues ITU conductiingfresserch. Research
organizations, of course, are not direct service providers. .

However, concerns for racial, ethnic, cultural, and linguistic
diversity among staff, for understanding of cultural dynamics
and the diversity between'and within specific populations, and
for a commitment to empowerment are all relevant to research
as well as service agencies. In a research'context, "empower-
ment" relates to the processes through which researchers
determine the focus of research; the specific questiOns they
pose; the ways in. which they collect, organize, and analyze
data; and the ways in which they attempt to get research
outcomes into the hands of those who can use them. Wright
and Leung (1993), among others, recommend that "minority
communities and persons with disabilities" should'be involved
in the process of planning. research,.implerrienting research,
and interpreting- findings of research" (n.p:). Without "cultural .
competence" as it is described above, research agencies will

. find it difficult to secure the irivolvement of minority groups in
any meaningful way.

Some scholars concerned with diversity issues have'.
. focused a cultural lens specifically on the processes and

assumptions of research. They ,have found "that data are col-
lected, organized, and communicated within a cultural context
and with tools that are also products of the cultUre" (Metoyer-,
Duran, 1991, p: 320). As Muntaner, Nieto, and O'Campo
(1997) observe, the sociology and history of science show that

DecisiOnS about. basic assumptions guiding research
are Social phenomena . .'. The scientific community.;

. determines in' part the acceptability of hypotheses for
inquiry, publication,. and continued finding through a
social' process in which certain' assumptions are
uncritically accepted even in the face of empirical*.
refutation. (p. 263)

The following paragraphs'describe some of the issues .

that haVe been raised in the literature. These range from
overarching, epistemological concerns to specific
.methodological issues.

Epistemological issues. The examination of cultural beliefs
extends not only to methodology, but' to the epistemological,
foundations upon which research methods are constructed.

. For example, Scheurich and Young (1997) note "a Jack of
understanding among researchers as to how race is a critically
significant epistmological problem'in educaticinal research"
(p. 4). They point out.that no epistemblOgy is context-free.
Yet, all of the epistemologies currently legitimated in educa-
tion arise exclusively out of the social history of the dorhinant-
White race . . . In other words, our logics of inquiry'
(Stanfield, 1993) are the social products and practices Of.the
social, historical experiences of Whites" (p: 8). Buchman
(1982) discusses the faCt that researchers and 'developers often
fail to perceive the influence of their own theories 'and beliefs,
'on the outcomes oftheir work ;'.he quotes Nisbett and Ross
(1980) 'regarding "the fallacy of misplaced certainty:"

An important step in reducing people's overconfi-
dence would be taken by leading them to recognize
that their interpretations of events, rather. than being...
simple read-outs of data, are. inferences that make
heavy use of theory. Once one recognizes that the
same data would look quite different, and could easily
support different beliefs, if those data were viewed - .

from the-vantage point of-alternative theories; the
groundwork for a huMbler epistemic stance has
been laid. (p. 2)

'Costa and bamossy (1995; see also Taylor and Bogdan,
1984) describe common epistemolbgical errors, describing
many studies as "parochial," meaning that they "assume
similarity" based on,characteristicsof one culture and pose that
similarity as the norm. Costa' and BarnossY also describe "eth-.
nocentric research;" in which "one culture's `universal' theories
are imposed on, another culture;" in such studies, researchers.
explore differenees, but those. differences are 'examined and
explained in reference to norms that are assumed to be.unive'r
sal. -In contrast to these approaChes, the authors recommend
comparative studies, w,hich "search, for both similarities and
differences" without presuming universal' norms or the superi-
ority of one set of cultural' characteristics over another (p. 21).

Methodological issues. The literature identifies a, host of
methodological concerns that can campromise the reliability
and validity of research outcomes. AS discussed below,-these
include-issue§ related-to research design, sampling and other
data collection procedures, and data analysis.

Research design, Iii spite of some.researchers' continuing
concerns abdut the validity and generalizability of qualitative
research (Conwal Inc., n.d.); Taylor and.-Bogd,an (1984);
as well as others suggest the strengths of qualitative-or
ethnographic research designs over the more commonly
used positivist methodologies in exploring questions related to
minority populations. For example, HarrY (1992) in dise-ussing
studies of parents of children with disabilities, states that
studies of parentajattitudes "will be more reliable if they
utilize ,a recursive, open-ended approach" (p.--103).

Hermes (1998) reflects one trend in qualitative research
with minority groups. In her report on research with an
OjibweIndian tribe, she describes an approach of "recifprocity,
and mutual respect" in which she sought guidance and feed-
back from the community she Was studying at every step in
her research, from identifying.research questions to collecting,
review, and analyzing data. Noting that her relationships with
the community "ordered the methods"of her research, she
recommends a "guiding principle:" "Be e in the community
as a member first and a researcher second" (p. 166).

Smart and Smart (1997) describe other research
methodologies thatappear to hold promise-in "unraveling the
complex relationship between social conditions and minority
status" and assessing strategies for "treatment and prevention
of disabilities in minority populatioris" (p. 12): Citing Adler et
al. <1994), they report on promising research designs, including

2'7 continued
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Issues in conducting researc
continued

the use of tree-structured regression,and."grade of
membership" analyses. Tree-structured regression
techniques partition populations into subgroups and
then identify different paths to givenoUtcomes. Their
strength lies in their ability to analyze numerous,
complex, interrelated variables. Likewise, "grade of
membership" analysis is able to accommodate larger
numbers of variables by developing "ideal, descrip7.
tions," either theoretically or empirically, of various
classes of individuals. This technique becomes more
precise with the addition'of more and more variables.
(p. 13)

Identing and defining variables. Smart and Smart (1997) and
others discuss' the common problem of "inadequate, definition.'
of research variables" (pp. 32-33), particularly the "validity of
raciaVethnic classification" (Duarte & Rice, 1992, p. 13,:citing
Kumanyika and Golden, 1991). Anderson, Wang, and Houser
(1993) cite Hahn (1992), who "believes that the' assessment
of de_ rriographic identity in a society with a culturally diverse,
and rapidly changing population is extremely difficult." Hahn
challenges."the assumption .that categories of race. and ethnici-
ty are consistently defined when, in fact, terminology and -

categorization differ from source to source,and.region to
region",(p. 12). Smart and Smart note,, for example, that
"many researchers have failed to distinguish the,various
subgroups of 'the Hispanic population, obscuring important
differenCes between such groups . . . Different definitions
of the terms 'Hispanic," 'Latino,' and NeXican American'
have yielded different samples, each with varying sociO-

-demographic characteristics? (fi. 33). Also challenged -is the
assumption "that the racial and ethnic categories used' by'
researchers are adequately understood by those being
Surveyed" (Anderson, Wang, & Houser, p. 12)."

Taylor and Bogdan (1984) discuss the problems that.
can arise when research variables_ are defined in rigid ways
that cannot accommodate the realities of life among the
populations studied. As an example, they describe a study that
focused on-Conditions within "single- parent" vs. "dual-parent"'
homeS. In collecting data, researchers found that thOse two
categories failed to capture the variety of living arrangements
that characterized most of the homes under study, fof
example, homes that included extended family members
who filled parenting roles. However,. because of the study'S
rigid design, researchers were forced to attempt to fit the
data to their pre-existing categories.

Sampling and data collection procedures. As. noted in the
previous paragraph, sampling procedures can be compromised
'by. poor definition of variables associated with the' populations
being sampled: In, addition, a number of authors note 'that
studies involving nonmainstream populations often rely on .

inadequate sample size (AndersOn, Wang, & Houser, .1993;
see also Duarte & Rice, 1992).

Concerns regarding data collection procedures
include problems in accessing and obtaining data from a
representative sample. Huff (1994), for example, describes ,

the. complexities involved trying 'to set up a focus group
composed of. urban African American fainilies:'"We,have
learned that . ..families . . . maYnot,have: (1) an address;
(2) a telephone; (3) access to banking'Services; or (4)
transportation" (p. 10). Anderson,, Wang, and HoUser (1993)
conducted'a needs survey among people.with disabilities In
Hawaii. Using a mail survey approach', they were unable to
obtain an adequate return rate. They conCludedthat the return
rate "may have been affected 'by the values and traditions
Within Asian cultures that erriphaSize the importancebf
keeping information about the family within its unit" (p: 14).

Researchers' failure to understand and accommodate
scultural 'proprieties can result in theprovision of misleading
or inaccurate data Harry (1992) notes that "given all that
is 'known about power relations between dominant and:
subordinate cultural groups, it should always be assumed
`that respondents' initial answers to judgments-about the
educational system may not be reliable" (p. 103). She quotes
Leung '(1988), who dekribes responses to research questions
among-Mian parents: "Attention: and affirmation may only
Mean courtesy and proprietY'L(p. 1,05). Yu (1985, cited by
Harry) refers to such patterns: of response as "courtesy bias,"
"which may. occur when informants do not yet trust the
researcher and when researchers' are not aware of the cultural
inappropriateness of certain approaches" (Harry, p: 165).1 .

Problems also arise in assuring mutual understanding of. terms
; used in. survey' questions. Taylbr and-Bogdan caution that

"field researchers must start with the premise that'words
and symbols used in their own worlds may have different
Meanings in the worlds of their informants" (p. 51).

One major concern in data collection is the use of
translators in obtaining data from non-English-speaking
subjects: Smart and Smart (1992; see also Harry) describe the
problems inherent in the common practice of uSing friends or
other family members to.aCt as interpreters, whether in a
research or a service setting:

The use of family and friends as translators violates-
the right of privacy of the client . . . When the children
of the client are used as' translators, the client may be
reluctant to fully discuss certain-topics or the translator
may have a tendency to speak fOr the client. Use
of family members as interpreters alters the 'family
structure. (p. 34)

As noted,earlier; the use of interpreters also can result in
the loss or misinterfiretation'of responses. The' most effective
data collection strategy is for those who conduct interviews,
observations, or surveys to speak the respondents' language
and to be well-oriented to the cultural context in which the
research activity is being conducted. The same considerations
should apply.in settings requiring interpretation for persons
who are deaf or hearing impaired.
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Data analysis: Two criticisms of data analySiS appear most
consistently in the literature. The' first is misinterpretatiori
based on a lack of cultural; understandings or the assumption
of normative" standards that are in fact, culturally.derived
,(Duarte,& Rice,'1992; Harry 1992)..The second "is thecommon,-
failure to acCount,for !Within-grohp differences" when report
ing on -partiCular populations. Studies suggest that analyses
of racial and ethnic demographics often overemphasize;
between -group differences and under-emphasize within-
grOUp differenceS, So:that differences between- groups may be
exaggerated,: while` differences. with in a specific group may be
overbooked (Anderson, Wang, & plouser, 1993; NDDR, 1996).

issues cliteemination and utjlizatiOn. ,
Although information is limited regarding,dissemination

: andutilizatiori (D&U) strategies targeted*specificallyto
minority. .p6Pulations, there is a considerable literature base
describing D &U processes in:generat Experts now Understand-
_knowledge utilization as a learning proces'in which the:
potential 'user; or consumer, is,e`an'active problemsolYer and
a constructor of his or her own knoWledge,"-not, merely. "a
passive receptacle of information and expertise," as earlier
D&U.theoties had suggested (Hutchinson & Huberman,
1993, p. 2). Knowledge is no tOnger thought of as an inert
Object.to*be "sent": and "received," but rather as a fluid set
of understandings that are by thoSe whO use it as
well as by those who originate it (NCDDK 1996).

The relatiOnships' bet-Ween:-the .potential user and the p&u
Source,. content; context, and media used.are.CritiCal determi-
nants of effectiveneSs, with attention to particular user groups

the most central-Concern Findings related to theD&U'
proceSs that have appeared to have partieUlat implications-for

-. work- with minority persons: with disabilities and their families::
are outlined beloW.,

Credibility and trust-Potential 'users-of research outcomes
tend to accept'assistance, inforination, and ideas'from sources
they know and trust (Carrillo, Lumbley, & \kiestlii6ok; 1990;
Fullan, 1991; Robinault, Weisinget & FOlsOni, 1980). Users
tend to be more concerned about the source-of the informa-
tion that is disserninated than about the specific content of the-,
information (Hutchinson kubermari).;:'SOme studies suggest
that the source's perceived expertise is less important to Users,
than trustworthiness_in Obtaining-uSer support (Marquart,"
O'Keefe,--&:Gimther, 1995), Given the findings regarding
cultural mistrust (discussed in Voldme 4, Number 1; page 9:
Inequities and the rehabilitation system), the importance, of .
esiabliShing credibility and" trust with minority populations
cannot be, overemphasized. And cultural responsiveness is-..
essential to establishing such confidence (SchalletParker,
& Garcia, 1998).

-Utility. If research outcomes are to beused,, they must be
perceived by'potential'Users as relevant to their needs and
daily lives. Dentler (1984), -among others; stresses that the
property of knowledge that is essential for [use] is 'its congru-
'ence with the real world of practice" (np.). Similarly, a study
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of Tennessee. school systems reported by West and Rhoton.
(1992) concludes that the strongest barrier to, research
utilization statewide was the [perceived] non-Practical
focus of research reports" (p. 13). Fdr effective D&U, then,
researchers ;must knoW a great deal about the priorities; needS,
environments, and circumstances of their intended. users, and
must tailor their outcomes and information accordingly.,

Cultural responsiveness. To be effective, D&U StrategieS
must be,appropriate within potential users- Cultural contekts

,

'(Duarte & Rice; 1992).- This includes understanding and
addressing users' perceptiOnS about disability, ,family,-
propriety: InforthatiOn about- research outcomes also must be,
easily understandable by potential users: ieung (1992), for

'example; reports,that "ldnguage differences" are a primary
Cause negative attitudes about researchers not only in
terms of .English VS. other languages, but in terins. of dense;
technical descriptions that asSUme a,Vocabulary and Contextual
knowledge' most nonresearchers dd not possess

-If is alsO critical to know what dissemination channels
are available to and used by, potential User groups adwards,
,1991). Leung (1992) notes; that one of the most elementary
and;important=gUidelines for selecting a dissemination-

:Medium is that."MilizatiOn will not occur if persons with
disabilities cannot. physically gain access"- (P. 299).

PersOnal.contaCt perhaps the most consistent finding in
' the literature on knowledge utilization is the importance of
persbnal contact for the success of dissemination activities. As
Fullan (1991) notes, "The-prirriacy of personal contact in the
diffusion of innovations; has been known for years" (p. 53)"
This finding has significant implications for D&U activities
targeted to minbrity,populations. To provide for personal-
contact with potential users, most research agencies must rely
on intermediaries HOweyer, relying, solely orprimarily ori

.

intermediaries from goVerrirrient agencies and service providers'
within the rehabilitation system' is likely to prove inadequate.
`Many people who- are oriented to traditional minority' cultures
tend to seek help outside the-established rehabilitation and
medical systems;. and" it is important fOr researchers to broaden
-their contact to include these community resources, including,:-
among others, community agencies and organiiations; infOrmal
;community leaders, .church personnel, and healers (Schensul;
1992).:In addition, persons frainlower socioeconomic brackets

--who aredisprOPOrtionately from minority. popUlationS---',:-
often require special outreach efforts dile to their lack of
access to mainstream services and resources.

D84.1 research 'findings targeted specifirAlly to minority
Populations. As-noted earlier; the research literature Contains
limited information regarding dissemination media and-
methOds that have proven effective .with specific minority
populatioris..However, a few studies,exist-that suggest
promising strategies, at least within the limited contexts
studied:
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Issues in dissemination and utilization.
continued

-

Metoyer-Duran (1991, 1993) has conducted studies .

suggesting that "ethnolinguistic gatekeepers" within
traditional cultural communities serve as "information and.`
referral agents" (1993; p. 365). Her research suggests 'that
gatekeepers have greater awareness of and use more
information resources. than other community members,
even when controlling for educational lei/el, employment

. status, income, and longevity in the community" (1991,
p. 325). Metoyer-Duran found-that these gatekeepers draw
on a number of information sources, including mass
media, print, and institutional representatives. However,
they are most likely to consult interpersonal sources. To
access gatekeepers as potential disSemination channels,
she recommends "establishing close relationships with
other institutional sources used by gatekeepers" (1993,
p. 368):

, Schensul (1992) and colleagues condticted research to
help identify dissernination strategies that.could effectively
deliver information about Alzheimer's disease to elderly
Latinos in the U.S...Among the strategies they tried were
presentations in churches, pamphlets left in churches, a .

community conference, an art exhibit of "symptom depic-
tion cards" drawn by "a well-known Puerto Rican artist"
(p: 21), contact with informal building leaders, botdnicas,
Spanish, radio; Spanish and English neighborhood newspa-
pers, and community outreach via service providers. They
'found that, of the publi media, they tried, Spanish radio
proved the most effective dissemination channel. The
authors found "that most Latino elderly prefer listening to
One or two specific stations, and do so regularly through-
out the day." The authors recommend appearanCes
radio call-in shows over the more commonly used Public

.Service Announcements (PSAs), noting thdt PSAs "hold
attention and come on infrequently. More effective

are call-in shows,especially those focused on the general
probleths of Latino elderly .. . The Spanish language 'call-
in show is an extremely important untapped venue for
dissemination of health-related information because 'it is
interactive" (p. 23). Regarding the effectiveness of Spanish
language newsdapers, the study found that they were
"widely read, but when questioned, readers did not
mention knowledge of Alzheimer's Disease or, its
management" (p.. 23). ,

Schens61 also reports that, because elderly Latinos 'tend to
ear the diagnosis of-Alzheimer's disease, standard presen-
tations on the disease that include, dikussions of etiology;
symptoms, natural history. and management, "will not be
received and may in fact reduce the likelihood that seniors
and their families will report symptoms to 'a physician.
Any technique which uses informal dialogue about daily
or historical aspects of participantS' lives will be more
successful in opening the door to `discovering' dementia"
(p. 26). .

Ward et al. (1.993) describe a study of targeted media
Campaigns designed to address the underutilizatiOn by
racial and ethnic minorities of a telephone-based cancer .

information service. They fOundthat,-among all audience
groups, teleVisidn was, the most effective medium in
increasing the nuMber of telephone inquiries. However,
they also found that the effects of the special promotional
campaigns, whether via television or other media; tended
to be short term.

Online technologies represent an increasingly important
dissemination strategy, but many people still lack access.
Although some 'studies suggest that racial differences
in computer and Internet use are shrinking in the U.S.,
differences persist. Wilhelm (1996), for example, reports
on computer use -among Latinos in the U.S. and notes that
"civic networking" via the Internet."is 'evolving into 'an
important public space" via ,networks such as LatinoNet
and ChicanoNet. However; even after ,controlling,for
variables such as 'income and education, "LatinoS still
experience lower levels of Computer access than do
nOn-Latinos" (p. 23). In another report, Wilhelrn (1995)
notes, that "overall; there are still 4.4 million households
in the.U.S. that go without a phone. Among Latinos, 13.3
percent Of all houkholds function without immediate
access to a telephone" (p. 3).

Conclusions and
recommendations

The larger literature on knowledge-utilization indicates that, to
be effective, dissemination and utilization cannot be "tag-on"
activities. Rather, D&U concerns Must be incorporated into the
earliest planning stages of a research study (NCDDR, 1996).
The D&U literature also indicates that, when potential 'users
assess information about research outcomes, the credibility
and perceived trustworthiness of the source is 'of paramount
importanceand, as the literature on diversity suggests, trust-
Worthiness relates to the capacity to be culturally responsive. .

. The work of increasing.the use of research outcomes among
diverse consumer populations, then, lies not merely in
selecting dissemination media or packaging information to,
be: distributed via those media: The overarching task. lies in

.- becoming a "culturally competent" organizaticin,.one that
knows; listens to, works with, and addresses the needs of its'
intended audiences; one that reflects the diversity of thOse
audiences in its policies and personnel; and one that involves
potential users throughout the research, develcipment, and
disseftlination process.

The following are some suggestions for working toward
cultural competence in terms of Organizational structure and
policies, research activities, and dissemination and utilization
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activities. Because little research'exists-that addresSes the
processes of dissemination and utilization for minority persons
with disabilities, these recomniendationS_Must be considered-
tentative; they are'based on a synthesis of 'understandings
about knowledge utilization,,on the one hand, and about
.racial; ethniC, and cultural diVersitY on the other.

organizational recommendations

Review and adapt organizational purposes and policiesrtO
include a commitment to cultural competence., Make this
commitment pervasiyeand long,term.

Examine recruitment and hiring policies and prOcedures.
Look for the cultural assumptions contained-within them
and consider the effects of those aSsurnptionS on the
organization's staffing choices: Seek Ways of diversifying
staff. Avoid tokenism.

Make sUre all staff Understand that cultural competence is
the responsibility of the entire organization; not only of ,
minority staff MeMbers or "special' prOjects or committees.

Seek ways of establishing an' active,. partnering eprsence

within the:conimunity, whether'"corrimunity" is defined by
geography or, interest..

Build strong, ongoing relationships With a wideYariety of
intermediarieS, who haVe direct acceSs to. potential users.
Approach these relationships as a,partner rather than as a

.provider.. Remember that intermediaries; like targeted
,users; will need to find the organfratiori, its actiVities,-and
its outcomes both relevant and trustworthy.

Research recommendations
Ground decisions about research, purpose's and hypotheses'
in a thorough knowledge Of rpotential useaudie, nces:
Employ a variety of methods to learn about those
audiences; including focus groups; suiYeys, community
involvethent, input from intermediaries, :aria ongoing
input from potential users.therriselvesf

Examine the assumptions inherentin the goals;..,
.hypOtheseg, andMethods of the intended research.
Ask others to explore those assumptiOns, particularly
people with experience and insight into pOtential user
groups, and-representatives from those groups:

Explore a variety of research methodologies; seeking to
identify approaches that are most likely to yield accurate,
in-depth outcomes related toall target audiences. ConSider
a blend of qualitatiYe, and quantitative approaches.;

'Define all variables frilly; be cautious about hidden
assurriptions- and/or :comparisons with variables in other
studies that may be differently or lesS fully defined.

Use sampling techniques that provide for adequate
representation among.all targeted 'audienCes, and address
appropriate subpopulationS; not merely, broad'racial or
ethnic categories.,

:Strueture data collection activities,to: assure an appropriate
rate ofi-eturn from all targeted subpopulations.'This likely
Will require a variety of data collection activities that
extend beyond traditional mail or telephone surveys,
particularly to reach low,income respondents. Take care
to assure that interview and other:questioning techniques
are culturally 'apprbpriate. Assure .language accessibility
via both =printand interpreters.

In arialyZing data;.carefully consider within:group as well
as between-group differenees. Be cautious of making
cultural assumptions in data analysis and conclusions. .;

Seek input and. feedback -eliciting both formal and
informal "reality checks7from representatives of target.

-audiences iii identifying data collection procedUres,
identifying or developing-data collection instruments,
analYZing data and drawing conclusion.

Dissemination and utilization
recommendations

Begin thinking about the, task of diSseiriihation; and ,

utilization at the earliest Stages of the research effort.-

In learning abOut potential user groups (see recommenda-
.tion, ab6ve), seek to'identify the,inforrriation sources and
media on, which they most 'frequently rely.' Consider not
only traditional media; such as print .and television,.but .
community' resources, leaders, ,and informal "gatekeepers"

-0. Use multiple dissemination strategies and media,
targeted to specific subpopulations:, Never' rely on a
single approach: . , -
In deteniiining what information to disseminate; consider;
what the potential user will think is Important. Labels,
titles, and supporting data that are-important to funding
sources and other researchers often seem completely-
irrelevant to intermediaries, potential consuiners,.and
their families.

..Assure'that the information to be disSemiriated is
aCcessible in language, syntak, format, and length;;
respectful of cultural customs and proprieties; and
relevant to potential users' concerns.

Draw as extensively as possible on. Dal strategies that
prdvide for perSonal contact betWeeri potential users and

persons who can facilitate the use of research outcomes.
Use_interthediaries: service providers such as independent
living centers or rehabilitation serviceice agericies; community
resources such as advocacy groups, churcheS, community
centers, and the like; and informal cominunity leaders and
resources; including'herbalists and healers who apply
traditional cultural, approaches: Remember that using
intermediaries_ means the intermediaries therriselves
become a D&U audience.'

. .

Seek input and feedback from representatives of target
audiences throughout the D&U process.--
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Dr. Vinton Cerf Visits NIDRR

Dr. Vinton Cerf, often credited as the "Father of the Internet,"
visited-the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation
Research on March 30, 1999. At the invitation of NIDRR
Director Dr. Katherine D.Seelman, Dr. Cerf gave an informa-
tive presentationon the history and scope of the,Internet to
invited guests from throughout the Government and private
disability' organizations. NIDRR staff also' shared some of the
goals and achieirements' of NIDRR-funded research with
Dr. Cerf and the audience.

Dr. Cerf began with a number ofqUotations that reflected
the uncertain futtire that great leaders had' foreseen' foi various
communication modes over the years,-such as the telephone
and the computer. Ironically, all of the views of these early
pioneers or observers of the 'information scene have proven to
be overtaken by their great convenience and widespred use.
Even Dr. Cerf, in spite of his gift for envisioning the Internet;
seriously underestimated the dimensions of memory that
would be needed to

'developed
in the kinds of information and

commerce that have developed through the Internet of today.
That growth has been phenomenal'. Dr. Cerf pointed out

that the Internet as we now know and "love" it is a relative
newcomer to the communications scene. It began as an idea
in 1974, moved to the research and development stage at the
Defense-Advanced Research' Projects Agency (DARPA). in 1983,
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with no concept Of its.present rapid growth and expansion.
As difficult as it may be believe, as late as 1990 there Were
no commercial services on the "Net. "

Internet use is growing by leaps and bounds 100%
per year. There- are more than 50 million computers on
the Internet today. Some forty percent of American hothes
'currently have access with the' number growing daily..Sixty.
percent of.homes with children have online access. 'Dr. Cerf
predicts that by the year 2006, the Internet will be-the size
of the telephone system and it will be the dotninant
communication system of the 21st century.

Dr. Cerf says that there are three million Web sites ,and
some 700 million pages on the World Wide Web. Of particular
interest to 'us in the disability field is the fact that most of these
pages are not and will not be accessible, nor will they be .
retrofitted to become accessible. Even if page designers were'
made' fully aware of the need'for the accessibility ,ofWeb
pages, for people with disabilities, this 'does' not addres. the
.growing complexity of multicasting and other elements which
are becoming commonplace on the Internet. There' is much
work to be- done to publicize accessibility.

In addition, Dr. Cerf suggests that the best hope of
surmounting the problem is to devise tools that will make
accessibility, almost automatic. Dr. Celt stressed the importance
of finding economic advantages that can, be brought.to the
attention of business and nduStry that would make them See
the wisdom of partnering to produce- andUse such tools..

While "distance learning" holds promise for persons with
disabilities to increase their training and ,education without
Physical access-to sites of.learning, Dr. Cerf predicts that the
technology needed -for optimal two-way communication
over the Internet is not likely to arrive soon. Even current
on- screen use of 'American Sign Language (ASL) is not smooth,
given. the bandwidth necessary for two-Way transfer of photos
and dialogue.

The Internet is becoming a major vehicle for the trading
of goods and services, and will continue to expand in this
vein. While tl2e'Internet accounts for about one percent of
trade in the United States today, Dr. Cerf predicts this will

-grow to about ten percent by 2003. PerSons with disabilities
are potential customers for thisinarket., in fact, it may be that
the 'ease of shopping on the.Internet, paying bills, voting
corporate shares by proxy and other services, have tnie appeal
for them. Just- as the disability community is making itself
known as a considerable voting entity, it might be useftll. to

-remind btisiness of its growing stature as a buying public,_
especially withits potential growth encompassing aging
members of the "Baby Boom" generation: Dr. Cerf also
acknowledged the expansion of Kaleidoscope, a television
network focusing.on people with disabilities, to encompass
many media and to provide specialized programming.

Dr. Cerf has personal experience with hearing loss and
on the part of his wifecochlear implants, and he fully
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acknowledges the Power of the technological interface
between electionie systems and the body. The potential,for
remarkable research in Sensolyand neural processing with
electronic 'assistance prOvides hope fcir such things as artificial
-retinas and such;prOcesses as fUnctional Electronic 'Stimulation
(FES), which NIDRR has funded for ManY years as a.potential:
rehabilitation technique. :

Recognizing the *pact Of the Inte, l- net on medical
practice; with both the better 'dissemination of information to
clients' and -the increased access of phySidaris to inforthation,

Cerf expressed some concern: that too' much regulation of
the Internet poses _potential problems. He, said that once the
Internet becOmes.a pait of the itifrasti-u*cMre, there are needs,
for Policy protocols, but there must not be an overreaction;
leadinglo massive restriction of its .freedorn. His recommenda-
tion was that we seek:ways:to 'attract business as well as
Government to 'the development and-policy prbcesSes.,

:The speaker Was asked about the hopes for simplifying
..the features of Internet software for persons withcognitive-

, disabilities. the. WOrld Wide Web ConSortium (W3C)iS '
working on making the-Internet accessible and d Member- .

of, the, Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) Shared with the
audience the progress that group is making. Dr. Cerf
explained that we are in a, most creative. period fOr the Internet
due to its exponential 'growth, and that Within this periOd, it is
possible: that standardization,can be achieved'
first and Simplification will

Dr. Cerf represents -to NIDRR .an example. of the great
accomplishments of the'creative minds of the..20thcentury as_,
well `as the for 'conjoinedfocOnjoined thought and action in the
21St,cei-a-U!y. NIDRR is grateful for:Di. Cerrs visit and hopes
that this is just thebeginning of "a beautiful friendship."'

hilDRR Staff Share Information with Dr. Cerf

NIDRR Staff members discussed current activities that
are compatible with Dr.: Ceres view Of the future. For
exarripleto encourage the "mainstreaming" Of persons .
with disabilities into the.larger society,' NIDRR supports
a range of engineering 'research Which has expanded to
encompass mediCal-technology, technology for increased
function; and "systems -technology:"

technology program-espouses the: ideas Made
popular by the late Ron.Mace for the building of a society :

that considers the lifespan heeds of individuals and builds
,

environments where all peoplecan move easily fr6m one
activity to another. The NIDRR-funded Rehabilitation
Engineering Research 'Center (RERC) at' North Carolina
State University:is the leading research center in the nation'
Promoting this concept of universal design.,

NIDRR has 'sponsored cutting -edge programs at the.
National Centerfor. Accessible Media (NCAM) at WBGH in
Boston.' It funded the Center's earliest ,work On'captioning,
which proved that technology designed, for:a disability sector
(persons who are deaf or hearing-irnPaired) can be readily

-useful to other pei-Ons and:settings (Where 'a TV picture is
On but sound is turned-off, such as:gyms, busy social halls,:
and bars). NIDRR has Sponsored Motion picture Access I
and II, and is currently, funding stage III for the realization
of commercial movie access for'people who are -deaf. A
NIDRR-sponsored Field-Initiated project is investigating the

-meaning of Me newest technologies'such as DVD add-ons.to
the Internet and what this means' for persons with disabilities.

Similarly, NIDRR has long been interested and engaged in
questions' 6rtelecommunications accessibility andolicy,,The
TraCe Center at the University'of. Wisconsin- Madison has been
a fOrerunner, in working with the commercial sector to incOr-
porate universal design in televisions an_ d to softWare
access at the beginning of the process, including Windows 95.'.

NIDRR: is involved in "distance learning projects to
help rovide edUcatiOnal access to persons with disabilities
in theft-communities, including rural settings whete accessible
institutions and experienced personnel are in short supply.

-NIDRRhas also funded Field- Initiated research to test methods
of repreSenting American -Sign Language: (ASL) in Video
form on the Internet or CD ROM: A major new RERC
Telerehabilitation 'was fimded,by NIDRR On the heels Of
a Fellowship and a Field -Initiatedproject.--

Regarding the orphan technology problem and
the'transfer of technological devices to larger markets,- the
NIDRR-funded RERC on Technology. Transfer'at SIJNY-
Buffalo 'helps small technolOgy developers and entrepreneurs
to interest larger manufacturers to:produce their pidducts or
to-find capital 'needed to increase the production and spread
Of these devices.

In the realm of bioengineering, NIDRR has beena
significant partner in research into cutting-edge technologies
for prosthetics and orthotics, wheelchairs, .controls,''
communication deviceS, Functional Electrical Stimulation
(FES), FM, listening syStems, hearing aid technology: and

.'a host of other' endeayors:
Not only in research, but also in public awareness and

access to assistive devices, NIDRR has established programs
.to spread technology. The AssistiVe Technology Act of 1998,
is only the latest legislative-based prOgrarn to assist the,'
technology field. Programs in all 50 states and,theterritOries
take technology to where peoplelive.NIDRR's efforts help::
people learn-about .pro-duCtS through ABLEDATA and other

:information systems and helps them to find and fund assistive
, devices. The Disability, and Business TeChnical Assistance
Centers program (DBTACs) teirifOrces the ideals of the
Americans with Disabilities ACt and helps -tO make adapted
living,semployment, transportation, housing and the ultimate
goal, of universal design, a real poSsibility.

.

Ellen Blasiotti, INIIDR1?
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for NIDRR Grantees

In 1997 and
1998, One of
the 'nibs(
requested .

products from
the NCDDR
was the -paper
version of
the- listing
of NIDRR
Grantees'
World Wide
Web sites.
NCDDR staff.
are now
,updating this
document, "for
the.third time, for planned publication in August, 1999.
All NIDRR grantees have been asked -on several occasions
t&give,their Web site addresses and updates when
changes are made, so that we ca.-1-1 maintain an
up-to-date 'listing.

Please visit theNCDDR Web site's NIDRR Projects on
the Internet at <http://wWw.ncddr.c4urllist.httrd>
and verify that the Project Name, URL,,mailing '

address, and telephone mimb er (S) listed for Your
NIDRR7funded project are.accUrate. The listing,is by type
of project, and projects are, listed alphabetiCally within
each category. If there are errors, or your project does not
appeaf but it does haVe a Web. Site;'we_WoUld 'appreciate
it if the PI or Contact Person would get in touch With
NCDDR staff 'so that we can include your information,
both on our,Web site and in the upcoming booklet.

Contact the NCDDR:

National Institute

on Disability and
Rehabilitation Research

(NIDRR) Grantees'

World Wide Web Sites
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NIDRR Grantees
Receive Recognition

The NCDDR congratulates each of the following NIDRR
grantees and'staff members. All grantees are encouraged. to-
contact the NCDDR with information to share in future issues
of The Research'Exchange.

ear
Katherine D. Seeman, Ph.D., Director of the.National
Institute on Disability and, Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR),
Office of SPecial Education and Rehabilitative Services in the
U.S. Department of Edrication, has been named a Fellow of. the
RehabilitatiorrEngineering and Assistive Technology SoCiety of .

North America (RESNA). The award Was. presented at RESNA's
Annual Conference on Tuesday, June 28, 1999, in 'Long
Beach,' California.

Dr. Seelman, Director of NIDRR since 1995, was cited by
RESNA for her cornmitment in developing the fields of 'assistive
technology and-rehabilitation engineering. This award, the
engineering- society's highest honor, specifically recognizes

Dr. Seelinads_"Coniistent leadership and vision on behalf of
persons with disabilities and tne possibilities offered them -

through the use-Of technology.
She joins a group of distingui$hed fellows -and horibrary

fellows,' including well-known Scientists and leader's in
rehabilitation engineering such; Dr. Dudley Childress
(Northwestern University), Dr. -1.-mvrence5cadden (National
Scienee Foundation), Dr. Gregg Vanderheiden (University of. .

Wisconsin-Madison), the Hon. TOM Harkin. (United States
Seriate):, and (posthumously) Mr. Ed Roberts (World Institute
on Disability).

_

Dr. Seehitan is chair of the Interagency Committee on
. 'Disability Research (ICDR), and she has been Co-Chair of major
.U.S. and-international delegations in disability research and
Science:She also has been the recipient of a distinguished
Switer fellOWship; a Nationll Science Foundation Assistantship:

.and she is a member of the Hunter College Hall of Fame::
Dr. Seeman also accepted the Assoeiation of Access

Engineering Specialists (A/NES) Excellence in Access award
behalf of the Department of Education.' The Department's
OCT() Assistive.Technology Team won the award for their
implernentation of the "Requirements for Accessible
Software Design."

For further information contact Ellen Blasiotti at NIDRR:
ellen blasiotti@ed.gov"

Dr. Megan Kirshbaum; Project Co-Director, National
Resource Center for Parents with Disabilities at Through
the Looking Glass, Berkeley, CA, was selected for a two-year
fellowShip in ZERO TO THREE's prestigious Leaders for the-
21st-Century program. One of 15 Mid-Career Fellows, Dr.
Kirshbaum's project will evaluate assessments of parents
with cognitive disabilities who are involved with children's' =

14. 3G



protectiVe services departments nationally, and; propose guide-
lines for appropriate practice: ZERO" TO THREE is:a national,
nonprofit organization dedicated to advancirig.the healthy
developrrient of babis and yourig'children. Leader's for the

s21st Century is funded by grants frointhe Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation and philanthropist Irving .Han-is.

Judith. Rogers; -0T12, Pregnancy' and Birthing Specialist
at the National ResnurceCenter, was honored,by. the
Alta Bates Hospital'and,Breast: CanCer Fund for her
community advoCacy'leadirig to the establishment of a
breast cancer prevention center fotwOricien with disabilities.
For further information 'contact Dr: Kirshbaum
and Ms. Rogers at (800) 644-2666 or by e -mail:
Megankirshbatim@lookingglassnrg and
judi_rogers@looldnggL4ss.oi:g

Charlie Lakin; Principal InveStigator of the Research
and Training Center on CoMmunity Living at, the
University of Minnesota'S Institute on Community Integration,
received the Dybwad Humanitarian Award. It was presented
at`the American Association bri' Menial Retardatidn's 123rd
Annual ',Conference on May 22, 1999, in-New Orleans. The
Dybuicid IluinanitarianAthard was made, to Dr. Lakin "for
prOnribtion of humari Welfare and social' reform." For furtfier
information contact Dr: Lakin at (612) 624-5005,6r-by e-mail:
lakiin001@umn.du

4' Speaking to Write: Realizing the Potential of,
.Recognition for SeCondary Students "with:Disabilities
is a field-initiated project of the Development
Center, Inc. (EDC) and the Communication Enhancement
Center at Children's Hospital, Bostdn. Dr. Patricia Corley
of EDC is Principal' Investigator. The project's -Web site was,

,awarded a "B" by Education World's Education Site Reviews
in June, 1998. 4ittP://www.education-world.Com/awards/
past/r0698- 18.shtml> Education World is designed to be a
resource,guide for educators. and is produced by Concourse
'C, Inc: Digital -Marketing. Services; Oklahoma City.:`Fdt more
inforthatiOn; contact Ms. Jennifer Gold at -(617.) 969-7100,
ext. 2485 or 637 email: jgold@edc:nrg

Four NIDRR-related Web sites have been .recognized as -;

PiCks of the Month by .the US. bepartment of Education.'
k

4ittp://WWw.ed.gov/Picks/>' ED picks three great resources
every month and highlights them on the ED Web site The
picks are taken fromrthree brOad categorieS:'ED-affiliated
Internet sites elsewhere, newly.ayailable docUments,df,
merit, and new selections at the-EDsite focusing .-on,
iridividual programs and offices. NIDRR- related Picks,.
of the Month include:

NCDDR<httP://wWw.nccldrorg/>,(September, 1998)

. NCAM <httii://www.wgbh.cirg/licatn/>

IMIDROI4elated Web sites win awards

Macro Internatioria1's-ABLEDATA.Web:site at
<http://wVvW.abledata-Coim/> was selected in November,
1998 to receive a LinkS2Go Key'Pesource award in the''.
Disabilitiestopic. Links2Go selects at most 50 of the most
representative links as the "Key ResourceS" for each topic;
based. on an analySisr of millionS,of Web pages:Please
Visit <http://wwW.linkS2go.ccirri/award/Disabilities> for
more informatidri; Or 'contact Assistant Project_DifeCtor
Katherine Belknap. at (301) 608-8998 x 100 or by
e-mail at bellmap@macrOint.cbnc

(NOvernber; 1997) -

NIDRR <http://Wvvw.ed.gov/offices/OSERS/NIDR2/>-
(December, 1996)

NARIC <http://,wwNir.naric.com/

. 'The Rehabilitation Robotics Reseal-ch Program's'WOrld
Wide Web.site <http://WwW.asebudeLedu/robotic.s/>
was chosen by BioMedLink as a "three star.`indiSpensable';
site irijanuary 1998. <http://www.biomednetsconi/db/
biornedlink/BMLK.12558-BioMedLink: is an evaluated,
and annotated database of Internet resources for,
biological and medical researchers. and is part of
BioMedNet. .

The Web.site was also chosen asa "Web Pick" by
the, HMS Beagle 'BiOMedNef-Magazine. <http://NNiww.
biomednet. com/hmsbeagle/44/webres/webPick.htm>

The RERC on Rehabilitation Robotics is part of the
Robotics Research Program.at the UniversitY-OfDelaware:
For more information, .contact Dr.-Richard A. Foulds;
Principal Investigator'of the RERC; at (302) 651-6830 or
by e -mail: foulds@aseLudeLedu

As the National Center for the Dissemination of Disability
Research (NCDDR) looks toward the completion of a
four-year pilot period, we would like to encourage all-
grantees to submit to us any special recognition made
to NIDRR-funded projects or their staff members. This
information will be compiled with past awards and
recognition to demonstrate the achievements of NIDRR
grantees over the past few years.

The NCDDR also wants to remind grantees to
visit the Calendar of NIDRR Project Events at
<http://www.ncddr.org/calendar/calendar.cgi>
and use the online 'form to add new entries to
the variety of events carried out by grantees.
The form is at <http://www.ncddr.org/calendar/
Calendancgi?eregister.html> If preferred, an "Event
Information" form is available in alternate formats.

A postage-paid return card is inserted with this issue for
reporting recognition or calendar items or, contact the
NCDDR to request a "NIDRR Grantee.Recognition" or
"Event Information" form by fax, email, or U.S. mail.
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The Research Exchange

The NCDDR and
the Rehabilitation.
Research and
Training Centel'
On Drugs and
Disability .

.(Wright State
University/
New York State
University) have
jointly developed
a Guide to
Substance Abuse
and-Disability
Resources .
Produced by
NIDRR Grantees.
The NCDDR
contacted a large
number of NIDRR
Grantees most
likely to have..

prod6ced research information concerning drug and
alcohol abuse relating to. their research topic, including-
mental health, brain injury, spinal cord injury, and other
areas. The resulting Guide includeS 109 items that are
identified 'according to produt type, subject terms
co- existing with substance- abuse, and by grantee.

The Guide is intended to be a resource foi use by
researchers, professionals and people with disabilities.
It contains scholarly items as well as a number of
immediately. functiorial resources for use by teachers,
rehabilitation personnel and others in their work with
substance abuse issues. The Guide serves as a link
between research and practice by- providing readers with
a basic description 'of available items and how to obtain
the items directly from NIDRR grantees" or from the
National Rehabilitation Inforination Center (NARIC). It is
hoped that the Guide will serve .as a model for similar
Collaborations, with NIDRR.Grantees on additional topics.

To date the Guide has been diStrIbuted to NIDRR
Grantees, state directors:Of general and blind vocational
-rehabilitation-services, selected members of the U.S.,
Congress, state directors of mental health services, state
directors of special educ'ation, and. adrriinistrators of
Centers for Independent Living across the United States.
A limited number of additional copies of the Guide 'to
Substance Abuse and Disability Resources Produced
by NIDRR Grantees are available from the NCDDR upon
request. An online version of the Guide is available at
<http://www.ncddr.org/du/saguide/>

How To Contact
The National Center

For The Dissemination
Of. Disability Research

Call Us
1-800-266-1832 or 512-476-6861 WIT

8 A.m.NOON and 1 P.m.-5 P.M. C.T. Mon.Fri.
(except holidays) or record

a message 24 hr./day

El
Explore Our Web Site
http://vvww.ncddr.org/

E-mail Us
admin@ncddr.org

Write Us
National Center for the

Dissemination of Disability Research
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory

211 East Seventh Street, Suite 400
Austin, Texas 78701-3281

38

Visit Us
In downtown Austin, Texas 4th floor,

Southwest Tower, Brazos at 7th St.
8 A.M.NOON and 1 P.M .-5 P.M. C.T.

Mon.Fri. (except holidays)

Fax Us
512-476-2286

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory

6I NID RR
National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research
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A WORD FROM THE DIRECTOR

Expanding Our
Dissemination
Options
"Your likelihood of being ffective. in
meeting yotirdisseminatiori goals may

..-..rest upon Your,abilitytosimultaneously
manage a variety of dissemination
OptiOns.-We readily, reCogniie that
the audiences we target to use .our
grant-related information is highly varied.
Too often, however, our selection of ;
'dis'seininatiOn.Strategies- is made as if-
this diversity eloes not exist.

continued on page 2

The limited PiesenCe of disability and- .-.-
rehabilitation.researCh information reflects
common practices; oftodays media.
When people with disabilities.ordisability
issues'are portrayed in the popular.
media it-is-Often with a sense df-herbism
(mountain, climbers), Charity_ and pity

-...(telethons);,.Or sensationalism (as in the
60 Minutes video of pr.' KeVOildari and

-..Mr: Thornas'YOuk, :a -man with ALS).
When research inforination:is preSented
it may be 'Contioversial uniqUe
.(Viagra=reSearch) or releVant to a large
sector of society:(breast -caner; heart

- diseaSe; etC.).,People with `disabilities
are regarded by, the popular media
as a somewhat invisible Minority;
and their concerns ongoing and
unsensational Therefore, disabilitand
rehabilitation resea-rch seldonn' appear in
the popular media.

Even in the disability media," when
research..infonnation is proVided it is
usually in,the forin of a story ,about
medical, research, research program,.
or as:supporting information for a, .
human-ititereSt oriented story,- such as-
Uriemployrrient levelS among people with,

This:rii4y:not be surprising
giveh the pragniatic vieWpoiritS of the
disability media-on:disability issues and
lifestyles,: plus their ernulation' of the
pOpularpress in requiring that informa- .

.tion be current and-neviswonhy:
,

continued on page 2
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Expanding Our Dissemination Options
continued from page 1'.

University = based researchers
continue to value the publiCation of
articles in peer-reviewedjoUrnals.
Within the university setting this type
of publication-is most easily rewarded
and recognized by the peer group: The
.NCDDR recognizes great value in this
type of dOcumentation'and publication .

'.of research-related inforthation" attendant
to N1DRR grant activitieS.'This issue of
The Research Exchan&FOoks at some
issues related to-journal article Publia.-
tion and suggests some considerations :
and resources that may assist grantees
in this effort.

-":, While publication in scholar1V
journals is important; it is afso impOrtant
for grantees to consider publidation.
optiohs within the disability and main-
stream media outlets: HoW to develop
the best press relaseS and hoW to-
"package"- research related infOlination
in formats, Such as press kits is
addressed in this issue. _

Infarmation c011ected, by the
NCDDRtends to indicate that the overall

_ number of journal article publicatidris
and media,"StOries7 based on or alluding:
to NIDRR.grant activity is increasing.
These are very pOsitive indicationS of
the increasing attention to dissemination
and utilization outcomes. on the part. of
NIDRR's granteeS. The use of,electronic
fornis'of distribution such t'as_World Wide
Web site's are increasing, to include .

-approximately 80 percent of all
,NIDRR's grantees.'

If it is true that the key to effective
dissemination rests in the-variety of ,

appropriate options we use to communi-
cate with diverse audiences, the trends
demonstrated by ,NIDRR grantees indi
cate significant Progress. As we 'move
together toward a new millennium; the
NCDDR staff lobk forward to working
with grantees to meet the' challenge of
new and expanded disSeinination
options, innovation's, and expectations:

John D. Westbrook, Ph.D.
Director; -NCDDR

Disability Research and the Media
continued from page ,1

Advances in
Communication and
Collaboration

One ofthe most important human
innovations, in the new -millennium will
be the increasing speed of information-

.

transfer. CUrrent and emerging electronic
media allow pictures, stories, ideas and
facts to be transferred around.the globe
in immediate,"real time." This quest
for speed reduces dependency on
traditiOnal print Media (Walker, -1999)

:andina-y one day replacetraditional
:Means of.disseminating research
information. The days rof going to
an infOrmation source such. as a .library

:to-search through pertinent journals .

and review releVant artides,_are 'quickly
being replaced by Internet searches,
Online fact sheet's,- downloads
research infOrination, and even' email
Correspondence with reseatthers. In:
essence: innovations in infOrmatiOn

transfer are bringing researchers and
their research information closer to
stakeholders who will ultirriately
the research information.'

In the, areas of disability 'services,
advocacy, and lifestyles, the traditional
lag between research and practice is
also diminishing. Formerly, researchers
conducted controlled studies of ihnova-
tiveipractkes or social phenomena,
that had intended.eventual impacts' on
peOple with disabilities. Researchers,1
stood in the forefront, of in
educational practices, community living,.
supported employment,-,behavior
managerrient, and other.fields:
today's advocacy and empoWerment,
custorner7driven.practices may preeede-
research,, and the, evolving role of
research may: be to Validate or dispute,
rather than create, innovation;

These, factOrs provide:implications
for .closing the communication gap
between "researchers 'andresearCh
information users; and:for expanding
the range of users beyond professionals
and service.providerS to disability

'The Research Exchange; a newsletter to promote the effective diSseminationand'utilization of dis-
ability research outcomes, is published quarterly. by the. National Center for the DisserninatiOn, of
Disability Research (NCDDR) which is operated by the Southwest. Educational Develdpment
Laboratory (SEDL): Neither SEDL nor the, NCDDR discriminate on the basis of age, sex, race;.
color; creed, religion, national .Origin, sexual Orientation, marital or veteran status, or, the presence

of.a'diSability.SEDL is an Equal EmplOyment Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer and is com-
. Miffed to affording equal emPloyment opportunities for all individuals ,in all employMent Matters.
The contents of this newsletter were developed under a grant (#H133D50016).of $608,100 from the
National Institute :on Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR), U.S. Department of
Education (ED). However, these contents do not necessarily represent the policy 'of SEDL, NIDRR,

. or the ED; assume endorsement by the Federal GovernMent.

© Copyright 1999 by the Southwest EdUCational
Development.Laboratory

. An electronic version of
The Research Exchange,' Vol. a, No 3
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<http://www.hcddr.oigiresearchexchahge/>
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_gtoUps and indiyiduals with disabilities:
Sikh 'prospects provide' opportunities for
researchers to develop timely research
,information' by quantifying, outcomes,
,introducing or reinforcing adaptations,
to service strategies, `or: providing Won:
mational fOrums for people plariningto-:
replicate practices. People with
ties 'and researchers needtocOntinue to
develop Close 'partnerships in mutual
research and 'Services' to 'advance the
Objeetiyes,of all Stakeholders:
, The addition:of-people, with
diSabillties as users of' research infOrtna-
lion requires tharthe'infOrmation be.

"available in'tnedia sources and formats'
that are accessed by PeOple with
disabilities.' The. issues: addresged by,
these media, such as enforcement of
the Americans. with Disabilities Acf of
1990 (ADA),.tne Medicaid. Community;
Attendant'ServiceS and SUpports Act
(MiCASSA) (kafka,1999), institutions
Vs..community. services, changes
iii SOCial Security,, and'health care
Overage,' among others, are 'increasingly
ripe areas for research to suppO. rt
customer- driven' efforts toward change:2
These faCtors indicate that reSearcbets
-shOuld emphaSize :dissemination of;theit-'
researeh information to disability media
Sources and the popular media,

Making Disability and
RehabilitatiOrvResearCh
Information :Newsworthy
In adopting-press relations strategies,

'researchers may find that.their research
..::infOrmatiori is, enough for

publication in both'ine.pOpular and
disability:nedia...Th. is is particularly true
in cases where research information - '
supports disability -issues
and 'events..

When the media consider whether
a story is newsworthy they. use the

:following three

1-. The-story will interest Many readerS-
arid yiewers,

'2. It will interest typical readers ;'

3. The story is important tattle lives
-of readers and viewers.

(Hann-Ian & Johnson, 1993; p. 4).1:

If research information is particularly
strong in One of these criteria; such as

interest, to many and viewers,
it may receive notice by 'the

, To accomplish, "newsworthiness
researehers should attend to the
following, concerns in developing
research information kir the disability
and'populaf media.

Putting on a-,"hlUman Face." _

.

Research - information, data and. analyses
may be considered-.newsworthy -whe''
placed in a: framework Of interesting
stories about Persons who are positively:
impacted bythe research. -The' individual
or "human-face" presented should, be ,

representative: of research issues and , -

Strategies. 'The story should result in
gains.for people with ,disabilities and
increased: understanding of their-
Concerns. Researchers should refrain
from portraYing.indiViduals 'in the.
context of Overcoming their disability,
or: being Oyerwhelmed by it (Harlinan
& Johnson, :1993). By providing factual
persbnal acebiants that are consistent
With the research- information, the
readers' 'attention not be diverted
frorn the larger
and Strategies.

Who ShOUld ResearCh
:Information Affebt? Most-people-

,

in the media, and in the general '.

public, eitherexperience.disanilitieS
or: have relatives and .friends who have

Researeh information relating
to issues that impact a wide range -of:
people,'. such 'as pre-existing conditions
and eligibility far liealth insurance,
May acnieye newsworthiness beeauSe

.:the information may -be relevant to
those-With and-without self-identified;
disabilities. ,Researchers: may also
pro:vide Interesting information that:
significantly impacts the. lives of,a:'
.specific set olpeople with disabilities,
such: as an adVaneed- mobility device.
or strategy for persOns who are blind; -.

where the reader's interest may lie in
the unique or innovative nature of the
research information.: '`.

Timeliness. According to Hartman
and Johnson (1993) "'Timeliness is
One of the most important keys to
:newsworthiness': (p :5). HoweYer,
timeliness may contrast with research.

strategies such as longitudinalStudieS;
or with the typical data analysis,
preparation; and publication nirnaround:
times of research. If a Particular Study,'
onbodY of research, stands out a.S:
strongly achieving ,thethree.neWswoithy
criteria it may be published and May.
Create its own timeliness:In most cases,

,

research information-will be used to
support disabilityiSsiies or human-
interest' stories for which up7to-elate
information may be retrieved
Media archives or obtained_directly
from the 'researcher.

Controversy, Current disabilityand.
rehabilitation research includes many of
the controversial issues facing today's
society. -NIDRRrfUnded 'researchers are ;
studying, high profile issues as
clnigs and- disability, mental -health,
erriployment discrimination; inclusive,
communities, and technology for
surviyorS of land mines. Yet 'When"'
these issued reach-the riiedik research:
inforrnatiOnis Seldorri used to_support
either -side of the .controversy.',Wheri
the media reported a Supreme Court'
deeiSiOn providing indiVidual in2sehobi*

-health seniiCes:to a. student with
disabilities (Cedat,Rapids CommUnity.
SchOol DfStriet v. Garret F., 1999),
was largely reported Without research:.
information on school inclUsion,
Statenients from inclusion researchers
could have significantly expanded:the,
story...by preSenfing data and' testimony
on:the benefitsOf inclusion. Perhaps this,
lack of research,infOrntion support
may be exPlained by the media's desire_
to quickly,repOrt disability- news and t&-
reporf, the.case among other SUpienie
Court opinions: handed doWn at that
time. The media should be made aware
'of -prevalent viewpoints 'and eXisting
research concerning Controversial
diSability issues as well as the availability
of sources fOr reliable background and
research information.
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Developing. Relations
personal communication with
journalists. is essential to effective
media'relations. An important role of
dissemination-specialists, or others
charged, with inediarelatioris, is to
represent the research organization to
journalists. This linking role requires

. an' understanding of the Perspectiye
of the-organization as well. as .that of
the journalists, with a key function of
interpreting the needs, pperations,"and
language of each. The development of
media relations should b_ e aimed at three
objectives:.1) providing the mediaWith
research. information for publiCation;
2) proyiding the :media' with research
information, for their archives; and
3) serving as-reliable sources.when
research information 'is rieeded to
support current stories.

Start Locally. A first step in'cleyelop-
ing media relations is to study local .

media outlets including television, radio
and new'sPaPers:. Local media-have an
immediate interest in their community,
like to promote community-pride,
and' often takeaninterest in research,.
conducted at a local institution. Their -
approach also may place research
infOrmation in a local context, adding .

a local human face. Local journalists
,.are also connected with national
news networks. Interesting:research
information in local news may more
easily make its way to national outlets
than press releases sent directly to those
outlets. In following-up a press kit the

-NCDDR was informed by a major
newspaper that "we get over 1,000
press- kits 4 week; if_we're. going to use

' the press kit We'll contact the source."
Research organizations have a

number of options "iri determining.who
to 'contact in the local media. One
method is to review past stories.relating
to people with disabilities to identify
journalists who. appear to be receptive
to 'disability research information. The
features editor at a newspaper often
handles the health and human interest

columns Where disability informatiOnis
usually located. Newspapers also may
have a medical editor whb-is receptive
to disability research informatibn and

:business editors may have particular
interests in employment research or '..
new prOduet development. Researchers
also May identify journalists who have a
disability,,a,connection with a diSability
organization, or an interest in a disability
issue. AlthoUgh they may be in a
different editorial department; these
receptive journaliStS could provvide a
strong reference for contact with the :s
most appropriate.journalist.

Developing.a Media List.
kesearchers are typically "knowledgeable
about newsletters, Magazines, and
journals in their specific fields: A large:
number of additional media sources
alSo may be interested in newsworthy
research information. An expanded
media list:May include local media,
media in the SpecifiC field, media .

sources in related fields, and
disability and popular Media sources.

Researchers can locate disability
media sources ,in America's 7elability
Media (Winston, .1998) which, includes
over 1,200 disability media sources-
in a free format thatcan be-
downloaded to a personal 'computer
<http:WWWvv.freedomforum.or
newsstand/reports/telability/ptintdii.asp?.
Popular and diSability media information
may also be found in the National
Directory of Information Sources
on Disabilities (NIDRit, 1994); The
Complete Directory for 'People with.

1998/99 (Greyhouse
Publishing,' 1998); and ResourCs for .

People with :Disabilities (OakeS &
Bradford, 1998).

:The NCDDR has developed a
media database with over 600 entries
which :are updated frequently. ,NIDRR
grantees may contact the NCDDR' for.
information' about the media,database.

Developing EffeCtive
Relationships. Research organilations
may help journalists toidentify newswor-
thy topics, identify information sources,
and develop interesting stories. These
activities benefit journalists and
researchers by increasing coverage
Of research information and accurate
reporting. The key to developing mutual.
relationshiPs is to establish and maintain
credibility. Providing accurate and honest
iriformaticin over time earns the mast
of -jOurnalists. With. trust established;
jonrhalists are more likely' to,seek out -

researchers as sources of information, v:
s; and linkages.to additiOnal

information. In working with journalist's
it is vital to develop good interpersonal
relatfonships,,including following the
!Tive Fs of Media Relations" (adapted: .

from: Robey & Stauffer, 1995):

Fast. Researchers should- respect
journalists' deadlines. Return phone
calls iminediately, even if it is past.
normal office hours. RetUrn email
messages within the'day they are
received,,if possible.

FaetuaL Providefactual information
with 'an interesting human face. ProVide

. 'research infonnation, in a highly readable
format. Journalists may also appreaate:
'creative or dramatic statements and

personal or human-interest anecdotes to
help illustrate the research inforinatidn..
Give sources for additional facts'
and statistics.

-Frank. Be open to the journalists'
questions and respond with honest:
answers. Journalisti wi l respect an.
honest:inability to answer a question...

Fair. Researchers,should be fair to
journalists if they expect fairneSs from
them. Provide equal amounts of
infOrmation to all journalists..

Friendly. Remember journalists' names
and review examples.of their pagt writing.
Develop a cooperative relationship`by lis
tening to their perspectives, knowing their
interests, and extending your appreciation
When they cover the research information.



Submitting Research.
Information: Developing
Press Kits
The press kit is a standard way to
proVide information to the. press (Robey
& Stauffer, 1995) A piesSkit is a packet.
of Materials. that .helps journalists under-

' stand the organiiation-andlts research,
and 'helPs them, to develOp their stories.
Press .kits are useful in introducing:
researcher§ to journaliks, proiriding
technical information about the research,
promoting the. information for press. cov-
erage (with human-interest information);
and in providing informatiOn about
larger. issue's involved in the research.-
Press kits rriaY include. the following.
components:

Cover memo or letter;
Press reiease; -

. Faersheet(s) on newsworthy` issues
veor events;

SUpportive comments; from fellow
researchers; disability associations
persons with disabilitie, etc.
Press clippings 'from previous

-coverage of the organization or its
re,§earch;
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Reprints. of relevant supporting
- information;

Photographs of .'research participantsi
Necessary charts and graphs;
Background information abbut the
organization and/or funding source;.
Background information about the
area of.research;-
Biographical-sketches of key'
researchers;, and

. Business card Of. principal
investigator or contact person.

(Adapted from Robey & Stauffer, 1995):

The Press IReleaSe:.The press
release is .the mainstay-of media relations
and is the most accepted,.cost-effective
way to 'reach'journalists. A press release
includes infOrmation <prepared for the
media .as,a "ready4o-run" story. If a press
release contains newsworthy information
and is well=cvritten "it-may be printed vir-.
tually Unchanged. PreSS release contents
may `also. refer journalists Ito additional
information in -the press kit to help thern
enlarge the story. PresS'releases-should
include surnt-riatie and interesting infor-

. oration abOut the research in an effort to
catch the interest of the journalist.

Today, electronit mail has become a
preferred method of communication. It
may be advantageous to use a combined
approach, with an ex-nailed press release
followed-by a hard-copy version of the
-research information and 'supporting
documents in a press kit. Emails 'allow
journalists to start a. story immediately
and use the-more cOmprehensivepress

0- expand -and Complete the story.

Conclusion
Including research information in. the -

popular and disability media provides
researchers with concerns and ideas for
extending their dissei-nination activities -

to the inforrnatiOn §ourCes'that are most
frequently accessed by people With:
disabilities and the general public.
The future holds.a great promise for
expansion of customer-driven -services
in integrated community settings2This'
requires thaticommunications between,',
researcherS,PeOple with _disabilities,:and
.communities take plate in the foruins
operated and accessed by the targeted
users of research Information.'

Sharing Research Information with the Disability Media
Following the distribution of a press
release and press kit, in early 1999 the
NCDDR contacted several publications
that commonly feature a variety of
disability issues and lifestyles. The pur-
pose was to 1) learn how they would
prefer disability research information
be submitted to them, and 2) what
kinds of research information would
be most relevant for their publication.

Seven publications were contacted
by electronic mail, including: Ability,
DAV (Disabled American Veterans),
Ena'ble (no longer published),
New Mobility, Quest, Ragged Edge,
and WE magazines.

In responding to the first item,
four of the magazines indicated that
they prefer that researchers submit a
press release. Similarly, four of the
magazines indicated that press releases
should be submitted using email. Only
one (Ability) indicated a preference for

a pre-written, story. None 'of these
magazines want researchers to contact
their staff directly.

The second item asked respondents
to identify the most relevant types
of disability research information,
including:

a. ADA or policy research,
b. Employment strategies,
c. Disability statistics,
d. Independent living research,
e. Adaptive equipment research,
f. Universal design research,
g. Mental health research,
h. Mental retardation research,
i. Medical rehabilitation research, and
j. All areas

Six of the magazines indicated "All
areas." One identified ADA or policy
research; employment strategies,
disability statistics, adaptive equipment
research, and universal design research
as most relevant.

All but three respondents indicated
priorities among the information
categories. The research areas with the
highest priorities were ADA or policy,
universal design, adaptive equipment,
and employment strategies. Lowest
priorities identified were mental
retardation, mental health; and inde-
pendent living research. (Questionnaire
data available from the NCDDR
upon request.)

These responses from disability
media representatives indicate a
receptiveness to disability research
information on a variety of topics. For
the most pait, researchers should feel
comfortable in developing content
directed at a specific publication. The
target publication should be thoroughly
reviewed and the researcher should
determine whether their research
information is immediately relevant
to the publication's audience and
potentially interesting to its readers.
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Anatomy of a Press Release
(Headings from Press Flash, 1999)

1. A standard introduction
for a press release:
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

2. Who to contact for more
information.
This may be the sender of the
press release, such as a university
public relations department.
Typically name, address, and
phone are included.

3. Suscinct title that entices
the reader.
The headline should attract
attention to the release by
highlighting a newsworthy
aspect of the research.

4. Begin with the location
and date, followed by
an introduction covering
all major points.
The introduction should
provide a concise overview
of the press release. "Don't give
all the details." Construct the
introduction so that if someone
read it they would have a good
idea about the rest of the press
release (Hartunian, 1999).

FOR IMMEDIATE- RELEASE

Rick Blount
University of Vermont
Office of.Public Relations _

86 South Williams Street,
Burlington, VT .05401-3404
802-656-2008
rblount@zoo.uvra.edu

"VIRTUAL CORSET" FOR BACK PAIN BEING

FIELD TESTED IN-VERMONT

BURLINGTON, VT, Sept. 29; 1997. WheneVer Stowe. Landscaper

'Christopher Janes bends his torso to pull a weed or lift the wheel

of his lawnmower, the change in inclination is recorded by an

electronic device strapped to his chest. If Janes bends far eno

to risk straining his back, the-device which is housed in a Plastic

case-used for electronic
pagersvibrates to warn him about

the danger.
The electronic devicedubbed the "virtual corset",is being

tested by University of Vermont (UVM)
researchers as a potential

improVenient on the cloth corsets or harnesses some workers use

to avoid .straining their backs. Field testing of the virtual corset

follows six years' work on such devices by researchers at UVM's

Vermont Back Research Center, the nation's only federally funded:

lOwback pain rehabilitation research and information center. The

latest model was developed in cooperation with Microstrain, Inc:,

a Burlington-based
corapany started by UVM researchers and

former students.
Janes is the 26th participant in the new study, which involves

four weekly visits by researchers to participants' worksites around

,the state.' The owner of Eastern Exposure Landscaping in Stowe,

and the newly opened Summer Breeze fitness center in nearby

Morrisville, Janes hurt his babk in May while lifting heavy

equipment onto a trailer. But after a couple of weeks in the

stUdyinchiding one with the device's vibration function turned

Off, Janes- reported that it seemed to have reminded him to: avoid

bending in ways that risk reinjury.

6
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This press release from the NIDRR-funded Vermont Back Research Center was originally submitted to the Burlington Free Press.
It was picked up on the news wire and led to subsequent articles in:
The Detroit News, January 20, 1998 <http: / /www.detnews.com/1998 /discover /9801 /20 /index.htm>
MSNBC, August 24, 1998 <http://www.msnbc.com/news/190131.asp>
Smithsonian Magazine, August 1998 <http://www.smithsonianmag.com/srnithsonian/issuesalllissues98/aug98/back.html>

"With the'thing tUrnedoff-I kind of miss it,'' he said.:"I'll bend-oVer andthii*`it ought to oe:gbing off nOw.'By fcilloWing Janes and other's to their actual WorksitesUVMresearChers James Fox and Lise MacDonald hope to get,real-.world-feedback on the effectiVeneseof their device and on the correlationbetween bendingand:back Pain. In.the current data -from the
of

devices will be correlated with participants; reports ,Pain, as:welles:their range of motion and_ other measures of hack fUnction..Freed from the laboratory by-portabie data-collection devices'and laptop comPuters, the.researchers
also hope to make particiPa-cton in-their ondOinstudies

more convenient fo.rVermonters-L-yielding More participants and fewer dropouts.:
,1"The

in the'seasier, " n they'll
we:ma

stay make it for ParticiPants, the longethey'stay tudy, ,:said,MaCDOnald, Verthont Back.Research,.Center's human research ,coordinator "It makes sense:to go outorour way to studyParticipente. After all,' they're doing us a: trenaendbus Service,"
,

f
_ ' The devide also offers a unique. way to take the back Pain..,

( ,I reeearch out of the laboratory and "into the fields, factories;
.

.

.
quarrileei and other Worksites where so many:PeoPle injUretheir *.backe. back Pain is the'inost corhroon mUsculOgkeletal diSorder,',-a leading cause of doctor visits, and the.nidst frequent Source of dis-ability-related_claithe filedwith the Equal Em.ploYment Opportunity .-Commission. 5ack pain affects 50`perdent of Americans at some1 time in their lives ',and 'cOSts the. nation an-estiinatedIpo billion,toI .$100 billiOn each, year in Medidal treatment, worker.coMPeneatiOn,'arid lost prodUctivitY.-

'

:Funded by the National Institute On Disability and RehabilitationResearch, the Back'Research:Center:
also ',ProVidesinforinatiOn servicessuchAS'bihliogre,phic searches and factfinding, as well as consulting services in the areas Ofrehabilitationengineering and ergonomics.

For further information about .the Back Research Center contact:,,University of Vermont
Vermont Back Research Center

'One SOUth Prospect Street'
Burlington, VT 05405
1-500-527-7320
<http:'(./salus.M.ed.uvm.'edu/-backtaik/

5. A quote by a company
representative adds
credibility to your release.
A quote from the lead researcher,
plus their Credentials, adds
credibility to the research process.
A quote from perSon(s) with
disabilities adds a "human face"
to the press release and credibility
to the impact of the research.

6. Include information about
why this event is newsworthy.
Include information about
important facets of the research
and how the research will
improve the lives- of people with
disabilities. This section should
add interesting details to the
release without overwheming the
reader. Readers may get additional
details from the background
information in the press kit.

7. Conclude with further .

contact information.
This may include the originator
of the information, such as the
researcher's name, address, phone,
email, and Web site' URL. Toll-free
telephone numbers and email
addresses are particularly useful
for contacts from journalists.
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CoritaCt Information for
Selected Disability. Media
The NCDDR identified the following radi6 show and magazines as haVing'either a
brOad-based readership or representing a significant disability area. This is not an,exclu-
sive.or exhau$tive list and readers should Consult America's Telability Media (Winston,
1998) or contact the NCDDR for information about additional disability media....

-Ability magazine,
'1001 .W. 17th St:
Costa Mesa; CA 92627
Phone: fr-71454-8700
'Email: ability@paebell.net
URL: htip://wvvw.abilityrnagazine.com/
Publisher and Editor: Mr. Chet-Cooper

The Arc Today
The Arc

_5.00 E. Border St., Ste. 300
Arlington, 15( 76010
Phone: 1-817-261-6003.
Email: ..thearc@metronet.com

http://TheArc.org/
Editor: Mr, Jim Humphrey .

DAV Magazine -

DAV Editorial Office
P.O. Box 14301
Cincinnati, OH 45250-0301,
Phone: 1-666-441:7300, Or

..1-202-5543501
andav@one.net

URL: http://Www.dar:org -

Publisher: Mr. Arthur I-I.. Wilson
Editor: Mr. Arvel "Jiin" Hall

New Mobility magazine
P.O: Box 220
Horsham, PA
PhOrie (Publisher): 1:888-850-0344.- .

' Email (Publisher): Ginal@jvleonard.com
URL: http://wV%rw.neWiriobility..com/

magazine/ .

Publisher: Leonard and. ASsociates,
Editor: Barry Corbet (Golden CO). ,

0n a Roar,
1117 Livermore Street

. Yellow Springs, OH 45387
Phone: 937-767-1838
Call-in Line: 1-800-289-8255 ,

.Email: greg@onalfollradfacom.
URL: http://www.onarollradio.coin/
Syndicated by: Radio Center-for People

with Disabilities'
Host: Greg Smith

Paraplegia News
,;Paralyzed-Veterans of America
2111 a Highland Ave :,. Ste. 180
Phoenix, AZ 85016
Phone: 1-.602-224-0500.
Toll Free:- 1-888-888-2201
URL: http://wWw.pVa.org/pr/
Contact: Mr. Cliff Crase

QUES77-magazine
Muscular Dystrophy Associkion
3300 EaSt Sunrise Drive
Tucson, AZ- 18571873208
PhOne: f7800-571-1717
Email: mda@mdausa.org
URL:. http://:www.rndaua.org/ ;

publieation$/Quest/quest:html
Editor:'Mr. Bob'Maelde

Ragged Edge,
P.O. Box 145
Loui$ville; ay 40201
:Phone: 502-894-9492 .

Email: editor@ragged-edge-mag,com
URL: http://www.ragged-edge-Mag.com/

index.shanl#edge '

Publisher: The Advocado Press
Editor: Mary: Johnson

_Supported Employment infelineS
Training Resource Network,.Inc.
P.O.Eox 439
St, Augustine, FL 32085-0439
Phone: 1-904-823-9800

trniric@aol.corn
;URL: http://www.tminc.c6m/
Editor: Mr. Oale DiLeo

WE magaiine .
.495 Broadway; 6th Floor
New. york, NY 10012
Phone: 1-212-941-9584
Emaif: charleS@wernagkine.com
URL: http://wWw:weinagazine.com/.:
Publisher: Dr. Cary Fields.
Editor: Dr. Charles A. Riley

fishing
ournals

'Publishing research results in refereed
scholarly journals has long been a
- hallmark of success for researchers.
.TheSe contributions to the literature .

have served as traditional avenues for
researehers,to share their resUlts
with colleagues. in-the near futUre,
'NIDRR's indicators for the,Government
Performance and Results Act (GPRA)
will. attach special Significance to
publishing articles in refereed journals
as a demonstration of NIbRR's overall
performance (13. J. Berland, personal
communication, `May 6, 1999).

Publishing articles-in refereed
journals achieves the following goals:

Fosters scientific .rigor Publication in
refereed jOurnal$ adds status to the
research information; and to the
source of-the information, since the
inclusion of an article is the result of
scrutiny by experts in the,field who
signify that the research information ,

is significant and, the data haye
passed their critical evaluation...

* Validates research strategies.
AcceptanCe by expertS indicates that
the research information is original,

;useful, and provides. valuable new
knowledge.'

Facilitates replication of research
studies andgeneralliability of
results. Journal 'articles generally
provide in-depthand.eompleX infor-

that_ may. serve as a basis
upon which other researchers may
conduct similar research or directly
apply the research information to
real World situations.
Improves accountability. Publishing
in refereed journals: has been
the'classical.means by which
academicians account for their
research activities to their institutions.
Journal publishing can prOyide
accountability to stakeholders' who
review the researchei's publications
to detefrnine whether they are a
credible source of information.
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Submitting a manuscript to-a
. scholarly journal does not mean, it will
be.published; as many journals have

high rejection :rates. The vAmerican
PsyChological Association (APA) publish-
es 25 jOurnals and.Z. special journals. _
The average rejection rate for APA jour-
nals was 73 'percent:it-0997. This ranged
from:, 3 smaller journals with 'rejection
rates of 31-54 percent and Circulation Of
less' than _2;000, tO*1.7 laiger journalS with
rejection rates of. 72-96 percent and cir-
culation from over,3,000 to over 10,000.
Amerkan Psyc.hologist, a special journal
with over 110,000 subscribers, .rejected
'78 percent Of the manuscripts subriiitted
in 1997 (APA, 1:998).'

Several NIDRg grantees have asked
the NCDDR to:share information helpfUl:'
to increasing the acceptance of articles
for publication. NCDDR staff contacted
editors -of journals that have:published:
articles by grantees and staff members
of grantees With a successful publishing_: ''
record: In these diseussiori, editors and ,

-'authors were asked for suggestions.that
could be shared with NIDRIZgrantees
to enhance 'successful writing for

,journal publicatiOn.

f6yxs rcio rnal Artlicle
Submissi
In selecting-articles for publication; edi,
tors consider `the importance of the sub-
ject, scientific merit, research niethodolo-
gy, quality of writing; interestrto:their
readership and its fit with the journal's
Mission, ,Successful articles in refereed
journals are viewed by editors as having
original, well-conceived Hypotheses; ,-

. and maintaining HighleVelg oflinternal,
ecological, and- external validity: 'T7io

:editors., Dr. Barbara Uzell of Applied
.NeurepsychologyV and Mr. Bradley JohnS.
of the American., ournal of Physical
Medicine and Rehabilitation, agree that",';
the, author of a -publiShable article must:

Use sound research methods and
contribute something new to thg

-field. Editors initially locik for a
sound scientific method that fitLwitla
the review of literature. If nothing'
new -is found, it may be difficult
to, find a'journal with -interest in-
publishing the article:

hoose,a journal that is'Consistent
with the type. of information and
research .topic of the article.AUthOrs

should review journalsthat;relate
to their research topics' and match
their submission iojoUrnals that
include sinilar content. In some

particular journals may
include more theoretical articles,
or position papers, Whereas 'other
journals may present basic, or
Applied research articles.

- Prepare the article according to the
journal's preferred style. Submission
guidelinesare available upOn
request from :the journal's publisher
and many journalS prOvide theria
-each,year's first Many,

.,journals post their. guidelines on
. their Web sites. Authors 'need to

acquire, review, and follow these
guidelines when -deAieloping
subnissiOns' If, , for example,. the
references are prepared .in the
wrong style, the editor will. knoW.
immediately that the author failed
to look careffilly at-the journal's
requirements.

:Write and rewrite the ankle as
many times as necessaij, to aChieU e
a clear and flowing -text. Authors

continued

The Peer. Review Process
1. The manuscript is accepted

for review. The author(s) have
followed the journal's guidelines
in development and submission
of the manuscript.

2. Manuscript read by editors.
,Editors review manuscript and
send it to reviewers. In some cases
editors reject manuscripts due to
poor writing, poor study design,
or obvious bias..

3. Blind peer review. Editors
choose two or more reviewers to
evaluate the manuscript. Typically
reviewers are selected from the
journal's "Board of Editors" for
expertise specific to the article's
topic. Reviewers receive manu-
scripts that do not have author

or institution information included. 6.
They review each manuscript, v.

provide comments in their reports to
the editor, and pass judgment on the
article, commonly "publish," "publish
with revisions," "re-submit with
revisionsor "do not publish."

4. Editorial decision. The editors
consider the comments and judge-
ments of peer reviewers and make
a decision based on the reviewers' -
reports and their own reviews of
the manuscript.

5. Revision and resubmission.
Author(s) revise or rewrite the article
and submit it for review by one or
more of the original editors and/or
reviewers. Suggested revisions are
checked and approved.

Production. The author(s) provide
the final copy of the manuscript
according to the editor's specifica-
tions. New possibilities for elec-
tronic submissions may change the
nature of production. At this time
copyright releases are usually
signed by the author(s) allowing
the publisher to hold the copyright.
The publisher also sends galley
proofs to the author(s) for final
corrections or changes prior
to printing.

7. Final publication. Article
appears in the journal, author(s)
are provided with reprints of
the article (typically 50-100) for
distribution upon request.
(Day, 1994)

947.
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Publishing in Journals
continued

may circulate drafts to colleagues
for an internal review to assist in
developing clarity of the concepts,
as well as' figures and graphs. The
assistance of an editor or someone
with an English or gramrriar
background can be useful to
ensure the quality of the writing:

Include a concise abstract that gives
the' reader an accurate picture of the
article's content.Many editors con-
sider the, abstract the most important
part of an article, since some read- ,
ers will read only the abstract, while

- others will read the abstract to see if
they want to read the article.

A well-written abstract should:

1. state the principal objectives and
scope of the investigation,

2. describe the methods employed,

3. summarize the results, and
4. state the principal conclusions

-(Day, 1994, p. 30).

. In writing an abstract,-every word
should be carefully thought out and
every sentence should clearly. describe
an important aspect of the research (B.
Ozell,.personal corrimunication; June 25,
1998; B. Johns, personal communication,
June 26, 1998).

Tips from a
Successful ,Grantee
The Missouri Arthritis Rehabilitation
ReSearch and. Training Center (MARRTC)
has a successful track record,of publish-
ing articles in a variety of journals. Dr.
Jerry C. Parker, Co-Direct& and Director
of Research, discussed a number of key
elements in MARRTC's research and
publication process.

Maintain core staff. Perhap's the
most important foundation for six-
cess .in research and publishing is
working with: research assistants and
other key people so that they stay
with projects over' time and build
.long-term expertise in database and
research systems. Paying attention
to the positive effects of longevity
pays 'dividends in the quality of

research performance. This requires
strong institutional support.

Emphasize projeCt design at the .

beginning. Researchers, should invest
time and energy in designing well
conceptualized .projects with a mini-
mum 'of "front-end-flaws," keeping
in mind potential reviewer concerns
before beginning a research project.
MARRTC has designed a- number of
stUdiesthat yield both primary data
for an initial article and secondary'

, data for subsequent articles.

Create a research culture and close
working relationsbips-Deyeloping .\
research teams fOr each project, with
cooperative activities assigned to
each team member, helps establish
a, strong research culture: Providing
collaborative and accessible
resourceswillhelp each team
cemplete task's on time. Teams.
with minimal vertical 'hierarchy will
encourage maximum cooperation:
Scheduling meetings to monitor the
status of projects allows each team
to .make necessary changes, keep
abreasi of each person's work, and
provide a forum for critiques,and
Suggestions. Utilize the insight and
intuition Of research participants by
including them as team members.

Monk& projects closely and set
expectations for productivity.
Research 'teams should develop:pro-
ject timelines With key objectives to
be attained by defined, but flexible;
dates. :The Research Directer may
monitor each project according to its
timeline and assist in developing

_strategies to alleviate Slippage.

Keep the paper moving. Identifying
specific staff members with time
allotted to facilitate the process of
developing manuscripts- is important
to keep a paper moving. For exam=

. ple, MARRTC:has'a typist whose
first priority is preparing and revis:
,ing manuScripts. If staff members
haVe to try to 'work in' time' for
articles,things may slow down
and the process may bec_ oine.
more cumbersome.

Edit the paper rigorously. Since
clarity of the paper is of utmost
importance, 'researchers and other
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'.'staff need to work together to effec-
. tively edit the paper. Development .

of an editing sequence and structure
facilitates the editing process,- se

'- that authors know exactly who
and What processes the paper must
go through: An editing structure

. eliminates duplication and confusion
in bringing the paper to a final form.
It is also beneficial to have a 'person
with extensive pUblishing experi-
ence review the paper for.sentence
structure, wording, and gramniar.

- Target a journal carefully. Choosing
a journal that is consistent with the
.topic and preparing'the.article
according to the journal's style

.cannot'be overemphasized.' Authors
increase the chance's that their arti-1
des will be selected for publication
in a specific journal when they
ensure that the article meets specific .

selection criteria.

Make reyonSive revisions. When an
'article is returned for revisions or in

.-some cases, rewriting, the author
should look constructively ,arthe
reviews and' attend to the reviewers"
comments. by making _changes .

to meet their concerns (J..C:
>

. Parker; personal communication,
June 26, 1998).

New Roles and
opportunities
Choosing an appropriate journal and
carefully following the, author guidelines:
are critical to a successful subMission.
Several grantees employ a diSsemination
specialist to oversee they deielopment
of 'all publications, and to help foals

. staff efforts. A dissemination specialist
may.work closely with both researchers
and clerical staff to develop final drafts
for submission.

Current:publishing activities-main-=
tain a tradition of rigorous peer review
.and concern for quality. New challenges_
to this tradition are emerging with elec
tronic -arid online publishing. These chal-
1enges provide opportunities le imPreye
and, in some cases,' streamline the peer
review process as well as increase the
availability of research information
through both print and online journals
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journal publications:are chariging'due,tb
the-emergence of the Internet and the
World. ,Wide -Web. Research inforrnatiOn...,
can be'pbst4on Web sites for irmnedi-.
ate .review; printing; or downloading,-,:
With these innovations, come contfoyer-..-
siesrover Internet Publishing of non
refereed research, hoW the peer review
process may-differ; and how tyquality
may be maintained given the increasing
volume:of research information
provided' on the Internet

SticlirprestigiouS,publicatiens as the
New England Journal of Medicine, The
lancet, the British Medical Journal
'the Journal of the 4Merican Medical
Association,. arid.the Medical journal of
Australia have all presented concerns _

about'Web publishiri(Wonters, 1999).
Posting research infonination on the -
World Wide Web prOvideS opportunities

'to quickly diSplay new medical treat=
merits or concerns before they appear
in print editions. Such h-tapid posting
includes a quick turnaround.time for
submission, review, revision, and-online
publication. Rapid submiSsion.and::

.

review strategies typically speed up tra-.;
ditional means of'rnanitscript submission
and, review through Mail, express ,mail;:
or faxes. ,l-loWe'ver, new strategies, are
being developed including restricted
Internet sUbmission of manuscripts and
=review via online forms; and the use of
'electronic Mail therevieW prOceSs

The main purpose:of quick posting
thesewell-known sources is aireduc=

non in reliance' on:nortrefereed, and
potentially dangerous, medical informa-
tion that is increasingly. appearing on
the Internet:. By. providing fast review
and publication these-journals serve as
Sources for-urgently needed medical
informatiOn..A faster turnaround time
from medical research to_publicatiOn has
a' significant \Wile in peeding medical-

.

.

'interventiOriS to physicians, and to'
patients, 'With,the caveat that safety'
requires a thoroUgh review,'

Eianmilee
The New England Journal osf Medicine
and the Journal oftheAinerkdh
Medical Association, have developed,

-Istrategies for speeding the ;turnaround
fOr publication of urgent Medical .,

research article's. The editorial policy of
' the New

that
Journal of Medicine.

'states that !Por StudieS submitted to us
that have imrinediate he,alth;implicationS,
we will Continue:our:efforts to, see
that diSseminatiOn of urgent medical
inforination is not delayed by either
peer revieyvorthe publication process"
(Kassirer & Angell,, 1995, p.:1710). This
policy means thaecertain urgent-articles
will receiire immediate attention.by,
reviewers and will be .published in the
online edition; weeks before appearing
in the print edition According to Jerry:
Kassirer, M.D., the journaPs -editor,

OrilY Tery. specific papers that
have urgent medical implications
are rushed. through:sthe peer
teviewprOcess.and can'then be
published onthe Internetweeks
before they Otherwise would .
have .been. :Our:peer review
process, normally :takes not more
than tWo weeks, our accelerated
procedure is a matter Of dayS..In
short, the Internet is very Useful-
to get inforMation out quickly
but its content must be.guarded

- very, carefully. If not;
promote medical rumors inStead.
of diffulsing dispassionate:
scholarship. (KaSsirer, -1998)

The Journal of the American
Medical:Association takeS a; similar -

approach' With "JAMAEXPRESS:'Rapid
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vPeerReiew and Publication."
1JAMA-EXPRESS- fdflOWs_their editorial
'contention that "'With the speed of com-
munication afforded by the Internet bOth
before and after Publication, the option
of rapid review and publication is not -

just possible but essential for a' bionied-
ical. journar 6X/ink& & Foritanarosa,
1999).frtkii.has targeted d'turnaround
time of four Weeks:from stibMisSion to
posting; on the JAMA Web site for- _

extremely important articles, and six.
weeks.from submission print :publica:

. Lion of EXPRESS articles. Initially, editors'
',screen articles before formal Submission
and contact-peer reviewers about incom-
ing articles: Using the "same. rigorous
peer review and editorial evaluation as
for other artieleS; EXPRESS' articles are
reviewed Within-48 hours;:wiih.editorial
review and request for revision com-plet-
ed in 72'hours. Authors then-make their
revisions within 48 houfs. and return

,

final prOofs within 24 hours. Finally,'
editors,,cOpy editcirs, and production
:staff cOniplete the same quality steps; as
for JAM,- but much mbre'rapidly.'

CharacterittiCs of
Online .Journals _

:NCDDR staff 'Searched the',WorldWide".
Web to learn about jcitirnalS online'Pres-
ence. The compendiuni of Products.
NIDRR Grantees and ContractorskY
1996,(NIDRR, :1997)- was 'teVieWed to
identify, journals that publiShed articleS
from NIDRR grantees. A database of 264 '..
jdurrials was developed,. and of these
238 were found to havesome type
of:online:PreSence.- This may be an
individual Web site,,or-as a part of an:;:`.
associations'-or publishers' ,Web Site.:
.Some general variations appear across
the presentatioris of these. journals on

,the Internet.
continued.. ;
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The purpose of Internet.presentation
may be to provide sirriple informa-
tion about the journal, to prorriote
sales of the journal, to .offer online
abstracts, and in some cases, full
text of journal articles. Journals 'rep-
resenting associations may, simply
be listed or briefly described on the
associations' Web'site, particularly
those that are purchased only
throUgh membership. A publisher's
Web site may include an "online .

.store" using *shopping carts,
, checkouts, and other merchandising
strategies.

Online editions may provide fUll text
articles only to subscribers. Many
online edition's provide nonsub-
scribers with abstracts. of all articles, :
archiVed for. the .past several years,
and may provide feature articles
within current and archived issues.

Web sites that offer-online editions
are more likely to be stand-alone
journal sites,. such as the New
England Journal of.Medic. ine,
associations which feature the jour-
nal as a major activity; such as the
Journal of the American Medical'
Association.

Publishers typically present an infor-
Marion page and author guidelineS
page for each journal. Some journal':
subscriptions include print only, =
'Online only; or print and online
editions (at a higher cost). '

Medical or biomedical journals' are
more likely to have online editions

:than journals concerned with
education or social services.

Foreign journals, primarily British
and European, are more likely to.
have 'online editions available to
subscribers. This may be due to
printing and postage costs, and:the
time necessary for pfint mailings.

Online Submission to'
JournalS 1

Several journals now have some
form of rapid online submission; review,
and publication process. The online
journal 'Brain Research Interactive eBRI) .

,uses a program called "Smart -Works"
<http://srnartscripps.edu:8000/smart.him>

'that 'provides. authors' the option of,
using the, "Smart Submitter, ",which
provides a set Of online forths for
submitting' a manuscript. The Work i's
'reviewed by Peers who have been
invited to reyiew articles rising the
online "Smart ReViewer" The
"Manuscript Review" feature allows
an author to enter a -code number
to access the reviewers' comments.
Following the online review, the author
can quickly niake revisions and submit

.-the'revised manuscript online,. allowing
journal staff to quickly publish the
article both online and in the next
available-print edition.According,to
Smart Works .(1997) "AdvantageSare
greatly reduCed time-to- review, -time-
to- publish; and time -to -read periods."

The journal,of Neuroscience has'
a laige section in the online editiOn
devoted to Rapid COmmunications
articles, providing authors.with the
option of quiCkly publiShing their
articles on the Web, site' only. In
the ppinion..of G.M:' Shepherd; the
Journal's editor,

'The first advantage will be a
signifiCant reduction- in the
delay between the time that a-
Manuscript is approved by the
editorS to the tine that it is
pUblished in the online Journal.
The aim is to reduce that time
-to less than one month. while
still mainfaining.the high
standards of copy editing
and-data presentation that are
associated with the Journal.
This represents a,considerable

,

improvement oven the time
in press, for the hard copy
version-, two to three months,
as in other journals (Shepherd;
1999).

InforMaticin Technology and
Disabilities (11D) is an online journal to
which authorS submit their manuscripts
eleCtroniCally in a PC format, -via disk
or email. ITD is the journal of Equal
'Access to Software and Information
(EASI) and must remain accessible
to all persons who -review ITD on
their Web site ,

<http://www.ritedu:80/-7easi/itd:html>'
(EASI, 1996).
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Guidelines. for submissions. In
the. NCDDR review of online. journals;
164 were foUnd to provide author
guidelines on their Web sites. In specify
ing a standard manuscript or reference
style, 83 journals require American
PsychOlogical Association'style (A.P4,
1995); 21 journals require Uniforrin

'Requirements for Biomedical Journals
(ICMJE, .1997); 9 journals require the :
Council of Biology Editors Style Manual
(CBE, 1995); and -9 journals require
American Medical Association 'style
(AMA, 1997.). The 42 remaining journals
require other styles' or, have developed
their own. unique requirements:

It is extremely important to obtain_
the publisher's author guidelines and
have a knowledge of their preferred
'style before 'developing a manuscript:
The gindelines:May'Spec4 a standard .,

style yet provide additional'. requirements
which.may rhodifY'or contradict aspects,
of the standard style: 'Many of the
fournals' online author guidelines do
not specify a standard style but proVide
extensive individul'sttle instructions
and exampleS.:This practice is particular-
ly prevalent in. British and European
journals.'AuthOrs should review the
online.gtridelines, if available, and it is
advisable to contact the publisher or
editor for the- most Up-todate version
of the guidelines before proceeding.

:
Exclusive publishing concerns
and copyright. In 'addition to speed-
ing information:transfer, the Internet- alsb
provides a medium for- authors to direct-:
ly. publish their work. The' ApA (1999)
has identified three:major problems Wiih
publishing on the Internet:

, Notices in some journals (such ,as
NeUrOscience and the New England
Journal of Medicine) alert authors.
that papers postedon the Internet
are considered already "published"
and will 'not be.considered for print
publication. .

Papers posted, on the Internet may
be considered in the "public
domain" and dOWnloaded, incorpo-
rated into someone- else's work 'and
copyrighted by them (i.e.; authors' .

can "lose" their, own copyrights and
their own right to print publication):
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. Posting a published paper bn the
Internet may violate the copyright
transfer agreement related to the"
print publication (APA, 1999).

The APA -has a revised "interim poli-
,

cy": that allows prior Internet PublicatiOn:
'Of an article, prOvided it is labeled as a
draft that has not been peer reviewed"
-Upon acceptance for publication the arti-,
cle's copyright is, transferred to the APA
and, the full text of the'article must be
removed from the author's or"Other"Web
sites.- The APAIu rther states that" "Marry
of the legal 'issues surrounding the

'Internet;:onlirie services, service
providers, and'copyright and' privacy,
in the electronic world are murky,
confiised, in the courts pr Soon to be
there,: and, of course, rapidly changing"
(APA,, 1999):

0nline arid prinflOurnals apptdaCh-
these issues in a' variety of:wayg,frorri

outright ban on publication of an"
article's information. in any form through-
any nrediurn;.to_ allowing publication of

"abstracts or less complete descriptions'
of the information presented' in an
article, to freely allowing prior and
re- publication of complete articles:

SOnae journals alloW authOrs to
retain the'Copyright for their articles:
HoWever, in most cases, the journal
eitheraSsUmes the:Sopyright under their,
name, through an' explicit statement in
their author's guidelines Or requires
that the author transfer the copyright
in writing (see Copyright Statement
Sample). Several journals have online
copyright transfer forms that can be-
Printed from the journal's Web -site or
downloaded:

It is imperative rhatauthOrs'
Carefully:review, a target journal's authdr
guidelines paying.particular`attention
to exelusive Publishing stipulations and
copyright requirements: The exclusive
copyright requires that the article has
not beeri, nor will be, published-in- other
journals or-print and online Media.-This -'-
1-neafis that authorS are not allowed to-
republish the article -on-the -Internet-or
in books and other journals.

Citing Internet' Sources,
Many journals have Specifications
for citing and referencing_ Internet
sources. Authors should also be

aWare that instructions for' citing
grid referencing Internet sources are
"available -on the American Ps'Ychological
Association (APA) Web site at

'<httP://wwwap. a.org/journals/webref.html>.-
IriformatiOrt about "citing and referencing
for manuscripts to biomedical journals, ;

and others may be found on the
Hinimelfarb Health Sciences Library Web
site at <kittp://wwyy.gwurric.edu/Library/
cite-int.htin>. .

Conclusion.
With the, increasing speed Of information
transfer, the role of refereed journal
publications will continue to shange.
Research information" is_often pOstedlon
Web sites for' irriniedidte review, printing
or doWnloading: Research activities- are

-.more customer-driven:with an explicit
need-for the _research information- to- be

immediately relevant, to and understoOd
by -peOple with'disabilities. With these

- innovations a 'divergence of publishing
activities May occur where researchers in
medical fields will_ continue to rely on
print-arid online - publication in refereed

. journals to validate their research results,'
Researchers in"direct service or

adVotacy fields are also:discoyering the
Internet as a- inedium for publishing
their-research information 'directly,:
without peer'reyiew; and in refereed
journals. Current; and future develop-

, merits will continue to expand the -use.
of the Internet_ and both 'refereed and
nonrefereed research inforrnation will -

reach wider Internet audienceS.

Copyright Statement SAMPLE

Copyright agreement and submission letter:

The,following agreement, signed by the correspOnding author,
must accompany each submitted manuscript:

The undersigned author transfers all. copyright
ownership of the manuscript entitled (title of article)
to the American Society for Surgery of the Hand in
the event the work is published. The undersigned
author warrants that the article is original, is not
under consideration by another journal, and has
not been previously published. I sign for and
accept responsibility for releasing this material
on behalf of any and all coauthors.

When submitting a paper the author(s) must make a full statement to the
editor about all submissions and previous reports that might be regarded
as prior or duplicate publication of the same or very similar work. Copies
of such material should be included with the submitted paper to help the -
editor decide how to deal with the matter.

From the Journal of Hand Surgery (1999)
<http://www.churchillmed.com/Journals/USHand/authors.htrnl' >

(Used with permission of Harcourt Publishing.)
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Selected Journals with Online Editions
From the NCDDR's database of journals that have published articles from NIDRR grantees

American journal of Audiology
<http://journals.asha.oi-g/aja/> ,

American Journal of ClinicalPaiholOgy
<http://www. ascp.org/press/periOdicals/eajcp/jun99/index.html>
American Journal of Respiratory and Critical
Care Medicine

<http://ajrccrn.atsjoUrnals:org/>:

American Journal of. Roentgenology
1-ittp://wwW:arrs.orWajr/

Archives of Neurology
<http://www.ama-assn.org/public/journdls/neur./
neUrhome.him>

Archives of Physical MediCine and Rehabilitation.
<http://wWw.archives-prnr.or > -

Brain Research ;

<http:/ / WwWl.elsevier.rajournalS/bres/

'The British Journal of Social Work
<httP://3-.ouri.co.uk/jnIs/list/secial/>
Community Mental Health Journal
<http://www.catchword.co.uk/titles/00103853.htm>

Disability and Society. . '
<http://www.carfax.co.uk/dsoTad.htni>
Dysphasia
<http://link.springei..de/link/service/journals/00455/Index.htM>
The Georgetown Public Policy Review
<http://www.georgetown.edu/publications/GPPR/>

Information Technology and DiSabilities
<http://wWw.rit. edu/,easi/itd.html>
Journal of the Acoustical.Society of America
<http://Ojps.aip.Org/jasa/>

Journal of the Anierican Academy. of Orthopaedic .
Surgeons
<http:/ /www.jaaos.or >
Journal of the American Medical Association.
<http://www.ania-assniOrWpublic/journals/'
jarha/janiahome.htrn>
Journal' of Applied Behavior Analysis
5http://www.envmed.rochester.edu/wwwrap/behavior/
jab'a/jabahome.htm>
Journal of Clinical Psychology
<http://www.interscience.'wiley.corn/jpages/0021-962/>

Journal of Immunology
http://www.jimmunol.or

journal of NeuroOncology
<httli://Mvw.wkap2n1/jOurnalhome.htm/0167-594X>
Journal of Neurophyiology
<http://jn.physiology:org/>

Journal of Neuroscience
<http://www jneurosci.or
journal of Pediatric Psychology .

<http://www.oup.co.uk/jpepsy/>

14

Journal of Prosthetic's' and Orthotics
<http://ww.k.oandp.com/organiza/aaop/educ/pub/jpo/indek.htin>
Neurosurgery. . -

<http'://www.neurosurgery-online.com/horne.html>
New England Journal of Medicine
<http://www .nejm:org/content/index.asp>

. Pediatrics
<http://www.pediatries.Or
Pciliatrics'in Review ,

<httP://www.pectsinreview.orW>

Physical Therapy Journal
<fittp://v.apta.org/pt_journal/>
Physics in Medicine and Biology
< http : % /www.iop.org/Journals /pb />

Radiology
<http://www.rsna.Org/_REG/publications/rad/rad.htrnl>
Respiratory Care
<http://wwW.rcjourrial.com/>'
SIGCHI Bulletin _

<http://vw.acm.orWsigchi1bulletin/>
Social Behavior and Personality,
.<http:1 /www.psCholjournal.co.nz/>-
' Society of Automotive Engineers Technical Paper Series
<http://miwcV.sae.org/products/papers/paprinfo/pap_indx.htm>

.Spine
<http://journals.lrpub.com/spine/>

NCDDR's Journal
Database

The information collected from NCDDR's review
of 264 journals, that have published articles, by NIDRR
grantees has been entered into a database. Information
was also gathered from publishers who were contacted
by telephone. These data include title; publisher; contact
information; editorial description; target audience; ISSN
number; Web availability; Web address; description of
online presence; availability of author guidelines; style
requirements; subscription information; frequency of
publication; circulation; and indexing. All information
was not found for all journals. NCDDR staff are
considering making this database available Online,
to assist authors in identifying and contacting
appropriate journals.
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AIDRR--(acailtees.:
Re(eive-ReCOgnitiOri,
The NCDiDii congratulates' each of the following -NIDRR
grantees and staff members. All grantees are encouraged to
contact the ,NCDDR with information to share:in future issues
of The Research Exchange.

ow.,

Mary Hibbard, Ph.p., DirectOr of Research at the RTC on,
Community Integration of Individuals' with Traumatic
Brain Injury, Mt. Sinai.Medical Center, was*awarded the
CongressmanTed Weiss Consumer Advocacy Award by the
Brain Injury Association of New,York State' at their annual
meeting in June, 1999. Dr. Hibbard received the award= for;
overall'exeellence rehabilitatiOn. The award commemo
rates the late Congresstnan Ted Weiss-who exposed cbniiption
in the TBI rehabilitaticin industry, during the 1980s and early
1990s. For more information _contact Dr. Wayne Gordon,
Director of the RTC, 'at:(212) 659 9372..

How To Contact
The National Center

For The Dissemination
Of Disability Research

Staff members of the Research and Training Center-on
Rural Rehabilitation Services (RTC: Rural) at the Uriiersity
of Montana have been recognized with special awards
and honors:

Dr. Tom *ail* Directoi, has been elected President of
the American AssociatiOn on Health'and Disability for
1999-2000. This:Organization is dedicated to the support,
study and encouragement of effOrts to prevent primary and
secondary;disabling 'conditions, and fo'proinote the health
of people with disabilities.

LaDonna Fowler, Director of the Atherican Indian
-Choices: Culture and Context Project has been appointed
Chairperson of the Subcommittee on Disability Issues' of the
National Congress of American Indian8s,(1999-2000).:

Alexandra Enders, OTR; ReSeardi Associate, has been
elected 'President of RESNA, the international organiiatiori
of praessionals in the field, of,assistive technology for
199972001."

Nancy Arnold, Ph.D., Research Director, has been elected
President of the Montana ASsociation fOt Rehabilitation'fOr

-19992000.

Call Us
1-800-266-1832 or 512-476=6861'VM'

8 A.M. NOON and 1 'P.M. -5' P.M. C.T. Mon.Fri.
(except holidays) or record

a message 24 hr./day

MEI
Explore Our Web Site
http://www.ncddr.org/

E-mail Us
admin@ncddr.org

Write Us
National Center for the

DiSsemination of Disability Research
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory

- 211 East Seventh Street, Suite 400
Austin, Texas 78701-3281

For further information contact.Diana'Spas, 'Information
SpeeialiSt at the"RTC on Rural RehabilitatiOn Services;
at (888) 268-2743.

CIO
Visit Us

In downtown Austin, Texas 4th floor,
Southwest Tower, Brazos at 7th St. -

8 A.M.NOON and 1 P.M. -5 P.M. C.T.
Mon.Fri. (except holidays)

Fax Us
512-476-2286

Southwest Educational'Development Laboratory

Sat INriD R R
National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research
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A WORD FROM

NCDDR, Completes PillOt. Phase
'NIDRR's. notice of final funding priorities issued in the
Federal Register of NoTerribei 180994 called-for applicatiOns

.

to establish a Center for the Dissemination' of Disability
Research: ;The announcement indicated:

Researchers usually report research' findings thrgugh
professional'meetingsarid pUblicatigns..In_grder to
expand ,dissemination of research findings to other_
aUdiences, including' rehabilitation.professiorials;
individuals with diSabilities, and other interested
parties, reseakbers may -need technical assistance
and. training. Research is needed` to ,i.inderStancl the ,

reasons why',PersOns are-'not Utilizing information
from NIDRR-sponsored `research. (P. 59834)

The establishment of. the -National Center for the
Dissemination of liisahilititesearch (NCI)]* at the
Southwest Educational DeYelopment, Laboratory has- pi'oyided="
a unigue,gpportunityfor' staff to learn and demonstrate new
strategieS/apPrOaches-as a part of NIDRik's Pilot project.. While.
the conference and publicatiOn practices of NIDRR'researcers

have not been radically
changed, ,they have been
influenced td-include
additiorialdisgeniination
.strategies to expand the
availability, outi-each, and
utilizatiori,bf
research Outconries
an_ d` expertise.

The NCDDR has Worked
to; facilitate measurable
increases in the production'.
Ofavariety:of new formats
and, strategies to-make,new
audiences aware of NIDRR
grantes''significari(irifor. m a-
tiOn and service resOurces:-.
NCDDR staff have worked,

.continned on page 2

rantees is:sent-la
Information,,
Are the `results of disability-research useful- to ;people with.
disabilities? If so,- where and hoW Icro *people find suCh_inforrnatign?
hOw'dO service 'providers- and others generally get infomation
to. consumers? WoUldthe infOrination be more useful if it were
more accessible? The National Center for the DisseminatiOn of
Disability Research (NCDDR), conducted a three-phasenatignWide
survey to find answers to 'these anclgther related qUes'tions.,
Each,Ohase focuSed on the sampling of,One major grOUp:

At a Glance

A -Word from the Director

How Do NIDRR Grantees

DissemiriateInformation?

Updated Review of NIDRR

Grantees' Web Sites ..... . 10

Products Developed by the
NCDDR Pilot Project 13

NIDRR Participates in

Annual Legislative'
Conference of CBCF 18

NIDRR Grantee Recognition . 18

NCDDR to Begin New Work 20

CorisLeiners
(People with, diSabilities
and theii- families)
affiliated with..
independent living
organizations;

Stakeholder. Groups
Representatives
stakeholder- groups
-providing services Or,"

A ...information to.people

:their
with disabilities and: '

farriilieS, and

5

t
Researchers
funded by grants and:,
contractsthrOugh the
National `Institute for
DiSabilitY and Rehabilita-
tion Research (NIDRR).

continued on page 2
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NCDDR Completes Pilot .Phase
continued from page,

to develop relationship' with grantees to help
support the growing demand for broader and more effective
dissemination and Utilization outcomes. NIDKR grantees-have
assumed new dissemination-related responsibilities such as
developing and Maintaining rapidl}T'increasing numbers of
World Wide Web sites.

Continuation of NCDDR Work

The NCDDR is pleased to - announce that ithas been awarded
a new grant from NIDRR thrit,-will continue its work into, /0b4..

:Past services and resources Will.be maintained in the new
NCDDR scope-of-wOrk and new activities will be added.
Sonie of these new additiOnS include:

monitor and report on the state-of-the art in disability
research dissemination and utilization;
expansion of World Wide Web informational.resources
highlighting and dekribing research outcomes- produced
by NIDRR grantees;
develOp inforination and.pr6vide assistance in cOnducting
effective outreach:to diveise and:emerging audiences;-

"provide information and, assistance related' to producing high
qu'ality alternate formats of research outcome infOrmation;
facilitate identification and use of effective disserninatiOn
strategies condUcted by NIDRR's grantees;
provide 'onsiteand offsite technical, assistance to
N1DRR's grantees in plahriing, evaluating, and improving
dissemination-and utilization Outcomes; and
expand electronic and in-person networking opportunities-
for-NIDRR-sponsored researchers -and grantees.

. The NCDDR staff will continue -to:

produce anddiStribute issues of The Research EXch
develop and distribute original documents highlighting the
_accomplishments and state-of.the,art research outcomes
produced by NIDRR research grantees; .

expand the availability of Spanish language versions of
disability research information;

,

maintain the toll-free access to NCDDR" staff and materials;
rnaintain.and refine theNCDDR website;
<http://www.riCddrorg/>; and

' provide assistance and guidance regarding innovative
diskmination'and utiiiiation,strategies that, may meet
NIDRR grantees' needs.

The NCDDR'staff look forward to continuing the signifiCant
advancements that have'been Made iri the diSseminrition and
utilization of NIDRR- sponsored research. As, the pOtential for
more effective dissemination practices expand in the next:
millennium, the NCDDR will work to facilitate awareness
and utilization opportunities for all NIDRR'grantees.

- .

John D. Westbrook, Ph:D.
Directot NCDDR

HOW Do NIDRR Grantees Disseminate Inforniation?
continued from page 1

, -

The first (cOnstimer) phase involved independent living
organizations, including Title VII-funded. Centers.for
IndependentLiVing(CILO, Statewide Independent:Living

(SILCs) and other independent living programs.
Atotal of 1,238 consumers affiliated with 277 independent
living organizations responded. Results were -presented in
The Research Exchange, Vol. 2, No. 4,(NCDDR, :1.997a) and
the Report of NCDDR Consumer Survey (NCDDR, 1997b).

Phase 2 of the study surveyed various Stakenolder groUps
in order to learn hoW their organizations prefer to receive
information and how they typically get information to their
audierice..Of 1,789 surveys 'sent, 851 completed su-rveys were
returned from representatives of a nuMber of constituencies.
These included rehabilitationresearchers;.administrators of
-independent living organizations and medical rehabilitation
facilities; directors of Client Assistance Programs/Protection and
Advocacy AgencieS; State birectors of,SpecialEducation;
Federal and State, legislatOrs/aides; members of. COmMittees on-

. Employment of PeoPle.with Disabilities; and disability media
: representatives. Results were presented in .719eRearch
Exchange,- Vol. 3; No 2- (NCDDR,'1998a) and the Report',
of NCDDR Stakeholder Survey (NCDDR, 19986). :

The Research Exchange, a newsletter to promote the effective
dissemination and utilization of disability research outcomes, is
published quarterly by the National Center for the Dissemination of
Disability Research (NCDDR) which is operated by the Southwest
Educational Development Laboratory (SEDL). Neither SEDL nor the
NCDDR discriminate on the basis of age, sex, race, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, marital or veteran status,
or the presence of a disability. SEDL is an Equal Employment
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Empldyer and is committed to affording
equal employment opportunities for all individuals in all employment
matters. The contents of this newsletter were developed under a grant
(#H133D50016) of $608,100 from the National Institute on 'Disability
and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR), U.S. Department of Education
(ED). However, these contents do not necessarily represent the
policy of SEDL, NIDRR, or the ED; do not assume endorsement by
the Federal Government.

C) Copyright 1999 by the Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory

An electronic version of The Research Exchange,
Vol. 4, No. 4 is available on the Internet at URL

<http://www.ncddr.org/researchexChange/>

The Research Exchange is available in
alternate formats upon request.

John Westbrook, Director

Lin Harris, Information Assistant

John Middleton, Web Administrator

Joann Starks, Program Associate

Woody Woolcock, Program Specialist

Jane Thurmond, Graphic Design
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The data-gathered in the' iist two phases of the study
'Were used to develop instrumentation for the_final survey of

grantees., The focts:in this final :phase-was to identify
the 'dissemination practices of grantees,:whoSe aUdierices

7inClUde consumers as wellas' other:stakeholdefgrOups...
The respOnses'Of,NIDRR grantees'-were alSO conipared'With
thOe of consumers and stakehelders: to identify -,.a.reas of
consistency 'of gaps. In'additiOn,grantee responses will be

_."compared with data ,from ,an initial survey Olgrantees::
conducted 1996 and reported in The Research; Exchange;

1 No 3.-

Procedures
The survey was conducted in late 1998 and earlY,1999:thrOugh
telephone: interviews, with the,NIDRR projects' Principal
Investigator or :a designated. COntact Pei-Son. In some cases,
resciondents'requested that,the'queStiOnnaire be.sent
surface -mail, fax, or eleCtronic letter and Copy Of the
queStionriaire were sent to the 18 grantees,NCDDRstaff could-
not'cOntaCt by telephone..

A total of 309. projects'funded by NIDRR during-PY. 1999
were anded suiATey2The-projectS in.13,program
areas were generally-funded from 6 montlis;(Sinall.BusinesS
Innovative Researeh) t660 months (kell'abilitatiOn Research'
EngineeringCenters, Rehabilitation Research and Training
Centers; and others);-The numbers of projects in each
program area are presented in Table.,1:

The' survey had three parts. The first part updated. Contact
information. in the NCDDR database such, as contact names;
addreSses,'and telephone, numbers. .This infOrmatiOn is not
included in the, slii-vey report. The second part was .a series of

.

questions about hoW the in=eiject preferred to receive inforrria
tion from the NCDDR, andthe poSsible modes and fortnats the
project could use to disserninate their ,koject rinfOrniatioh.hr
The last part was ,,more open-ended and asked grantees-about
OutreackactivitfeS.as well, as -their need frit' technical assistance --

,

from the'NCDDR:. After completing the Survey, TespOndents
were-aSked &they hadinfOrrnation to share ::with the .NCDDR
about special recognition for theirNIDRRproject or its Staff,

any activitiesthat could be entered in the' NIDRR projeOs'
.

-Calendar-on the NCDDR Web site -
survey, questions are

.
,The suf., are presented on pages 4-and 5:

Questions 1 -1'1 refer disSemination preferences and
practices. Questions 12 and, refer.: to outreach- strategieS
Questions 14 and 15 focus On technical assistance.needs.
of grantees-. -,

Findings, and. Implications
,Surveys were completed for 294, or of the grantees

,.,
contacted in late' 1998-and early 1999.,Table 1 shoWS the rate of
responses from. each NIDRR program area

.

TABLE 1:
Response Rate by NIDRR Program Area (Percent)

Program Area

No.

Grantees

No:
Responses

Response

Rate ( %)'

ADA Technical Assistance Programs 12 12 100

Advanced Rehabilitation Research Training Projects 8 8 100

Disability and Rehabilitation Research Projects 37' 36 97,
Fellowships 10 10 .100

Field-Initiated Projects 80 .77 96

Model Spinal Cord Injury Systems 18 18 ,100

Rehabilitation Research and Training Centers 42 41 98

Rehabilitation Researh Engineering Centers 17 16 .94

Small Business Innovative ResearchPhase I 13 10 77

Small Business Innovative ResearchPhase II 6 6 100

State Technology Assistance Programs 59 54 92

Utilization P;ojects 5 4 80

Contracts 2. 2 100-.

TOTAL FOR ALL PROGRAMS 309 294 95

.

continued on page 6
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NIDRR Grantee Survey Questions

1. Is regular-sized print a workable and
preferred format for you to receive day-to-day Communication

from the NCDDR?:

CI Yes .
[7:1 No

2. If regular7Sized print is not your preferred format,
Please indicate the format that you would prefer, for

--day-to:day communications.

CI Large print
Computer aisk ,

Audio tape

(check format)
Mac/Text only
DOS/Text only

10 ASCII

3. Would you preferto receive day-to-daY communication
by US Mail?

CI Yes
I No

(71*Mac/MS Word

IODOS/MS Word

Mac/Word Perfect

CI DOS/Word Perfect

4. If the US Mail is not your preferred mode of distributibn for day-to-day communication, please indicate,

the mode that you would prefer..

CI, Fax
Q E. mail

Clpther (please describe)

S. Is regular-sized print a workable and preferred format for you to receive materials and products from

the NCDDR? such as a quarterly'newsletter; information
guides, or otherproducts)

,Yes
C:). No

6. If regular-sized print is not,your preferred format, please indicate the-format that you would prefer for

other materials and products.

ri Large print
11 Braille

C".3 Computer disk
Audio tape

(check format)
Mac/Text only

IJ DOS/Text only
1:1 ASCII

Mac/MS Word

[71 DOS/MS Word

CI Mac/Word Perfect
DOSNVord Perfect

7. Would you prefer to-receive other materials and products by US Mail?

C71 Yes
No

8. If the US Mail'is not your preferred, mode'of distribution for other materials and

products, please indicate the mode that you wouldprefer. .

C3 Fax
U E -mail

Other (please describe)



,9. What fOrmats do you use in disSeminating
information from your project-to your target audien'ces?..Fbr each item listed, please respond if your project has the capability to provide information in_that format, if

requested. Answer YES if your project doesprovideor has' the capability
to-provide information using the format

listed, even if you may not actually have done so.. If YES, - please identify ifthe format is
FREQUENTLY USED...170, Large print

Cl:Visual/graphic/video,Braille
',[3 Opened caption videoil'Audio/oral
, Closed caption video

11 Descriptive video

01Electronic/computer file Or disk
CVOther language

10. .What "modes-of distribution are available for disSeminating information materials from your project to
your target audiences?

For each item listed, please tell if your project has the capability 'end access to.resources to,provide information
in that Mode, if requested. Answer YES if your projedt does provide or could provide.information using the mode
listed, even if you may not actually have done:so. AnswerFUTURE if your project could not -currently provide
information in that, mode, but has discussed plans to make such

alternatives-available. Anstnier FUTURE seVen
if such. plans are "very'tentatiVe or not yet fully defined.
ri t.i...Mail-: .

Ca Audio TaPe
13 Internet/VVW.W.:[I Text Telephone

IO Video Tape
.11 COmPtiter Disk.'0 Fax (J E -mail'
fjCiDROM

11. How does your organization: usually get infOrmation to consumers (people with disabilities-,and their families)? ' , ,

_,
Answer YES if yPur project

sloes provide, plans to provide oriii the past year has provided information.to
consumers in this way. If YES, please identify if the, fOrrnat is FREQUENTLY

USED,
. ,

Peisonal communication
C3 Computer online (WWW, Internet) C3

Training'Sessions/classes/workshops
CI Newsletters

OTelephone/Information line
Library /information holdings

L7-Information mail
CI Telephone/Information line Reports. 3 Electronic mail

-.(73 Fax
(3 Other

12. Has your
NIDRR-funded project-used (or do you have plans t6 use)

computer-based outreach stratigies
: (such as eleptronid mail, Iiiiservs, World Wide Web pages; CD-ROM) to share inforrriationconsumers with'disabilitied and their familietCI other researcherS'

CI service providers

,laother target 'audiences

13.,What.othEir'outreadh strategies do yoti find ;most effective for diSseMinatingrelevant information to (pleae specify)
constimers with disabilities -and their familiesri other researchers

-Ctl service providers
Ll other target audieriCee

14:: Do you perceive a need for-technical assistance on planningor implementing
outreach'strategies,:and if so, in whatareas?'0 No

YeS (if yes, please give examples)

15. Please identity any other weysIne NCDDR could provide'assistance to your .NIDRR-funded project(s).
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How Do NIDRR 61-antees Disseniihate Information?
continued from page 3

TABLE 2:
Formats and Modes Preferred by Grantees .for
Receiving Day-to-Day Communication from the NCDDR

Grantees N=294
Number Percent

282 95.9
3 1.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0'
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
2 0.7
'0 0.0
1 0.3
0 0.0
0 0.0

Mode of Distribution' .Number Percent
US Mail 103 35.0
'Fax 26 8.8
E-mail 165 s '56.1
Other 0 0.0

Format
'Regular Print
Large print
Braille
Audio Tape
Mac File/disk

MAC-text
MAC-MSWord
MAC -WP.

PC File/disk
DOS-text
DOS-MSWord
DOS-WP
ASCII

ForMats and Modes Preferred by Grantees
Tables 2 and 3 shoW the responSes 'for QuestiOns 1-8 abOht
the_formats and modeS that grantees prefer for receiving
inforrnatiOn frbm the NCDDR. About 96 perCent of'
respondents preferred to receive Day-to-Day CommunicatiOn
in a Regular Print format,- 1 percent identified Large Print and
another 1 percent preferred information in Electronic, isli
'forrnat.. Electronic mail was the delivery mode most preferred;
and was identified by -56 percent of respondent;s: US Mail was
the preferred mode for .35 percent of resPOndents,and 9
percent identified fax a preferred mode.'

Few changes were_seen in preferred forMais to receive
Materials and.ProduCts. About 95 percent ,of respondents,
preferred Regular Prtnt 1 percent selected Large Print: and
about-3 percent preferred information,in Electronic Disk format.
MOre,changes-weie found for delivery modes:' US Mail was
the preferred mode 'for 79 percent'Of responclentS,;'Electronk
Mail was preferred by 21 percent, and about 1 percent
identified Fax

These data prdVide some indication of.the impact of
technology on the -communication preferenCes of NIDRR
grartieeS since the initialiNIDRR'grantee survey was conducted

'in .1996 '(see, The Research Exchange, Vol. 1, No._3).'Little.
'Change was-,observed in the preference of forthats. 'Regular_
Print was preferred by .98 pet-Cent of respondents in 1996: and
by, 96 percent in 1999.' ' S'

In comparing the 1996 dnd199 surveyS,:there was
increase in preference for eleCtibnic communication asa mode
of distribution. US Mail was preferred by 69, perCent of grantees
in 1996; hht- decreased to 35 percent in 1999.'In'contraSt,
29:Percent 'of:grantees preferred E7mail in,1996 cOn-ipared.with
56 percent in 1999, The two' surveys, shOwed similar changes
in preferred modes for receiving materialS and *duds, with
96 perceht preferring US Maifin 1996- and.79 percent

.

E7inail:Prefetences for materials and products changed" from
4 percent in 1996 16 21 percent in 1999: Fax was the, mode

., preferred for :day-to-daY conimunication by,20 perCent of
grantees in 1996. ThisdecreaSed to 9 percent.in 1999.

. " .

Formats and Modes Used for DistributiOri

TABLE 3:
Formats and Modes Preferred by Grantees for
Receiving Materials and Products from the NCDDR

Format
Grantees N=294

Number Percent
Regular Print 278 94.6
Large print 3 1.0
Braille 0 0.0.

Audio Tape 0 0.0
Mac File/disk 0

MAC-text 0 0.0
MAC-MSWord 0 0.0
MAC-WP 0 0.0 ,

PC File/disk 9 3.1
DOS-text 0 0.0
DOS-MSWord 2 0.7
DOS-WP 1 0.3
ASCII 1 0.3

Mode'of Distribution Number. . Percent
;US Mail 231 78.6
Fax 3 1.0
E-mail 61 20.7

,+ Other 0 0.0

QUestions'911 .asked grantees about their capabilities:
and practices in distributing-information. to theirdUdienees;
inClUding consumers with diSabilities. Table 4 shows responses
about grantees" use of various forrhats. Respondents were
asked if their project had the capability to .produce materials
in a format,, even if it had -not'been requested. Grantees
Were also asked which formats were frequently used when
distributing infOrmation to their audiences.: Electronic -file was
the forthat identified by the largest percentageof-respOridents

',(98 percent)::It was also the-Most frequently used fOrinat
(43 .percent). Large Print (96 percent) was the format with
the second highest percentage of responses. OVer half of
the respondents' repbrted having the-capability to produce .1
Audio/Oral formats (87 percent), Viitfai/gt4hkforMats (81
_percent); Materials in. Other languages (72 percent), and Braille



TABLE 4:
Projects Reporting Capability to Produce Formats and
Formats Frequently Used

Format

Grantees N294 Frequently Used

Number Percent Number Percent

'Electropuic file 288 98.0 127 43.2
' Large print 283 96.3 47 16.0.

Audio/oral 255. 86.7 48 16:3
' Visua.Vgraphic
(non-print) 238 81:0 47 16:.0

Other language:
If YES, which? * , 212 72.1 34 11.6

Braille 190 64 :6- 35 - 1.1.9

' Opened-caption video 146 4.7 11 3.7
Closed-caption video 139 47.3 1.7
Descriptive video 113 38.4 0.7

Spanish=132;
27 Other languages=Alaska native; Asian- (6), Arabic, ASL,,Cnibbdian,,.

- ;Chan-ion-6 (2),, ChineSe. (10); Dutch (5) Filipino (2); french. (8),
,-, German (11),,Gi-eek, Haitian (2), Hinong-,-.-Italian (4); Japanese (6),

Korean (5); Navajo,. Norwegian, Pohnbeiari, Polish, Portuguese;
'Russian (3), Samoan. (3), 'Svied41-, Tongan, Vieinamese (3).,

TABLE 5:
Current and Projected Use of Modes of Distribution

, Mode

Grantees N=294. Planned for Future

Number Percent Number Percent

US Mail . 293 99.7
Fax 290 .98.6
E-mail 290 98.6 0.3
Computer disk 285 . 96.9 2.0

i Internet/World Wide Web 261 88.8. 26 8.8
' Audio tape ' 237. 80.6 14 4.8
Text Telephone 207 70.4 10 3.4
Video tape 202 68.7, 24 8.2
CD-ROM 123 , 41.8 69 23.5

Inteiesting contrasts.OcCured between :grantees' use of the
Internet/World Wide .Web in the ,1996 survey:Where-51 pefc'ent
Of giantees reported current usage,"and 33 percent projected
fUture usage, compared with -1999 gurvey_data indicating 89..,
percenr_ilsage and 9-percent projected.future usage. These,
data ; 'coupled` with an_ increase in E-mail usage frorn
99 Percent, indicatean'inereasing reliance, on the Internet
as a 'favored' distribution Mode:

Table 6 seportS specifie strategieS used by grantees to-get
information to consumers (persons with disabilitieg and.: their''
families).: This- question was asked of stakeholderS in :preyious
survey activities and their responses were coMpared to thok
of grantees. All: strategies Were used by over 60 percent of
grantees, with Personal communication (9'peicent) receiving
the highest percentage" of responses:

(65 pergerit). Ngne of these fon-hats were frequently used (16'
Percent.Or less). EeWethah half of the'respoOdentsreported
Capabilities to prodhce special video formats-(Openedcaption,

.49 percent; CloSed-C'aption, "47 Percent;;and Desciiptive video;:
38 percent).,

A :comparison. of: the 1996 (The ReSealth.Exchank-
VOl.,1;'NO. 3) and 1999 surveys shoiYS-'ehanges resulting,frorn:
increased coMpUter:usageineluding an increase in capabilities.
to produce 'electronic files, frOm 92 percent in 1996 to 98'

'"Percent in 1999; and an increase in capabilities to produce
=large print frOM,89 Peicent' to 96

:_prociticeBraille documents deCreased from 74:Percent in .1996
to 65, percent in-1999. In comparing.'use of the.variotig kirmats,-
the percentage of grantees indicating they frequently used the
formats in questiOns:9-1i: decreised for every fOrthat. Taken.'
'in total, these changes perhaps result from alternatiVe formats
Provided:byrthe:Inteinetand plus imPrOVements
'in, such areas_as.scanner and screen reader technology
and affOrdabilitY. 7

.

Table 5 reports; -grantee responges abbut their use and.,
, .

planned use of modes of distribution. US Mail (100 pereent),
Fax (99 percent), Electronic :mail (99 'percent) and, computer
disk (97. percent) were MC,ides used by nearly all grantees

modesOther odes_reported by a large number of respondents
included Internetf89 pereent),- Audio tape (80 percent), TeXt,
telephone -(70 peiCent)i and Vide'n-tape (69 perCent)..:The only-
Mode reported by legs-than half of the grantees was CD ROM
(42 pereent): Nearly 24 percent:of grantees reported. plans to''
use ,CD-R0114--as a distribUtion mode in the future

TABLE 6:
'How grantees get information to consumers

Strategies

Grantees N=294 Frequently Used

Number Percent Number Percent

Personal communication 283 96.3 186 63.3
Computer online

r (Internet, WWW) . 258 87.8 103 . 35.0

Training/classes/
workshops 257 , 87.4 117 39.8

' Electronic mail 255 86.7 101 -34.4*

Fax , . 254 86.4 79 26:9
Information mail outs 240 81.6 93 31.6
Reports 229 77.9* '54 18.4
Telephone/
information line 202 68.7 96 32.7

Newsletters 196 66.7 93 31.6
Library/
information holdings 183 62.2 50 .17.0

Other (please describe) 77 26.2 16 5.4

continued on peige:8
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How Do NIDRR Grantees Disseminate Information?
continued:from page 7

the category, Other Was chosen by 26 percent of respdridents..-
Other strategies identified included:

Conference .exhibits, presentations (9)
-Community events, town meetings (9)
:Support groups, forums, .focts'grOupS,- peer mentoring (8) --,

- Popular publiCations, magazines, newspapers (7) .

Distance learning, listServ, video' conference (7)
Database of resources (6)
Press releases, public service announcements (6)
AdVisory board:(5):
CD-ROM 'materials (5)
TV, public TV (4) .

Consumer videos, (4)
Chat rooms (4)
Audio conference, referrals brochureg; mobile van,'
journal articles, posters

In comparing' the data on Table 6rwith similar, data; froth
representatives Of -stakeholder:groups reported in The Researdo
Exchange, Vol. 5, No 2, about 88-percent of grantees,uSed the
Internet and electrOniC mail to get information to consumers,
whereas approximately` 24 percent ,of stakeholder used

:these modes, This latter Pertentage is consistent with the
centage'of consumers who:used the ,Interriet as a source of .;

`,information (27, as reported- in The Research EXchange,
Vol'. :2, No 4. This disparity may be explained by theneed-
for stakeholder groups to communicate with consumers .a.s:
their primary audienCe,. while research organizations must

_communicate With a variety of professiorial:and consumer
audiences. However, it also indicatesa continuedheed to
use a yarietyof corninunication-modes to'provide-cOnsurners
and stakeholders with .information. '

PerCentage of. Grantees Reporting Use-of
Computer-based Outreach Strategies:

A U'D I,E NCES
Consumers with disabilities

' and their families

Other researchers

263

260 i i j l ;;,

Service providers 92,5%

Other target audiences

, '.

Grantees 'were also asked about use of othei effective outreaCh
strategies with the same groups:(see Figure 2.). Over half the
respondents reported use of such strategies, from 52;4 (Other
tali-get-audiences) to 67,3 percent (Service providers).

FIGURE 2:
Percentage of Grantees Reporting Use of
Other Effective Outreach Strategies

AUDIENCES,
, Consumers with disabilities
and their families 190 1 I 1 I 64.69'0

Other researchers
cc
.,
., 5849/0

t.'-'. Zi ''
IService providers ' 198 t t I ' .t y

Other target audiences 624)/0
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PERCENT

Outreach Strategies
Grantees were asked if their NIDRR-fUndecf project used ,

(oi' had planstb use) computer = based; outreach strategies
such as electronic, mail,' listserVS, World Wide Web pages, and

-CD-ROM'formats for sharing inforthation.::There were four
,

groups, identified as recipients :of grantee computer -based
outreach: ConSumers with disabilities and their families, . Other
researchers SerViCe providers, and:Other target-audiences,
Grantees reported high use of computer -based 'strategies with
all groups, ranging from 77 percent (Other target' audiences).

.to 93,percent (Serviceproviders). Figure 1. reports
,the respOnses.

Sonieof-the effeWe strategies.identified include:
0-- many Computer. and technOlogy-based strategies such as

electronic mail, distance, learning,Web-based materials (66)
_ conference presentations:(60),

special training sessions/workShops (45)
-0 newsletters,; brochures, other publicatiOns (38)
1.0 journals/trade jOurnals (19) .

"7 training the trainer (4)
direct in-Service (3)

.

audio,fipes; video tapes, advisory groups; television
and radio, exhibits, toll -free number, teleconferences,
networking with industry and others

Grantee Technical Assistance Needs
In the last part of the survey, NIDRR.grantees Were asked:
about their need, for technical assistance (IA) in planning and
implementing'outreach strategies, TA other areas, or need,fOr
any other. type of, assistance. Figure 3. identifies specific:areas of 7'
TA requests. Responses included a total of 115 grantees who
requested,TA in planning and implementing, outreach strategies
and/or req 4ed other TA or assistance

.8 2



FIGURE 3:
Number and Percent of Technical
Assistance Requests, by Topics

The Research Exchange Volume 4, Number 4

Topics'
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1
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1
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These 'data .prOvide val6able cues to the NCDDR. for
prioritizing future informational and technical .assistance
activities. NCDDR informational -sources;. such as The Research
Exchange, have, consistently provided information about
dissemination strategies, recently emphasizing cult-Ural' diversity
'and publishing in the poprilat, diSabilitV, and professional
media: Future volumes will continue this emphasis While.
extending the NCDDR' s. fOcus't6 include researching target
markets and develOPing marketing,strategies, as well as
a continuous updating of iriformatiori about electronic
cotrunuriications and technology. The.NCDDRwill continue
to:focus on how service providers,and consumers can, get
research informatiOn they can use This will include electronic
and interpersonal networking strategies, particUlarly in working
with diverse consumer markets for research information.

However, enthusiasm about this upsurge in Internet/World.'
Wide Web usage must be dampened by the realization that

'stakeholders and consumers lag behind researchers in their rise
Of the Internet as a communication mode. Researchers should,
be careful to continue using a varieoLof -dissemination strategies

- andmodes to ensure that their research information, reaches an,
array of potential users'. Although high perCentageS of grantees
use a variety of communication. methods; from low- .tech .

personal communication to high tech Web sites and CDTOM
materials;there continues.tO be a need-to inerease.the
frequency of, dissemination through both, traditional and
innovative communication methods.:

Future innovations, are likely to occur in dissemination methods .
listed under Other in Table 6: These include participatory. .:

strategies; such as support, or 'focus groups; community events,
and town Meetings,-and through:technological innovations in:
distance learning,, video conferericing, listservs, and emerging
technologies. Future:innovations will bring researchers closei
to consumers: and stakeholders, resulting in the need to make

'research information increasingly accessible to and understobd.
-by diverse target audiences.

It is apparent that NIDRR grantees are working toward this
end and are seeking to go beyond traditional dissemination
methods. Grantee request's fortechnical assistance indicate their,.
interest in diversifying dissemination strategies and develbping
market research and marketing strategies to extend their efforts
beyond distribution of researCh information to target Consumers',

-.and Stakeholdei* inforMatiOn needs. These strategies will
include the Internet/World Wide Web and other electronic
media as integral_ components of effective-disseniination of
research information and knowledge,

Conclusion
. _

It interesting to observe the evolution of the' NIDRR grantees'
communication formats, -modes; and strategies over time, partic- ,
ularly:froth the initial grantee survey in' early 1996 to the recent -

survey in early 1999. 111.1996, 51 percent of grantees reported .
use of the Internet/World Wide Web and 33 percent 'projected

.

future usage. The 1999 survey reveals that granteeS exceeded
thOse'combined'percentages.(S4' percent) with an 89 percent
Internet/World Wide Web usage level: With this-increased usage;
decreases in or-stabilized levels for uses of many other modes of
communication occurred.' If appears that former technological.,
-innovationS; such as use of computer diSks and faxes, are being.;
replaced by new or improved teChnolOgies, inclUding World Wide'
Web information distribution and download's; and the ability to
transmit information and files via E- mail. These data perhaps,
provide a Snapshot' of widespread -changes in the technologies
and Strategies.of information dissemination.
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The use of the World Wide Web as a medium for cominunica-.
tidn, and dissemination by NIDRR grantees has increased

- dramatically over the four years of the NCDDR pilot projeCt.
Iri mid-1999,. approximately81 percent of grantees (N-232)
have sites on the Web. Figure .4 shows the increase in the
percentage of NIDRR grantees with Web sites from'1996 to
1999. It is important to note that all the funded projects were
not.the same grdntees each year, as'son-ie projects were 021117
pleted while new ones were initiated. However, it is possible to
describe the status of NIDRR grantees' Web sites as a group.,_ ;

90
80
70 81%
60 72%
50 58%

'40
30
20 326/:-
10

0

1996 1997, 1998 1999
YEAR

'Figure 4.- Percentage of NIDRR grantees with Web sites.

NCDDR staff. reviewed grantees' Web sites in 1997 .(713e*
Research.. Exchange, Volume 3, No. 1) and again in 1998 (The
Research Exchange, Volume 3, No: 3) to identify common char
acteristics and look for trends '(NCDDR, 1998a,. 1998b). These
analyses examined*20OharacteristieS of Web sites:. Such as:
.. use of copyright Symbols, disclaiiners, acknoWledgment of ..

NIDRR, and rioting the.mbstrecent 'update of the site;
links toNIDRR and-other NIDRR-fundedprOjects;..
use of text only or text and graphics, as well as, More
interactive features such' as audio and video, animation,
chat rooms,
design. elements. including navigation tools, frames, search.
engines,' and feedback mechanisms such as 'email or .

contact fomis; and .

accessibility of the. Web site to users with disabilities.:

:Soine trends observed from 1997 to '1998 'inclUded:- .
In 1998, 98 percent of grantees' Web sites used"both- text
and graphics (up from 70 percent in 1997):
In 1998, nearly three-quartersof the grantees (70 percent)
acknowledged NIDRR as the funding agency supporting the
project '(up. from 57 percent -in 1997).

. Over half (51 percent) of-grantees included one Or More
links to other NIDRR-funded projects :in 1998. This more.
than doubled, from 23 percent in 1997. ;

'Nearly one-third (31,Percent) of grantees in the 1998 review
included a link to NIDRR's home page from their Web site
(up from 24 percent in'1997).

Accessibility of Web sites should be' n important issue to
NIDRR grantees who work to benefit people with disabilities
and their families. Grantees that prOvide.information via the
World Wide Web should strive to ensure that information
is accessible to people with disabilities. Bobby softWare
developed by the Center for Applied SpecialTechnology ,

<http://wWw,cast.org/bobby/> rates the accessibility of Web
pages as Bobby Approved (accessible) or `not approYed'
(some elements not'accessible).

In the 1998 review, NCDDR staff als6 looked at several
content aspects of grantees' Web sites. All grantees use.
their ,Web sites to introduce the organization and/Or NIDRR-
funded grant project, 'as well as their prodricts and services.
Approximately 56'percent of-the NIDRR grantees' sites proyided
some type of informatiOn'that.could be downloaded or printed,
while 5 percent demonstrated ,a Marketing focus that-allowed
visitors to order infOrination for purchase that was not available
directly on the site. .

The updating of Web sites ensUreS thatinformation is
current and encourages visitors'ro return frequently to seek
new information. In 1997; an update notice was fOund on 51
percent of grantees' home pages. The 1998 revieW found that
41 percent of NIDRR grantees'-Web sites provided a notice of
the last update to their honie pages.

New Reviewin 1999
A further review of grantee Web sites Was conduOted in August
of 1999. Accessibilit was reviewedto-determine if grantee
.home pages (not every pdge in a Web site) were Bobby ,

Approved. Since the issue of copyright is evolving along with
the Web, NCDDR staff looked.,at home pages to see if, a c Opy-:
right Symbol/statement was included.,In,order to evaluate 'cur-;
rency of information, the reviewers loOked for evidence
of update notices on home pages: finally,_Site content was
examined by identifYing if research result were :available on
the Web'site, and if so, how currenrthose results might be

Accessibility. The August, 1999 review examined the
accessibility of home pages for people with disabilities,- as mea-
sured by Bobby. Specific NIDRR program areas were examined
as well as all' grantees _as a group. TheSe datddre presented in
Table 7 for 'all-three review periods. Overall, the percentage of
N1DRR'grantees' honie pages that are accessible has'increased
each year, and 1.999 marks the first time that over half -(53
percent) of all grantees' horhe pages were Bobby Approved..
Some.NIDRR program areas had 100 percent accessible home
-pages (Utilization, ADA Technical Assistance) while others had
none.It is important to note that some of these home pages
were constructed by individdals (Fellowships) and others were
not deVeloped for use by consumers (Contracts).
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TABLE 7
Percentage of NIDRR Grantee Home Pages that' are
Accessible as Measured by Bobby, by NIDRR Program
Areas, 1997-1999

Program Area

1999 1998 1997

N=232 N=213 116171

ADA Technical Assistance Programs 100 92 39*

Advanced Rehabilitation
57 33 50Research Training Projects a

Disability and Rehabilitation
Research Projects b

41 30 56

Fellowships 0 0 25

Field-Initiated Projects c 60 40 20

Model Spinal Cord Injury Systems 29 27 25

Rehabilitation Research and 43w 34 31
Training Centers
Rehabilitation Engineering
Research Centers 69 38* 56-

Small Business Innovative
Research

20** 100 50

-' State Technology Agsistance
Programs 56 51 37**

Utilization Projects
Coritract
TOTAL

100

0

53

* 1 MiSsing, Bob linable to evaluate
** 2 MisSing, Bobby unable to, evaluate
a FOrmerlY Research Training GrantS, 1997-1998'
b, Formerly Research and Demonstration Projects; 1997:1998
c Formerly Field=Inifiated Research Projects, 1997:1998

100

0

43.

67

0
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The inclusiOnof copyright symbols and update;notices on:
.,home pages does not 'ShowconsistenCtrends over the three
years,- yet it is impOrtarii to present these data tostress-.
the need to provide stakeholders with protected. and

. -
current information.

TABLE
Percentage of Characteristics Noted Across NIDRR
Grantees' Web sites

Characteristics

d Copyright Notice included
Update Notice included

1999 1998 1997

A6232 N=213 N=171 -

28 , 731 21

"50 41 51

The NCDDR also looked at the update notices provided
on grantee home pages-to determine hoW long it had been
since-ehangeslwere-inade to the: home page. This review
Was seen as a rough measure the extent to which Web,
site information is' kept current, although` it was not possible ,
to cleterrhine the nature of any; changes or Updates.,

Of the 232 grantee horrie pages revieWed,, 115 (50
percent) included:an update: notice. Table .9presents datafor
1998 and 1999,.: showing perCentages'for time periods of.-
update notices-on home pages. Of those hOme PageS that.
included an update notice; 38 percent, had updated the hOme
page within ihree,moriins,pria to the review in August, 1999.
'This, figure is .lower than'thaCobsen'Ted m; 1998; but was
still the largest proportion of.the Web sites that included, an ,

update notice. An increase was seen fOr the two _subsequent':
categones.(3:6:months and 612 months):.The:perceritage of
sites-withan update- over '12 months:prior to the seview:::
dropped to .9 percent in 1999. ' .

Care Must be -taken in drawing concluSions about the
percentage of home pages that are Bobby Approved. The'
criteria_ for approval has changed as the Bobby software was.,
revised..Thechrrent Bobby is version 3,1.1, :released on June
1999 '(CAST, 1999). the Original Bobby-0C) version number)"

:'-Was used in the 1997 f6yiesy, and Bobby 2.01- was-used for--the
1998.review.

There: also were changes in the configui'ation.of some
NIDRRIprogranCareas betWeen review periods,-and each year,
some project wOrkis completed and new projecth are initiated .

gopiright and -update: Table 8:reports percentages of
:grantee ,Web,sites with home pages that

included a Copyright symbollnotiCe; and
included-a notice of last-update . -*-

Data are available' for each of the review periods (1997,
'1998, and.1999). Less than one-third_of grantees used copy-
right symbol/notice on-their:Web sites. Approximately half of .

the Web sites provided an update notice, which was an
:increase to near 1997,1evels after a' decrease noted in _1998.

TABLE 9
Time Periods of Update Notices on NIDRR Grantee
Home Pages

Home Pages with Update Notices Percent

4n=115, 1999; n=87, 1998) . 1999 1998

Update notices less than
3 months old (n=44, 1999) 38 66

' Update notices 3 to 6 months old
(n=38, 1999)- 33. 11

Update notices 6 to 12 months old
(n=23, 1999)
Update notices over 12 months old
(n=10, 1999)

20 7

16

,coiztinued on page 12
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Updated Review of NIDRR Grantees' Web Sites.
continued from page 11

,Research 'Results on the Web. In 1998, 'the NCDDR looked
at the content, of grantees' Web sites by identifying information
that-could be printed or downloaded for free, or for advertising
of materials available for purchase: In this new review, the
NCDDR examined each grantees' Web Site for the presence
of research results:. These research results'esult's included online
newsletters, fact sheets, article's, monographs and reports.
The NCDDR did not include marketing brdchures, research
abstracts, 'or online catalogue descriptidns as examples of
online research,resulis.

.

. Table .10, shows that of the 232 Web sites:reyiewed, 123 ,

.(53 percent) provided research results on their Web sites: To
determine tiMelinessn of the research results-presented onWeb

`Site's, the same time periods observed for the update notices
were used in this review: less than-3 months,..3-6 months, 6-:12
months, and over 12 :'months: Dates.were not found for 17 of
the Web sites (14 Percent), that provided research results. Of
the Web sites presenting,research results, thelargest time
Period(27 percent) was resUlfS which were included on Web 'n
sites froin.. 6 to 12 monthsbefore August 1999. The next largest
time period represented was over 12 nionths. (24 percent),
followed by 3 0,6 months (23 percent). The smalleSt-tirne
period was results less than 3 months, with.12 perCent. The
NCDDR found that 109, or 47 percent, -of the grantees' Web
sites did`not include research results:

TABLE 1 0
Time Periods of Research Results on
NIDRR Grantee Web Sites

Conclusion .

The August 1999 review provides 'sonie encouraging informa-
,tion about increases in the number of grantees' Web sites and
in accessibility for _People with. disabilities. These increases
were seen for grantees as a group, and-within particular
program areas, Over a three year, period from 1997- to 1999:
Although Bobby has beCome increasingly stringent, over its
different versions, the accessibility of NIDRR grantee home
pages has steadily increased.

The use of Update notices' alSO increased to equal, the,1997
percentage yet there remains a need, for more grantees to
provide update notices on their Web sites'to help online users
determine the currency of'information: Given recent concerns':
about copyright of Web contents (see The Research Exchange,
Volume 4, Number 3), the, relatively level percentages of
copyrighted .home pages across, three years point to the need
for 'grantees to increase copyright usage to protectresearch
'-information from unauthorized use

,.Measures,of the time periods of home-page update notices
and of research results on Web sites provide preliminary
indications that' information on Web sites is .frequeritly updated.'
Overall, these:data indicate, that grantees-are develoPing and
improving their -Web sites over time and are increasingly
using the Web as a user- friendly and accessible vehicle for
diSseminating research infOrmatiorr
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Pro u
Developed by

NCDDR Pilot Project

During its pilot period from 1995 to 1999, the NCDDR
produced a number of products aimed at increasing
awareness of NIDRR-funded programs and strategies for
effective dissemination and utilization. These products
provide a solid foundation.for,future NCDDR activities.
Many of these products continue to be available and may
be requested by contacting the NCDDR or by accessing
the NCDDR Web site at <http://mAnAr.ncoddr.org/>.

The NCDDR maintains current information on its Web site about all programs fUnded by NIDFIR. The NCDDR has
produced several posters and a guide ,to grantees' Web sites to increase awareness of NIDRR:funded research.
This awareness was also increased through distribution of press, kits detailing NIDRR Afforts-in employment and

rehabilitation engineering:

Doorways to NIDRR Programs and Research
. . ., .

The NCDDR has developed Informational "DoorWays" on the NCDDR Web site to introduce stakeholders to NIDRR-funded
research programs and: to samples of research results; by. NIDRR grantees. ,

,

r.
NIDRR

Doorways to NIDRR Programs
NIDRR furids projects ;that: address programs.
of Connected.researeh topics. These 1.

prograrris'address a wide variety of issues and policies.relevant
to the lives of AmericanS:with.disabilitieS and their families.
-NIDRR Program Doorways currently inctude:

Model Spinal Cord Injury Systems (MSCIS) ;
.

."RehabilitationEngineering Research Centers (RERC)

Rehabilitation Research Training Centers (RRTC)

' Switzer Fellowships :. ; ,

Traumatic Brain Irijnry,Model Systems (IBEVIS).

DoorWays to Research Topics
The information: iii these DoorWays was ,developed by
NIDRR-funded researchers- and is intended-for use by the ..
general linblie;.as.'Well as disability researchers, consumers and
their' families. Each bOorWay provides general information
about the disability research topic, the results of research
carried out by grantees, and links to: related information. The
Doorways offer text versions of publications, video Samples,
and audio information. The DoorwayS to Researcfi Topics that

, are currently aVailable inelnde:

Assistive/Adaptive TechnologieS

Burn Rehabilitation

<http://wvvw.ncddr.org/nidrrpgmdw/>

National Institute
on Disability and
Rehabilitation Research
(NIDRR) Grantees'
World Wide Web-Sites
This is a listing of Universal
Resource Locator (URL) links
that NIDRR grantees have
reported to the NCDDR.
The online version provides
updated links to the Web
sites of current NIDRR-
funded programsthat have
an online presence. A

.; printed update will be
available in. September, 1999.
<http://www.ncddr.orgjurllist.htnal>

. ,

' Disability and Health: <http://www.ncckir.org/doorways/>
Einerging Disability

Employment

Transition: to Post-SeLondary
Schooling .for Students

National Institute
on Disability and

Rehabilitation Research
(NIDRR) Grantees'

World Wide Web Sites
'

with Disabilities

Universal Design

Women with
Disabilities

13

kt`
,\;\

ti

continued on page 11
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Products Developed by the NCDDR Pilo_ t Project:

NIDRR Program
continued from page.13

Posters for NIDRR program Areas

Model Spinal Cord Injury Systems (MSCIS) Projects Poster
This referende poster defines the Model Spinal Cord. Injury .',
"Systems Program and provides, information about the prihcipal
investigator; public contact,'person, mailing addrestelephone

:(Voice and -text telephone, if available);; fax, email address' for
designatedicontact persOnS;_and the World Wide Web.address',
Of each current NIDRR-fUnded MSCIS project.

Rehabilitation Research and Trainhig Centers
(RitTC) Poster
This 22X34. full -color poster provides an .overview. of the

RRTC program as Well as contact infOrmation liked
alphabetically by:project title for the 40 RRTCs'NIDRR funded :.
in 17998.:(Out of yrint)

,

Centers Traumatic Brain Injury Model Systeins (raws)
Projects Pcister . .

This, reference.postei identifies the current traumatic brain
. infury:model systernS grantees and provides information about
the principal; investigator, public Contact person; mailing
addresS, telephone (voice, text telephone,,if available),
fax, email address for deSignated contact persons, and the
WOrldWide,Web addreSs for-:each TBIMS:projeCt.

" r0"4,1".1:61:01FMCWAttar,"1.1dEN"..W.M6.
EAS19.

Press Releases-

Tress Release and Press Kit:
Centers; of Excellence Announced ..

This press release provides,rinfotrhatiOnabont
initiation of six new Rehabilitation ReserCh and Training
CeriterS on Einployrinent of People with The
piess,.kit prbvided contact andlbackground.information.

.

on the enters, NIDRR the need for employment research;
and Rehabilitation ReseaiCh.and-Trainirig Centers.
NoVember, 1998) Press Release available:

4ittp://wviiw.ikdcir.orginew/I.10498.hitni?
_ .

Press Release and Piess Neiv Rehabilitation
Engineering Research CenterS' Help Reinyent the
Future for' Millions of People with Disabilities
This press release prOvides information about NIDRR's
initiation of nine new Refiabilitatioh'Eniineering'ReSearch
Centers. The press kit information, included background

NIDRR's RERC prOgramrand contact information for'
the nine new centers. (February, '1999) Press.ltelease available:
<http://www.ncddr.org/newS/99rercpr.htrnl>
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The NCDDR has produced an array of publications. and tools aimed at improving the effectiveness of dissemination
and utilization strategies. Recent additions include 'the Guide to. Substance Abuse and Disability Resources and the
literature review on Disability, Diversity, and DisSemination. These resources provide a'base fOr expanding the
NCDDR's efforts in providing information 'about disseminati6n and utilization

Disability,'Dhiersity, and Dissemination:A Review
of theLiterature.On Topics Related to, Increasing
the Utilizatian of,Rehabilitation Research
OutCOmes Among Diverse Consumer:Groups;
This document ma's brepated2to, help researchers better-
understand the in_ teractiOn of disability, diversity,- and

-disSenegnatiOn. It provides a theoretical framework:eXamining
the. concepts of.race; ethnicity, and culture, and'their influences
within the rehabijitatiOn system. It also' describes the character
istics of effectilie competerit' y.srems and the impact

'of attending to diversity iri. conducting.reseakh well as in
dissemination and Utilization. A number of organizational, .

sesearch, and D&O recommendations are provided: (April, 1999).
.<fittp://ww*.ncddr.oig/childiveisity/>

The DisseMination and_UtiliXation-of Disability
Research:, The National Center fOr the
DisSemination of DiSability Research Approach:
This -document dischsses disSemiriation and access', ssu6s in,

. effective dissemination, helii_fOr NIDRR granteebenChmark.-
ing,. and the NCDDR as a disseminatiOn/utilization resource.

, (Febniary 1996),
<httri://i0Ww:ncddr.orkidu/ricddrapproach.htniil>

General Characteristics of Effective,
DisseMination,and Utilikation
Effective 'dissemination and Otililation.strategies,.are keys to
conducting successful program improVeMent. The strategies
suggested doCUment are reflective of thbse found to be '-
effective through both -research and fi4d.r.based'experien.
(February, 1996)-
.1httii://Nkrww.ncddi.org/du/ctiaraCtgristics"

Guide to Substance
Abuse and disability
Resources-Produced
by NIDRIR Grantees
ThiS. guide -was deyeloped t6.1.
assist researche'rs, professionals,
and people with hdisabilities to locate -
research- based- materials relating
to subsiaricJ abuseand disabilities
that. were developed by program's
funded by NIDRR: (June, 1999)

ht-ii,:)/wvviv.ncdcl.r.org/du/saguide/>-:,

.

-Improving the Links. Between
Research and Practice: Approaches to the
Effective'Dissemination of DiSability Research
Guide to Improving practice; RUmber One-
This ghide diScus'ses in *r-friericllY language the concept
of dissemination for the purpOse of knowledge ,

,(july,- 1996)

..DiSseminiation Self,
'Inventory: Version One
'This dissemination
inventory is, useful to.
Organizations interested

reviewing the relative
strengths and weaknesses
of planned or ongoing
dissemination activities.. This
self- administered instrument
is-particularly useful-for.
program managers' who may
have limited time or who are
beginning to implement their
dissemination. plan. (kpril;1997)
<httP://wvvw.ncditmorg/dA/>-

Dissemination, Utilization, and the NCDDR ,

This document briefly reviews the history of the dissemination .-
.

of disability research and:its theofetical frameworks and how,
it relates to the NCDDR approaches, 'practiCes, and-evaluation.,
activities, as well as the expected implications of increased /

'improved dissemination 'and utilization. (November, 1995)
<http://Wv4.ncddr.orgicluigicddrdu.htinli:

` `.Dissemination
Se f peiztOry

01.91:1:xsa
Dlasafilination Sotl pry

4""""
MOM,

. <http://-wWw.ncddr.org/du/guidethigt1

Improving, the Usefulneie.of Disability ReSeareh:
A' Toolbox of Dissemination Strategies"
.Guide to ImprOVing. practiceNumbertwo
This guide addresses; _through user-friendly. language, how
inforrriation can be "most effectiVely disgeminated and used
by target audiences. (July, .1996)' ,

<hitp://wWw.incckir.org/du/gui02.htilil>

MulticultUralism and Disability.ReSearch:
Summary of ISsUee and Activities
This docurnent'reports on the first. Meeting of the NCDDR's
-Multicultural and Disability Research Task Force'in Washington,
DC-on October 21; 1996. It provides a look =at the current -

issues related to multiculturalism: algO reports the task fdrce
consensus regarding major-Multicultural issues and utilization
of disability iesearch..(0.ctOber,1996):,:
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Report- of Field test Results:.
SUrveY of Consumers with Disabilities
This dOcUment reports the field test activity conducted by
NCDDR staff td identify the ways consumers (people with
disabilities and their families) find. disability research
information that is Useful to them in-their daily lives. .

October, 1996)

Report of NCDDR Consunier. Survey
This report is, the result of a survey of consumers and
administrators from CenterS for. Independent Living ((IL).
prOgrains around the. United States.. The volunteers ,who. .

'participated in the Surve)nrepresent programs in all fifty.states.-.,
(November,, 1997) .

Report of NCDDR. Stakeholder Survey
. .

This report is the result surveyof suey findings regarding information
disseminationand utilization characteristics of disability. .service

and- policyma' king stakeholder groups 'around the United
State's. The volunteers who participated in the survey represent.
organizations in all fifty states. The survey repreSents the.
first Collection of these'data at the national level.A mismatch'
exists in the ways disability services researchers regularly
communicate information to. consumers and the methods
consumers prefer. (August, 1998)

4 ReView of the Literature On Dissemination
and KnoWledge WiiiiatiOn
This review is intended to provide a knowledge bage that
addresses hoW 'disability research results can be more easily
accessed and used by those Who need. them. This, review is
useful to. those conducting research. and planning dissemination

.effofts. Elements-bf effective dissemination and knowledge- ' s,

.utilization are presented as well as_ways in which dissemination-.
strategies may be,planned and evaluated.'(July,.1996) ,

:<http://www;neckir.orWarillitreview/>
PDF Version:
lit-tp://www.ncddr.orkiduilitreview.pdf5

The Research Exchange has achieved a reputation as a high quality source for information.about dissemination-
and utilization strategies, and recognition of NIDRR grantee& This newsletter has presented information on
diverse topicsof concern. to NIDRR grantees and-users of NIDRR-funded research. Starting with V1,
issue acknowledgesacknowledges special recognition of. NIDRR grantees.

Volume 1, Number 1, Premiere Issue
This premiere issue. includes ah oveview of the NCDOR's
inform'ation,and techniCal assistance resources, multiculturalism
and dissemination, and NCDDR staff introductions. (1995)
4Ittp://www.ncddr.org/researchexchange/vOln01/>.

Volume 1, NUmber 2, Airailability Versus Accessibility
This issue, reviews the' need for uSing.alternate -*.formats:in.
dissemination, including: availability and accessibility;
dissemination- policy; chooSing a format; and the NCDDR's

. World wide'Web. Site. (1996)
.<http://ww*.n&101..Org/reseaichexcliange/vCiln02/>
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Volume 1, Number 3, Dissemination Patterns of
NIDRR Grantees ;
Information concerning dissemination patterns and
Characteristics, of NIDRR grantees,; -from the initial grantee
survey, is presented: (1996)

://www.ncddr.org/r6earchexcliange/vO1n00

Volumeli Number 4, Literature Review on Dissemination
and Utilization of:W-seareh Results
This issue highlights -Some of the into?rriaiion that is Contained
In:three NCDDR publicatiOns focusing* on disseminatiori and ---

,knowledge utilization theory, approaches, strategies,and
.effectiveness. The pUblicatiorts are:-A Review of the Literature:on'.
Dissmincnion-and Knowledge Utilization; Improving the Links .

between Research and Practice: Approaches to.ihe Effective
Dissemination of Dgability Research, Guide to Improving
Practice, Number One; and Iinproving the Usefulness of
Disability Research: A Toolbox of Dissemination Strategies,
Guide to Improving Practice, Number Two (1996)

-<http. ://www.ncddr.ori/researchexCha:nge/v0In04/>
16 0
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Volume 2; Number 1, Accessible:Information
On the World Wide. Well
ArticleS include: General,Guidelines fef:Improving,AcCessibility
of World Wide Web Pages; Accessibility DesignConsiderations

.'and Examples; Annotated ,WWW Resource List; and NIDRR .

Project Results Used-by Special Olympics International to
Evaluate,Impact of Sports Program.,(1997) I -.
<htip://wwwmcddr.org/researChexchange/v02ii01/>

Volume 2, Number-2, DisSethination EValuation
Strategie and Options
Articles include: yoU can Evaltiate Your DiSSeminatidn Efforts; .
NCiDDR ProdUct,Dissemination-Seff inventory; and Learning
from .Business and IndustryThinking about Your WWW_Site:
Can It be Evaluated? (1997)
<http://WwW.ricddr.Org/researchexchange/v02n02/>' ;-

rripa;nielitu.

Volume 2, Nubor 3, Gateways to NIDRR's
Disability Reseirch
This isstie highlights the development:of NIDRR program WWW

Voltline 4, Nlimber 4-

Volume 3, Number
Special triiPloynient,
Issue
This, speci2a1 issue
provides a lobk at the
employment issues..
,currentlY being .faced:
by Americans with
disabilities; NIDRR's,
new initiative addressing-
employMent-related
issues, and the.

;Rehabilitation Research
and Training Centers
funded to improve'
employineiat outcomes
for-persons° With '

diSabilities.,(1998)
<http://www.ncddr.org/reseUrchexchange/v03n04/>

- doorways'on the NCDDR Web site. Also described are the _ . ,
Volume 4; Nuinber 1, Disability, Diversity and DIssemination: .

research topic doorways under development by theNCDOR A'ReView of the Literature, Part 1TheoretWal Framework
Staff. Ways.in which the corrirnunicatiOn,power of ,WWW sites
can be assessed is included (1997) '

,

<http://www.ncddr.org/researchexchange/v02n03/>

.Volume 2, Number 4, How Do Consumers Get
Information They Can use?
This iSsue presents -data collected, by, the NCDDR iegarding the
ways in which persons with disabilities and their families prefer ,
to receive. disability research information for use The survey
process and highfights of the findings are prOVided. (1997)
<http://Www.neddr.org/researcheXchdnge/v02n04/>,

Volume 3, Number 1, Common. Characteristics of
NIDRR Grantees' Websites

.. . . , .

Thisissue, Part 1 of a review of literature presented in the
NCDDR document Disability,-,Diversity, andDisseinination:.'

,4 Review of the Literature on Topics Related to Inereasing,
the-Utilization of Rehabilitation Research Outcoines Among .'
Diverse ConsuMer GrOups," pioVides a. theOretical framewerk
fOr examining the concepts of race, ethnicity, and culture,
and their ,within' the rehabilitation system. It algo

,

includes descriptions of "mainstream" and' cultures"h"
,.: in the United States. (1999). ,

. <http://wWW.naldr.orWresearehexcliange/v04n01/
-

Volume 4, Number 2, Disability, Diversity and Dissemination::
A Review'of the Literature, Part 2-7-Applying the Concepts

hr and d138diThis issue presents information on the common characteristics Of to
This issue, Part 2-of a review of literature foeuses on the, ,NIDRR grantees' Web-sites. Also presented are the, trends .

in the dissemination patterns of:NIDRR granteesas repOrted
in the NIDRR Caiiipendium of PrOducts of MDRR.Grante.es;
993-1996. (1998) ', . -.

<http://WwW.neddr:Org/rearchexChange/v03n01/>

Volume 3,1Number 2, How Do Stakeholders Find
and Disseminate Information ?
This issue presents .the results of the NCDDR's survey' of
stakeholder groups to learn more about:how they:obtain
and disseminate information. Representatives of rehabilitation'
researchers, service providers, supporters, and policymakers/,
information sources participated.in the survey. (1998)
<http://wwW.neddr.orgirekarchexch4nge/v631102/>

Volume 3, Number 3, Who Needs Web Site Aceessibility?
This issue proVides helpful, information and resources that can
guide the user in making their Web site more accessible:' An
updated 'Annotated WWW Resource List is presented, as well
as a new review of NIDRR Grantees' Web sites. (1998)
<http://vvww.ncddr2org/researchexchange/v03n03/>

characteristics-of effective systems and how to build-relation-
Ship§ within 'culturally cbmpeterif organizations. The'Concepts
about culture, and diversity that Were presented in Part 1
(Vol: 4,,I\To.- 1) are related-to, issues in conducting research and
issues in dissemination and utilization. The conclusion offers
organizational, research, and D&U recommendations:- (1999)
<http://wWw.ncddr.org/researchexchange/VO4ri02/>

Voltie 4, Number 3, bisseininating Research InforMatiori
in the DiiabilitY, Mainstream, and Professional Media
Artie-les on disability ,research. and Me:media, developing media
relations, and publishing in journals are presented with NIDRR,
grantees in mind. Issues' associated with Internet,publishing,are

-. discussed for authors, who may be interested in both online and
. jouinal publishing. (1999):. . 7

<http://www.neddr.org/researchexchange/y04n03/> ,
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The Research Exchange
continued from page 18 IDRR Grantee

eco nitionVolunie 4; Number 4; Grantee Survey and Web Site Update.
'This is the final issue of The Research Exchange in NCDDR's .
pilot phase. It presents the resnliS of a folloW-Up survey of
NIDRR grantees, including comparisons with data from,
previous surveys. An update of NIDRR grantees' Web sites
is presented, as well as a description of NCDDR products
developed over the' pilot' project period.: (1999)
<httpiliwww.ncddrorg/researchexChange/VO4n04/>'

1 "

The NCDDR provides two brochures to NIDRR
grantees and stakeholders interested in the NCDDR's
technical assistance services. The brochures contain
information about the resources and services available
through the NCDDR to improve dissemination and
utilization strategies.

Shaping Excellence
Through Research
This general brochure describes the.
way NCDDR works with NIDRR
granteesand,stakeholders in disabil-
ity research to expose the barriers
-to effective 'dissemination ,and
search for ways to overcome them.
It alsOinCliides infOrmation about
, technical assistance and training,'
NCDDR publicatiOns, serving
underserved groups, and the
NCDDR World Wide Web site.
.(April, 1996)

Technical Assistance Resources
ThiS booklet outlines the technical assistance and training
opportunities, both on and off:site, consultation services, and'
resources offered by the NCDDR.' Offers a'postage paid
reply card in addition to &her ways to Contact ,the NCDDR
request services: (May, 1996)

The NCDDR congratulates each Of the following NIDRR'
grantees and staff Members. All grantees; are encouraged to .

contact the NCDDR. with information to share in filtiire issues
of The Research Exchange. .

DrS. Riad and Ann Turnbull,Co-Director of the-1111TC on
Policies,Affecting-ramiliesVvith Children with Disabilities.
at the University,of Kansas, were *long' thirty:six honorees
recognized. as .recipients ofthe American Associatidn on
Mental RetardatiOn (AAMR) Historic:Century Award during the-
organization's annual meetinglii,New Orleans *in May 1999.
In_addition to the Turnbulls, honOrees included' President John
F. Kennedy, B.F. Skinner; Alfred Binet, Henry Goddard,. Geraldo
Rivera; among others. Thee honorees were*selected based on the
selection Coininittee's,deterinination as having made the most
significant contribUtiOns to the field of mental retardation in.the
last one hundred years.

NIDRR Participates
in Annual Legislative
Conference of
Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation
NIDRR hosted, an exhibit in the technology pavilion
at the 29th Annual Legislative Conference sponsored
by the Congressional Black Caucus Foundation, Inc.
The largest African American conference in the nation
took place at the Washington Convention Center in
Washington, DC, from Wednesday, September 15
to Saturday, September 18, 1999.

Dr. Katherine Seelman, NIDRR Director, participated
in the ,Exhibit Hall Ribbon Cutting at noon on September
15th. Assistant Secretary of OSERS, Judith Heumann, Was
invited. NIDRR provided printed materials, videos, and
demonstratiOns of items produced by NIDRR grantees.
Exhibits were open to the public and up to 30,000
visitors were expected in the Exhibit Hall.

For more information about the Congressional Black
Caucus Foundation contact them at 1-800-784-2577 or
online at < http:// www.cbcfonline.org/conference />

18
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Dr. Ann Turnbull was also recognized as the 1999, reCipient-
of the Louise Byrd GradUate,Educator Award at the Doctoral
Hoodirig CerethonY at the. Uniifersity. of Kansas. School of
Education on Saturday, May 22.,This awaidis'thade,annuallY,
to a member.of the. raduate facultYWho has demonstrated

. an unusual concern for the welfare of graduate students:

For further inforthationContaci Anette laindsgaarde at
(785)-864-7601 or ahette@dole.lsi.ukans.edu

Dr. Frederick E.Meni; Director of Research arid Associate
birectOrOf 'the RRTC on Iniproving ConimUnity-Based
Rehabilitation Programs, received-the. Outstanding
Researcher of the Year award from the National Council
on Rehabilitation ducation: He was -recognized for his :
accomplishments in advaneing the rehabilitation counseling'
pribfessiori through research and training activities of national.
significance.' The award was giVen in Washington, D.C.
in .fUne, 1998. For further information contact Julie Larsscin
at (715) 23222236 or, iar04j@usivsiouitedu '

Staff members of the RRTC in Neuromuscular Diseases .at the
.

University of. California. at.Davis.received honors froth, a variety
Ofolgariizations.

Fowlen.AD.,loriner RRTC Direetor,-,received the
. Deanna* Falge'AWard presented by the Staff-Affirmative
Action.and Diversity Adyisory-Corrimittee; OriiVersity of
California .atDavis.UC Davis created the award' to honor
Deanna EFalge for her commitment to equal.oppOriunitY
and AffirmatiVe Action as uc.Davis' AA/EEO COrripliance'
Officer from 1970 .to .1995.

- e

On behalf of all past and present participants in
RRTC/NMD prbjects; Dr. Fowler alSo accepted the.Ninik ,
Annual: Affirmative, Action. and DipersityAivard.114 award
"recbgnizes UC Davis departmentS that have thade,signifi-'
cant contnbutibris'to affirmative adionjequal eniPloyment
-opportunity and'heightened. awareness and sensitivity to
diversity. Both awards were presented at a hincheOn on:.
March 22,.1999'and recipients were honored at' a campus

''.celebration, 'Soaring to New, Heights" on March 25, 1999::

Mark Wineinger, AD., received the 1998 AssOciation
of Academic Physiafrists Excellence in Research Writing
Award at the AAP Anrival Meeting in Orlando, ,Florida in.
February, '1999. Dr Wineinger, who -was.'firstauthor, and
hi's-co-author's Ted and Sandra Davis from t.EC.
Davis; and Greg Carten-m.D. frbm the. University of
Washington; received -the award f6r their paper entitled
"Effects of. Aging and. yoluntafyExercise On the Function
of Dystropic Muscle- froth md.k Mice". published- in-:the
:January' /February 1998 edition of the American Journal
of Physical Medicine' and Rehabilitation.

. .

Robert EntmonS, Ph.D.,. and fOrmer undergradnate
research assistants Chi Cheung and Keivan Tehrani.were
awareied, a Templeton Foundation 1998 Exemplary Papers'
Award for a research. article entitled '`AsgeSsing Spirituality
Through Persorial.6oals: Implications for Research on
Religion and Subjective Wellbeing;" published in-Social`
Indicators Research, 45; 391-422 (1998).

FOr further infOrmatiOneontaet Dr. Kathryn Devereaux;
DirectOr of Training and friformation Services;at
(530) 752-9270:

Staff Of. the R.RTC on Aging with MentalRetardation
(RRTCAMR) received awards at the'AnriUal Convention:of the
Atheri6an Obciationori'Mental,Retardation(AAMR)'held in
New Orleail' in May, 1999.

Tathar Heller, Ph.D., Principal. Investigator and .Director
of RRTCAiVIR,.Was'elected President of.the delOntology.

IDivisiOn of the'American AssoCiation on Mental
Retardation; 1998-2000.

David Braddock, Ph.D., Co- Principal. was .
named Distinguished Lecturer for the ,Conyention and

.received the Career Research Award, an internatior6l
award presented,to nine ;biomedical. and_social 'science
researchers; since 1980.

Hai-vey Sterns, Ph.D.., PrOject DireCtor and Professor of
4

Psychology, at-the University of AkrOn,'recolved- the Ruth
Roberts MemorialAward froth the 6eiontology Division of
the.AAMR for his eantribUtionS:tO the field'of'aging with ",
mental retardation.

For further infOrmation contact Alan Factor, Ph.D:, AssoCiate
Director for Training and DisSerniriatieb, at (312) 413-1520 or
afactOr@uic.edii

Kenneth E. Galeal, Ph.D., Co-Director and Coordinator. of
Research, at the RRTC of the: Pacific; was appointed by the
U.S. Secretary of-,Commerce to the Race and Ethnicity AdbisorY
Council to. the US Census andservesas a member of the Pacific
Islander Subcommittee on Census 2000. F'or further information
contact Fred McFarlane, Ph.D.; Centel' Directbr, at
(619) 594 - 6115/4220 or fincfarla@Mail.Sdsu.edn,

Robert Blum, M.D.., Ph.D., Principal-Investigator at the --

'Reseacli andTraining Project for Infants, Children, an
. Youth, was the recipient of the 1998 kierbe;t'NeedleMan

. Award from the American public Health Association fOr
'`Outstanding Contributions in Research and COurageOus
Advocacy for Child. and Adolescent Health." The "award was
Presented at the annual meeting of the American' Public Health
Association; November.1998; in WaShington, D.C. For further ,

information contact Marty Smith at' (612) 626-3014 or:
inartys@tc.bnin.edu:

continued on page 20
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continued from page 19

The RRTC on Drugs and Disability and staff members
received the following honors. -

In January 1999 the RRTC and its parent organization,
Substance Abuse and Disability ISsues (SARDI), were
awarded* the .1998 Ohio Exemplary Prevention Award by
the Ohio. Department= of AfcOholism and Drug Addiction.:

. Services (ODADAS) for the "PALS ProjectAdapting
Prevention' Education for. Youth with Disabilities."

Dennis Moore, Ed.D., RRTC Director, Was:recognized.
for his effort's as Chair and primary' conceptualizer of the

:recently released Treatment Intervention Pfotocol mono -'
graph #29 entitled "Substance Use Disorder Treatrnent for
People with Physical and Cognitive bisabilities." This
recognition was made at a press conference conducted
by 'the 'Substance Abuse .and. Mental Health ServiCeg

,Administration (SAMHSA) on Janu4iy,12, 1999 at the -

National Press Club in. Washington; D.C.

Eileen Wolksteiti, Ph.D., RRTC Training Director,
was appointed to the National Advisory. Board for the
AddiCtion Technology Transfer Centers (ATTC); sp'onsored
by SAMHSA. The ATTCs are responsible for a national
training agenda for the addictions field. -Dr. WollEstein is
on faculty in the Health Studies Department .ai New York

How To 'Contact
The National Center

For The Dissemination
Of Disability Research

For further information' contact Dr. Dennis Moore at
(937).259-1384 or dcmoore@desire.wright.edu

Call Us
1 -800- 266 -1832 or 512-476-6861 WIT

8 A.M.-NOON and 1 P.M. C.T. Mon.Fri:
(except holidays) or record

a message 24 hr./day

NCDDR to
Begin New Work
This issue of The Research Exchange marks the culmination of
the NCDDR's pilot project, providing updated information about
innovations that NIDRR grantees are achieving in developing
and disseminating research information. In its new project, the
NCDDR will continue to assess these innovations and assist
grantees in their dissemination efforts, as well as helping stake-
holders and consumers locate research information in online and
traditional media. More importantly, as evidenced by the NCDDR
product list in this issue, the NCDDR will continue to work with
grantees in developing and refining dissemination strategies that
result in the utilization of research information. Thus, the NCDDR
will continue to develop new materials and methods to help
grantees, stakeholders, and consumers to develop and access
the research information they need to produce lasting change
and improvements in the lives of people with disabilities. The staff
of the NCDDR look forward to the challenges and rewards of
assisting NIDRR grantees, stakeholders, and consumers during
the coming five years.

LJ
Explore Our Web Site
http://www.ncddr.org/

E-mail Us
admin@ncddr.org,

Write Us .'
National Center for the

Dissemination of Disability Research
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory

211 East Seventh Street, Suite 400
Austin, Texas 78701-3281

CI°
ViSit Us

In downtown Austin, Texas 4th floor,
Southwest Tower, Brazos at 7th St.
8 A.M.-NOON and 1 P.M .-5 P.M. C.T:

Mon.Fri. (except holidays)

Fax Us
512-476-2286

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory

MD& NIDRR
National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research
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